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Abstract

To successfully manage real-world complex problems that threaten our wellbeing, it
is necessary to learn complex problem-solving (CPS) capabilities. Engagement in
CPS processes can be promoted only in specific learning environments that simulate
the uncertainty, unpredictability and uncontrollability of dynamic complex systems.
Games can function as CPS learning environments because of their potential to
(a) simulate authentic CPS dynamics in realistic complex situations, (b) promote
cognitive, behavioural and affective holistic engagement of learners in game-based
learning (GBL) processes, and (c) contribute to the acquisition, development, and
improvement of CPS knowledge, skills, and attitudes. However, researchers and
practitioners lack the appropriate tools to analyse and design gameplay features that
may promote CPS processes in GBL environments.

Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to develop a set of complementary research
tools that can support game experts to identify specific gameplay features of CPS
scenarios that can be configured to promote intrinsically motivating GBL processes
and cognitive CPS capabilities. Consequently, four research objectives were for-
mulated, each guided by three research questions, that involve the development of
instruments supported by conceptual models.

First, an analysis instrument was developed to support the identification of (a)
simulated gameplay aspects of real-world CPS scenarios, and (b) key properties and
functionalities of gameplay information flows that support player engagement with
those gameplay aspects (i.e., the CPS-IF instrument, underpinned by the CPS-IF
conceptual model). Then, an instrument was elaborated for identifying gameplay
features that can make CPS processes in GBL environments intrinsically motivating
to players (i.e., the CPS-GBL instrument, underpinned by the CPS-GBL conceptual
model). Next, an analysis instrument was developed suitable to identify specific
gameplay features that may promote required cognitive CPS conditions (i.e., the
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GEFF-CPSC instrument, underpinned by the GEFF-CPSC conceptual model). Fi-
nally, guidelines were operationalised for configuring gameplay features to promote
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities (the ability to engage in the uncer-
tainty management process) (i.e., the CPS-GFC guidelines, based on the results of a
systematic review).

The rigorous instrument development processes, the supporting conceptual mod-
els, the comprehensive systematic review method, and the results of the exploratory
evaluation of the instruments, suggest that the produced instruments and models
can be useful tools for game researchers and practitioners who are interested in
(a) analysing or designing gameplay features that may promote CPS processes, (b)
creating new research tools that are suitable to measure the effectiveness of games
to foster CPS capabilities, and (c) generating new theories about how games can
function as CPS learning environments.

Based on these contributions to research and practice and based on the key
limitations of the thesis (i.e., (a) the exploratory nature of the validation tests and
reliability assessments, involving low number of reviewers and games, and (b) the
untested assumptions of the conceptual models for the effectiveness of games to
promote CPS capabilities) the following directions for future work are suggested.
Future research should involve more participants and diverse games for testing the
instruments, and should integrate the instruments in a complementary way to explore
the assumed potential of games to effectively promote CPS.

In conclusion, the thesis contributes to the research and practice of game design
and analysis by providing research tools suitable for the identification of gameplay
features that may promote player engagement in intrinsically motivating CPS and
GBL processes. This study is one step on the path towards effectively analysing and
designing games that may promote CPS capabilities through GBL.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In our world we are surrounded by dynamic complex systems that are continuously
evolving as a result of the interactions of a multitude of environmental, social and
economic factors [7–9]. The societal transformations caused by this interplay have
accelerated exponentially with recent industrial and technological progresses, leading
to overwhelming threats to the health, happiness and prosperity of people worldwide
[10–12]. These dynamic phenomena in the real world are difficult to understand and
manage because they involve a large number of elements and interactions [13, 14].
Moreover, they are shrouded by uncertainty [13, 15] and generate emergent systemic
effects that cannot be fully known nor predicted [13, 15], making the changing
systemic dynamics uncontrollable [13, 15]. These interconnected, uncertain, unpre-
dictable and uncontrollable phenomena are known as complex problems [6, 15, 16].

Similar to simple problems, complex problems involve a discrepancy between
an undesirable initial state and a new goal state, where the problem solver either
does not know how to transform the initial state into the goal state or is prevented
from doing so by barriers and relevant environmental conditions [15, 17, 18]. Unlike
simple problems, however, complex problems are characterised by an initial state of
uncertainty, ill-defined goal state, dynamically changing barriers and environmental
conditions, and unclear transformation approaches that may lead to desirable states
but also generate unpredictable emergent effects [6, 12, 15, 18, 19]. Examples of
real-world complex problems include the detrimental effects of climate change, the
unstable economic impact of global population ageing, food and water insecurity,
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unaffordable housing and healthcare, energy crises and conflicting international
policies [20, 21].

Population ageing can illustrate the typical characteristics of complex problems
presented earlier. First, population ageing consists of a simultaneous increase in life
expectancy and a decrease in the birth rate, leading to a progressive shrinkage of the
working-age population, which consequent difficulties in raising the resources needed
to support children and the elderly (multiple elements and interactions) [22, 23].
Second, the factors that currently define the levels of well-being of older people
and the stability of healthcare systems and job markets are unclear (initial state
of uncertainty) [22, 23]. Third, improving the ever-changing balance of priorities
between evolving human needs, healthcare outcomes and employment security
is an ambiguous goal (ill-defined goal state) [22, 23]. Fourth, although medical
and technological progress improves the quality of health services and workplace
practices, it also reduces the access to these systems due to increased demand from
patients and workers (dynamically changing barriers and environmental conditions)
[22, 23]. Finally, some governments are trying to raise the retirement age (unclear
transformation approaches), leading to nation-wide protests (e.g. France, 2023 [24]),
which can have disrupting effects on future elections (emergent effects) [22, 23].

For over half a century, the challenges posed by an increasingly complex world
have motivated the international community to focus on the study of complex prob-
lems and the practical ways of managing them. As early as 1948, Weaver [25]
suggested that the problems of organised complexity would define the future and that
multidisciplinary research was needed to understand how to address these problems.
Later in 1970, the Club of Rome, a global organisation concerned with worldwide
challenges, proposed 49 continuous critical problems that humanity faces (e.g. war,
wealth inequality, inadequate medical care, environmental pollution, misinformation,
etc.) [26]. Similarly, in 2015, the United Nations General Assembly adopted 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for the year 2030 aimed at tackling poverty,
hunger, unemployment, disease, climate change, illiteracy, unaffordable energy and
so on [27]. In addition, in 2017, the Millennium Project, formerly part of the World
Federation of United Nations Associations, identified 15 major Global Challenges
that threaten sustainable development, democratisation, equality, health, peace, and
education [28].
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In general, the international community strongly advocates for us as individuals
and as a society to learn how to cope with complex problems [9, 26, 29], i.e. to learn
complex problem-solving (CPS) skills and attitudes and to prioritise and promote
them in modern education [29, 30]. CPS is the ability to achieve desirable state
transformations in dynamically changing and uncertain environments while pursuing
ill-defined goals [15, 31]. The development of CPS skills and attitudes requires
specific learning environments that are suitable for simulating scenarios that mimic
complex real-world problems and that motivate and support learners’ proactive and
holistic engagement (i.e., heads, hands, hearts) in such scenarios [15, 31–34].

With these requirements in mind, games can function as CPS learning environ-
ments because of their potential to simulate authentic CPS dynamics in realistic and
complex situations [3, 35, 36]. In addition, games can promote holistic engagement
by leveraging cohesive narratives and meaningful challenges to incentivise learners’
willingness to tackle game-based problem scenarios, and consequently stimulate
their cognitive, behavioural, and affective involvement in game-based learning
(GBL) processes [9, 37, 38]. Finally, games can contribute to the acquisition, de-
velopment, and improvement of CPS knowledge, skills, and attitudes by making
these elements specifically relevant to achieve the challenges that players decide to
embrace [9, 39, 40].

Considering these characteristics, games have been recognised as powerful learn-
ing environments suitable for eliciting and supporting CPS processes, however, their
potential is yet to be fully realised [3]. In particular, game researchers and practi-
tioners need enhanced tools to investigate which and how specific gameplay features
may promote the development of CPS capabilities in games [36, 41], and may in-
trinsically motivate players to engage simultaneously in CPS and GBL processes
[33, 42]. Motivated by this research problem, the aim of this study is to develop
a set of complementary tools that will enable game researchers and practitioners
to analyse existing games and design new games that can foster CPS skills and
attitudes.

In the context of this study, games are conceptualised as goal-directed work
systems [2], consisting of gameplay features (i.e. game elements, their properties
and interactions) that can be configured to function in multiple ways (e.g., modi-
fying the attributes and behaviour of game tools and game characters) to influence
players’ pursuit of assigned goals while making decisions based on a continuous
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assessment of the game state [3, 38]. Game state assessments are informed by game-
play information flows, i.e., clusters of information about the game state that are
dynamically presented by the game in explicit (non-diegetic) or implicit (diegetic)
form in response to the player’s actions or triggered by events not controlled by the
player [3, 38].

Based on this conceptualisation, we argue that to foster CPS, games should (a)
simulate contexts, environments, and complex dynamics that define real-world CPS
scenarios [6, 12, 35, 36]; (b) provide information flows with appropriate properties
(e.g., diegetic or non-diegetic information presentation, domain relevance of the
information content, timeliness and frequency of information presentation, etc.) and
functionalities (e.g., support for learning, stimulation of actions, etc.) to help players
dealing with the indeterminacy, unpredictability and uncertainty that characterise
real-world CPS scenarios [3, 12]; and (c) present mechanisms suitable to intrinsically
motivate players to engage in CPS processes in GBL environments [9, 33, 37, 38].
Consequently, the following four main research objectives are formulated to achieve
the research goal:

1. develop an instrument for the identification of simulated gameplay aspects
of real-world CPS scenarios, and key properties and functionalities of game-
play information flows that promote player engagement with those gameplay
aspects;

2. develop an instrument to support the identification of gameplay features that
can make CPS processes intrinsically motivating to players in GBL environ-
ments;

3. develop an instrument for identifying specific gameplay features that may
foster necessary cognitive CPS conditions;

4. develop a set of guidelines for configuring gameplay features in ways that may
simultaneously promote engagement in gameplay processes, and elicit and
support cognitive CPS capabilities.

The main contributions of this study are the following:

• a set of tools developed for the analysis and design of games that may promote
CPS skills and attitudes;
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• a conceptual framework consisting of models that underpin each tool and can
be used to develop new instruments and inform new theories;

• guidelines for gameplay features that may promote both player engagement
and cognitive CPS capabilities, suitable for game analysis and design, and for-
mulated through a systematic review of available methodological frameworks.

This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis by first introducing the context
of the study, followed by the research problem, the research aim, the objectives and
leading research questions, and the significance and limitations of the study.

1.1 Context of the study

1.1.1 Complex problem-solving

Traditional problem-solving can be defined as discovering a linear sequence of steps
to transform an initial state of affairs into a goal state [43]. Instead, the characteristics
of complex problems make CPS an iterative process that requires problem solvers
to continuously interact with a dynamically changing environment and to explore,
transform, evaluate, and predict its state [31]. Furthermore, while transforming the
environment, problem solvers interpret dynamic changes and emergent effects, and
subsequently reflect, criticise and modify their own behaviours [44, 45]. Finally,
as they self-regulate their cognition, problem solvers generate and adapt partial
solutions to high stakes challenges [15]. Considering (a) the relationships between
these aspects of complex problems and these high demands on problem solvers [15],
and (b) the recent emphasis of taking CPS back into real world contexts [15], the
new definition proposed by Dörner and Funke [15] conceptualises CPS as follows:

1. CPS is a set of self-regulated processes and contextualised activities to achieve
ill-defined goals;

2. CPS is situated in dynamically changing environments;

3. CPS is characterised by approaches and solutions that are incomplete;

4. CPS requires adaptivity, creativity, frequent collaboration, and a wide range of
strategies for uncertainty management;
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5. CPS involves the problem solver’s cognition, affection, and motivation through
highly challenging situations.

Based on this definition, CPS demands from problem solvers the skills and
attitudes to (a) continuously observe and interpret complex problem scenarios, (b)
iteratively define and adapt action plans, and (c) respond to relevant environmental
changes based on incomplete and uncertain information [6, 15, 19, 42]. Even though
it has been recommended that developing such CPS capabilities should be a priority
of modern education [29, 30], formal learning environments have found it difficult to
promote them effectively [15, 30, 44], thus the need for new innovative CPS learning
environments has emerged [12, 46].

1.1.2 CPS learning environments

Constructivist learning may be particularly beneficial for the development of CPS
skills and attitudes because it allows learners to experience the world and build
knowledge by managing complex problems [44, 47, 48]. According to the construc-
tivist paradigm, learners actively learn by (a) engaging in a contextualised process of
constructing new knowledge, (b) using and reflecting on their real-world experiences,
(c) formulating and testing hypotheses by interacting with the learning environment,
and (d) evaluating the results of these interactions [49–51]. To foster this process,
a constructivist learning environment should provide learners with: (a) a problem
scenario based on real-world contexts; (b) appropriate information resources that
support the problem-solving process; (c) sufficient tools that facilitate the trans-
formation of the environment; (d) cognitive tools that assist with the exploration
of the environment; and (e) conversational tools that promote collaborative social
experiences [44, 48, 49]. Based on these characteristics, CPS learning environments
should be constructivist, reflecting real-world contexts, and supporting problem
solvers with a variety of tools and resources for exploration, transformation, and
collaboration [44, 48, 51].

In addition to these recommendations, not only Sterman [32] (who models the
learning process in complex systems) but also Dörner and Wearing [6] (who propose
a theory of CPS) specifically suggest virtual worlds as suitable CPS learning
environments. Virtual worlds are formal models or microworlds in which decision
makers can play with features in the environment, learn from failure in the safety
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of the experimental space, and improve their decision-making skills through high-
quality information flows [32, 37, 52]. Therefore, a learning environment that mimics
complex problem systems, embeds complex dynamics, includes key aspects of virtual
worlds, and promotes constructivist learning can be successful in developing CPS
skills and attitudes [6, 32, 37, 44, 47, 48].

1.1.3 Games as CPS learning environments

Games based on simulation gameplay mechanics can act as microworlds and meet the
urgent need for innovative CPS learning environments that are appropriately designed
[3, 37]. Indeed, games have the potential to: (a) mimic real-world complex problem
scenarios [12, 35]; (b) simulate contextualised and functional CPS dynamics in an
experimental setting [3, 36]; (c) intrinsically motivate players to engage cognitively,
affectively, and behaviourally in meaningful GBL environments [3, 9, 12, 37]; and
(d) promote specific gameplay interactions for players to learn new CPS skills
and attitudes [9, 39, 40]. Therefore, games can be effective constructivist learning
environments for the development of CPS capabilities which has been difficult to
achieve in ordinary educational contexts [3, 39, 53].

Gameplay can be conceptualised as a problem-solving activity within a contex-
tualised work system of goal-directed tasks, action-mediated by objects, tools and
social entities, and generating real-world complex dynamics [2, 3, 38]. To achieve
desirable goal states (e.g., building a house), players perform gameplay tasks (e.g.,
gathering building materials from a forest) by transforming target objects in the
game environment (e.g., cutting down trees in a forest) through mediated interactions
with enabling entities (e.g., an axe for cutting down trees) and hindering entities
(e.g., hostile animals that protect the forest) [3, 38]. These gameplay tasks are al-
ways embedded in a fictional spatio-temporal and socio-cultural context that defines
the meaning and functioning of features, events, and information flows involved
in gameplay activities [3, 38]. Such game contexts vary in complexity, however,
in the case of simulation games, they can replicate real-world complex dynamics
[3, 38]. Essential for the development of cognitive CPS capabilities are the factors
that gameplay learning processes (a) can transfer knowledge, attitudes, and skills
from in-game to real-world scenarios, depending on the contextualisations of the
game [9, 39, 54–57], and (b) are completely intrinsically motivated by the game
goals, contextualisations, and mechanics [53, 58–61].
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In light of this background, game researchers and practitioners have the opportu-
nity to exploit the CPS possibilities offered by games by either analysing the extent
to which existing games can trigger and support engagement in CPS processes, or by
designing new games that can promote CPS skills and attitudes.

1.2 Problem statement

Even though this study argues that games can be effective constructivist learning
environments for developing and improving CPS skills and attitudes [3, 9, 37, 39,
40, 48, 53], it also identifies four main challenges that first need to be addressed
before game researchers and practitioners are able to analyse, design, and use games
to promote CPS processes.

First, to engage players in CPS processes, simulated gameplay aspects of CPS
scenarios and clear and effective information flows are required [3, 12]. The ap-
propriate properties and functionalities of such information flows, that define these
gameplay aspects and influence the performance of problem-solvers under uncertain
circumstances, have not been identified yet.

Second, compared to other types of microworlds and simulations, games have
the advantage of engaging players in GBL or in activities that are intrinsically
motivating [3, 12]. However, there is a trade-off between creating meaningful
learning experiences and intrinsically-motivating complex environments [36, 62].
New ways to effectively balance these two aspects of game design are needed.

Third, the development of CPS skills and attitudes, depends on the understanding
of how specific gameplay features promote required cognitive CPS conditions [3, 6,
36]. This mapping between gameplay and CPS has yet to be systematically carried
out or tested.

Finally, while there are many methodological frameworks for the analysis and
design of entertaining gameplay features that may trigger and sustain player engage-
ment (e.g., [63–65]), few of them address the learning effects of such features (e.g.,
[3, 66]), and none of them focus specifically on CPS.

Based on these arguments, the problem statement of this study can be summarised
as follows. Existing research tools are inadequate to (a) identify simulated game-
play aspects of CPS scenarios, and the properties and functionalities of gameplay
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information flows that present those aspects to players, (b) identify mechanisms that
make CPS processes intrinsically motivating to players in GBL environments, (c)
identify gameplay features that may promote required cognitive CPS conditions,
and (d) identify gameplay features that may promote both player engagement and
cognitive CPS capabilities.

1.3 Research aim, objectives, and questions

The aim of this study is to develop a set of complementary tools that will enable
game researchers and practitioners to analyse existing games and design new games
that can foster CPS skills and attitudes. These tools will support game experts to
identify how simulated gameplay aspects and specific gameplay features interrelate
with cognitive CPS conditions and capabilities to provide information to players and
to intrinsically motivate them to engage in CPS processes within GBL environments.

A theoretical framework for complex problem-solving processes within game-
based learning environments (CPS-GBL theoretical framework) is developed to
underpin the set of complementary tools. The CPS-GBL theoretical framework
integrates components of:

• the framework of activity theory-based gameplay system [3],

• CPS theory [6, 15, 31],

• constructivist learning [44, 50],

• the game-based learning human factors framework [9],

• the self-determination theory [65],

• the Work System Theory [2],

• the Cattel-Horn-Carroll theory of cognitive capabilities [67].

The justification for selecting these theories and the development of the CPS-GBL
theoretical framework based on the selected theories is presented in Chapter 2.

To achieve the research aim, the thesis has four main objectives and related
activities. The first objective of the study is to develop an analysis instrument to
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support the identification of (a) simulated gameplay aspects of real-world CPS
scenarios, and (b) key properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows
that promote player engagement with those gameplay aspects. This analysis tool is
developed based on the method by Moore and Benbasat [68]. The pursuit of this
research objective is guided by the following set of research questions:

• RQ1.1: Which gameplay aspects should GBL environments simulate to foster
CPS processes?

• RQ1.2: Which properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows
may support the comprehension of and interactions with simulated gameplay
aspects and how?

• RQ1.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows impact the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players engaged in CPS
and GBL processes?

The second objective of the thesis is to develop an instrument for identifying
gameplay features that can make CPS processes intrinsically motivating to players
in GBL environments. The instrument is developed based on an established method
[68] and evaluated through a case study of participants playing a game. The research
objective addresses the following research questions:

• RQ2.1: Which gameplay features may promote GBL processes and how effec-
tive are they?

• RQ2.2: Which gameplay features may promote intrinsic motivation and how
effective are they?

• RQ2.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support gameplay features that may promote both GBL processes and
intrinsic motivation?

The third objective of the study is to develop an analysis instrument for the
identification of specific gameplay features that may foster necessary cognitive CPS
conditions. This analysis instrument is developed by following well-recognised
multi-stage approaches of instrument development and validation [68–70]. The
research objective attempts to answer the following set of research questions:
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• RQ3.1: Which gameplay features may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions and how?

• RQ3.2: Which gameplay elements support specific gameplay features that may
promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions and how?

• RQ3.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support specific gameplay features that may promote necessary cognitive
CPS conditions?

The fourth objective of the thesis is to develop a set of guidelines for config-
uring gameplay features in ways that may simultaneously promote engagement in
gameplay processes, and elicit and support cognitive CPS capabilities. CPS capa-
bilities can be viewed more specifically as the ability to engage in the multi-phase
uncertainty management process [2, 15, 19]. This objective involves performing a
systematic review [71] of available methodological frameworks for the analysis and
design of entertainment games and identifying gameplay features that if configured
to function in specific ways may promote player engagement and may support and/or
demand uncertainty management. The systematic review analyses gameplay features
based on the Work System Theory (WST) [2], the Cattel-Horn-Carroll (CHC) theory
of cognitive capabilities [67], and the Cognitive Work Analysis framework (CWA)
[72] through an inductive qualitative content analysis approach [73], and by adopting
template analysis techniques [74, 75]. The research objective addresses the following
research questions:

• RQ4.1: Which gameplay features are suitable to simultaneously promote
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities?

• RQ4.2: How should gameplay features be configured to promote player en-
gagement?

• RQ4.3: How should gameplay features be configured to promote cognitive
CPS capabilities?
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1.4 Significance of the study

This study will contribute to the research and practice of game design and analysis
by providing appropriate theory-based tools for the identification and evaluation of
simulated gameplay aspects, gameplay features and information flows that are intrin-
sically motivating for players to engage in CPS processes within GBL environments.
This will help address the shortage of research tools that can support game experts
in understanding and developing games that may promote CPS skills and attitudes.
The following are the five main contributions of the thesis.

The first main contribution of the thesis is the developed tool for analysing
simulated gameplay aspects of real-world CPS scenarios and the properties and
functionalities of gameplay information flows that promote player engagement with
those gameplay aspects. The CPS-IF instrument (i.e., instrument for Complex
Problem-Solving Information Flows) satisfies the requirement for identifying the
appropriate properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows that define
complex gameplay aspects and influence the performance of problem-solvers under
uncertain circumstances. The development process of the CPS-IF instrument is
presented in Chapter 4.

The second main contribution of the study is the developed and evaluated analysis
instrument for the identification of gameplay features that make CPS processes
intrinsically motivating to players in GBL environments. The CPS-GBL instrument
(i.e., instrument for Complex Problem-Solving and Game-Based Learning processes)
meets the need to identify gameplay features that can balance meaningful learning
experiences and intrinsically-motivating complex environments. The development
and exploratory evaluation of the CPS-GBL instrument are detailed in Chapter 5.

The third main contribution of the study is the developed and preliminary vali-
dated analysis instrument of game elements, gameplay features and their functions
suitable to promote cognitive CPS conditions. The GEFF-CPSC instrument (i.e.,
instrument for Gameplay Elements, Features, and Functions promoting Complex
Problem-Solving Conditions) addresses the need to identify the functional relation-
ships between specific gameplay features and the necessary cognitive conditions
for fostering CPS processes. The development and preliminary validation of the
GEFF-CPSC instrument are reported in Chapter 6.
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The fourth main contribution of the thesis is the set of guidelines for configuring
gameplay features in ways that may promote engagement in gameplay processes,
and elicit and support cognitive CPS capabilities. The CPS-GFC guidelines (i.e.,
guidelines for Complex Problem-Solving capabilities supported by Gameplay Fea-
tures Configurations) are formulated through the first review in the field of games
studies that systematically analyses existing methodological frameworks of enter-
tainment games for specific gameplay features that may promote engagement in the
gameplay process and the ability to engage in the uncertainty management process
(i.e., cognitive CPS capabilities). The systematic review fulfils the need to explore
the potential of available and conceptualised gameplay features to promote both
player engagement and uncertainty management. The complete systematic review
process and the resulting CPS-GFC guidelines are presented in Chapter 7.

The fifth main contribution of the study is a developed conceptual CPS-GAME
framework (i.e., Complex Problem-Solving in Games) consisting of three concep-
tual models (i.e., CPS-IF model, CPS-GBL model, and GEFF-CPSC model).
These models are based on the CPS-GBL theoretical framework, and serve to inform
the development of categories and items within each of their respective instruments.
The CPS-IF model, CPS-GBL model and GEFF-CPSC model represent the struc-
tural components and functional relationships within a complex gameplay system
that can intrinsically motivate players through engagement in the goal-directed and
action-mediated gameplay process to learn CPS skills and attitudes. The rigorous
development process and the sound theoretical background, enable the conceptual
CPS-GAME framework to support game researchers and practitioners in designing
new instruments and formulating new theories. The CPS-IF model, CPS-GBL model
and GEFF-CPSC model are elaborated right before each of the instruments they
underpin, respectively, in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6.

1.5 Limitations of the study

The scope of the study is limited to digital games because these types of games,
in particular can simulate CPS scenarios, dynamic relationships between aspects
of complex GBL environments, and provide high-quality information flows, all of
which are necessary to promote CPS skills and attitudes [3, 9, 12, 36, 37, 39, 40].
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An important methodological limitation of the study is the exploratory evalua-
tion and preliminary validation of the instruments. A low number of analysts and
participants and the particular characteristics of selected games for testing may lead
to inconclusive results in relation to some aspects of the instruments. However, the
homogeneity of testers allows for the contextualisation of results towards the efficient
modification of the conceptual CPS-GAME framework and its instruments [76]. In
addition, there are further steps in the development process towards the complete
validation of instruments that can be part of future research [68–70, 77, 78].

Another limitation of the study is the interpretative nature of the qualitative scales
and items of the instruments and the qualitative content analysis of the systematic
review that introduces an element of subjectivity in the instrument development
process and the systematic review process. To mitigate reliability risks, rigorous
instrument development methods [68–70] and data extraction and synthesis processes
[73–75, 79–81] are adopted.

Finally, for pragmatic reasons, the developed instruments isolate and focus on
certain aspects and relationships of the gameplay system. However, a complex
gameplay system has multiple interacting elements and features that dynamically
influence each other resulting in the fostering of CPS capabilities. Therefore, it could
prove difficult to observe and interpret the full potential of such a system and its
individual game elements and gameplay features without using the developed tools
in a complementary manner. Since this type of complementary application of the
instruments is outside the scope of this study, the expected effects (i.e., assumptions
based on the conceptual models) of identified gameplay features remain untested
through an analysis of existing games or the design of new games. Such analysis and
design experiments for validating the effectiveness of gameplay features based on
the complementary use of the developed instruments are suggested as future research
in Chapter 8.

1.6 Thesis structure

The structure of this thesis and the organisation of its workflow are illustrated in
Fig 1.1 and described as follows.
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Chapter 1 introduced the context of the study and the research problem. The
research aim, objectives and questions were identified. The resulting contributions
were presented and the limitations of the study were discussed.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature from the research fields of games, CPS, motiva-
tion, learning and cognition to identify appropriate theories that can be integrated in
new and complementary ways (i.e., the CPS-GBL theoretical framework) to serve as
a theoretical foundation for the proposed tools.

Chapter 3 reports the research design of the thesis and outlines its workflow
of developing conceptual models, instruments and guidelines, by addressing each
objective and research question.

Chapter 4 addresses the first main research objective and answers the first set
of research questions (i.e., RQ1.1, RQ1.2 and RQ1.3) by presenting the methods,
results and discussion related to the development of the CPS-IF instrument and the
elaboration of the CPS-IF model.

Chapter 5 addresses the second main research objective and answers the second
set of research questions (i.e., RQ2.1, RQ2.2 and RQ2.3) by detailing the methods,
results and discussion involved with the development and exploratory evaluation of
the CPS-GBL instrument and the creation of the CPS-GBL model.

Chapter 6 addresses the third main research objective and answers the third set of
research questions (i.e., RQ3.1, RQ3.2 and RQ3.3) by reporting the methods, results
and discussion about the development and preliminary validation of the GEFF-CPSC
instrument and the formation of the GEFF-CPSC model.

Chapter 7 addresses the fourth main research objective and answers the fourth
set of research questions (i.e., RQ4.1, RQ4.2 and RQ4.3) by describing the methods,
results and discussion of the systematic review of methodological frameworks for the
analysis and design of entertainment games that leads to the CPS-GFC guidelines.

Chapter 8 discusses the results of the previous chapters in relation to the research
objectives and questions. It reports the contributions of the thesis (i.e., four research
tools and the conceptual CPS-GAME framework), considers the limitations of the
study and proposes directions for future work.
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Fig. 1.1 Thesis structure organisation



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

The research problem that motivates this study is the lack of suitable tools for
the investigation of gameplay features that may promote intrinsically motivating
CPS and GBL processes [33, 36, 41, 42]. To address this research problem, the
formulated aim of this study is to develop a set of complementary tools that can
support researchers and practitioners to identify specific gameplay features in games
that may promote CPS capabilities.

For this purpose core elements and dynamics in games that can function as
CPS learning environments should be conceptualised based on sound theories and
frameworks that integrate in a complementary way key characteristics of gameplay,
learning and CPS. Therefore, a literature review of seminal works in the fields of
game studies, learning and complexity science is performed and the selection of
relevant theories, concepts and frameworks is justified in Section 2.2. Then, in
Section 2.3 the integration of those selected theories, concepts and frameworks
is presented in the form of the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (i.e. theoretical
framework for complex problem-solving processes within game-based learning
environments), which underpins the research activity of this study.
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2.2 Relevant theories and concepts

2.2.1 Gameplay

Guided by the framework of activity theory-based gameplay system [3], gameplay
can be conceptualised as a contextualised problem-solving activity consisting of a
system of hierarchical and iterative goal-oriented tasks, mediated by objects and
social entities, and driven by meaning-making. Meaning-making is an essential
component of the gameplay activity. As players interact with the gameplay envi-
ronment, they make sense of it, and interpret involved elements and dynamics to
understand what needs to be done, how and why [38]. Through meaning-making
players construct knowledge which they use to self-define goals, plan their actions,
and evaluate the consequences of performed actions [3]. Meaning-making engages
players holistically in gameplay situations that they face by integrating their affection,
cognition and behaviour [3, 16].

Gameplay information flows are the key input for the meaning-making process
that drives and motivates the gameplay activity [38]. Information flows are necessary
for players to understand their role and what can happen in the game, how and
why [38]. Effective gameplay information flows should: (a) support players in
identifying, accepting and evaluating a gameplay task, (b) provide players with
opportunities to plan ways to achieve a gameplay task, (c) help players to evaluate
contextual conditions that may affect gameplay task performance, (d) enable players
to understand aspects of the local and global game context, (e) support players in
establishing connections between elements and events of the game space, and (f) be
perceived by players as often as possible in response to the interactions between the
player and the game space [3].

In addition to the provided conceptualisations of gameplay and information flows,
other key frameworks and theories for the desirable conceptualisation of games as
CPS learning environments are:

• The GBL human factors framework (HF-GBL framework) [9]: the HF-
GBL framework is suitable to support the analysis of CPS-GBL features since
it models the gameplay activity as a meaning-making process intrinsically
driven by learning and promoting awareness, comprehension, caring and sense
of agency regarding the gameplay environment [9].
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• Self-determination theory (SDT) [65]: SDT is a well-supported theoretical
framework and has been used for the evaluation of GBL environments which
can motivate players and improve their CPS performance [33, 82]. SDT is
focused on defining and measuring intrinsic motivation, operationalised as
autonomy (i.e. sense of volition and personal agency), competence (i.e. need
for challenge and sense of efficacy), relatedness (i.e. social connectedness)
and presence (i.e. sense of being within the game world) in games [65].

• Work System Theory (WST) [2]: WST models goal-directed activities as
task processes, defined by key environmental conditions and performed by
actors who use tools and knowledge to achieve their goals [2].

Finally, crucial for the development of cognitive CPS capabilities are the fol-
lowing factors: (a) gameplay learning processes may enable the transferability
of knowledge, skills and attitudes from game environments to real-world environ-
ments [9, 39, 54–57], and (b) gameplay learning processes are entirely intrinsically
motivated by the goals, context and mechanics of the game [53, 58–61].

2.2.2 Constructivist learning

Constructivist learning may be especially valuable to foster GBL and CPS pro-
cesses, because it provides the learner with an environment that can and should be
transformed (similar to games and CPS situations) [44, 47]. Constructivist learn-
ers engage in the management of complex problems driven by meaning-making
by interacting with the environment, transforming it to bring about a desirable
goal state, interpreting it and using the acquired knowledge to progress the activity
[44, 47, 50, 51].

To promote this constructivist learning process involving meaning-making, learn-
ing environments should provide learners with: (a) opportunities for exploration and
transformation of the learning environment, (b) problem spaces based on real-world
contexts, (c) information sources that support the problem solving process, (d) tools
to enable the interactions with the environment, (e) cognitive tools to support explo-
ration and reflection, and (f) collaboration tools for promoting social experiences
[44, 49]. Based on this, it can be argued that contextualised CPS processes can be
promoted in learning environments with these presented characteristics.
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2.2.3 CPS

Based on a review of CPS literature, Quesada and Gomez [83] compare the four CPS
traditions (i.e, Naturalistic decision-making, Dynamic decision-making, Implicit
learning in system control, European CPS) and conclude that the European CPS
tradition offers the most complex tasks and the more definitive CPS features. From
the European CPS tradition, Dörner and Wearing propose the theory of intention
regulation for CPS [6].

The theory of intention regulation explains how and why different patterns of
human behaviour can lead to successful management of complex problems and
it presents CPS as a process of intention regulation that relies on four cognitive
CPS conditions (Figure 2.1): (a) acceptance of self-incompetence, (b) prioritisation
of important problems, (c) routinisation of actions, and (d) recollection of correct
mental representations [6].

Table 2.1 Cognitive CPS conditions, adapted from [6]

The theory of intention regulation is goal-oriented and it integrates cognitive
functions, motivational processes and emotional impacts [6]. This makes the theory
highly compatible with the goal-directed gameplay processes described previously.

In addition, CPS should be considered as a contextualised process [15]. Real-
world CPS scenarios require the problem solvers (a) to construct knowledge by
interacting with the real-world problem space, (b) to transform the environment,
(c) to interpret circumstance, (d) to consequently modify their own behaviours,
and (e) to produce and adapt incomplete solutions [15, 44, 45]. Based on these
relationships between elements of CPS, its can be conceptualised as: (a) a set of self-
regulated processes and activities to achieve ill-defined goals, (b) existing in dynamic
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environments, (c) requiring creativity and wide range of strategies, (d) characterised
by incomplete solutions, (e) involving the problem solver’s cognition, affection and
motivation through high stake-challenges, and (f) requiring collaboration with others.

Environment suitable to foster CPS learning should provide: (a) complex and
challenging problem situations, and (b) multiple interacting variables that define
explorable environments. To communicate these scenarios and variables, information
flows are key and should be readily available for problem solvers to perceive the
state of the environment and evaluate the effectiveness of their plans [31, 84, 85].
Therefore, the properties and functionalities of information flows are a significant
influence of the CPS performance of problem solvers [85].

Finally, to specify CPS capabilities that can be investigated and measured, the
Cattel-Horn-Carroll theory of cognitive capabilities (CHC theory) [67] can be used
to define these CPS capabilities as the ability to engage in the necessary phases of
the uncertainty management process (i.e., (a) perception, (b) hypotheses formulation,
(c) hypothesis choice, and (d) hypothesis testing). This engagement should be
demanded or supported for the development of cognitive CPS capabilities based on
the configuration of features of the CPS environment.

2.3 CPS-GBL theoretical framework

It can be argued from the previous section that games can be effective learning envi-
ronments to develop CPS capabilities. They can function as constructivist learning
environments which are complex in nature [37] and are effective in promoting CPS,
because of (a) their ability to simulate complex real-world situations and contextu-
alise the gameplay activity [3, 16], (b) the iterative problem-solving nature of the
gameplay activity [3], and (c) the role that meaning-making has in it (i.e., ability
to engage players cognitively, affectively and behaviourally in gameplay scenarios
[38]).

There are multiple possible conceptualisations such as this one, based on dif-
ferent approaches and theoretical frameworks that may tackle the requirements for
integrating complementary theories related to gameplay, learning and CPS. Based on
the selected theories and provided justifications for their selection in Section 2.2, the
CPS-GBL theoretical framework is formulated (Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3
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and Figure 2.4). The purpose of the framework is to support the creation of concep-
tual models that will underpin the development processes of instruments which are
the main research objectives of this study in order to address the aim of the thesis.

Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 serve to illustrate the following
mapping of concepts from previously selected theories: (a) the characteristics of
players, learners, problem-solvers, (b) the characteristics of game, learning and
complex environments, (c) the characteristics of gameplay, learning, complex tasks,
and (d) the gameplay activity, learning activity and CPS process.

Fig. 2.1 The CPS-GBL theoretical framework 1

The potential application of the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Figure 2.1,
Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4) for the development of conceptual models is
by using different characteristics from the integrated components of the framework
of activity theory-based gameplay system [3], CPS theory [6, 15, 31], constructivist
learning [44, 50], the HF-GBL framework [9], the SDT [65], the WST [2], the CHC
theory [67].

The CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and
Figure 2.4) integrates the following aspects of each theory and framework:
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• From the framework of activity theory-based gameplay system [3] - activity as
a meaning-making process, gameplay interaction network, hierarchical game
context, gameplay schemas, information flows;

• From CPS theory [6, 15, 31] - CPS elements (given state, goal state, barriers,
etc.) and cognitive CPS conditions ((a) acceptance of self-incompetence,
(b) prioritisation of important problems, (c) routinisation of actions, and (d)
recollection of correct mental representations);

• From constructivist learning [44, 50] - contextualised process of constructing
new knowledge, reflecting on real-world experience, formulating and testing
hypotheses, evaluating results of interaction;

• From the HF-GBL framework [9] - impacts on the player’s awareness, com-
prehension, caring and sense of agency;

• From the SDT [65] - intrinsic motivation, operationalised as autonomy, com-
petence, relatedness and presence;

• From the WST [2] - work system elements (i.e., participants, customers,
processes and activities, strategies, products and services, technologies, infras-
tructure, information, environment);

• From the CHC theory [67] - cognitive CPS capabilities (i.e., ability to engage
in the phases ((a) perception, (b) hypotheses formulation, (c) hypothesis choice,
and (d) hypothesis testing) of uncertainty management).

Fig. 2.2 The CPS-GBL theoretical framework 2
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Fig. 2.3 The CPS-GBL theoretical framework 3

Fig. 2.4 The CPS-GBL theoretical framework 4

2.4 Summary

A literature review of seminal works in the fields of game studies, learning and
complexity science was performed based on (a) the stated research problem that
there is a lack of suitable tools for the investigation of gameplay features which
may promote intrinsically motivating CPS and GBL processes [33, 36, 41, 42], and
(b) the aim of the study to develop a set of complementary tools that can support
researchers and practitioners to identify specific gameplay features in games that
may promote CPS capabilities.

Based on this literature review relevant theories, concepts and frameworks were
identified that were integrated in a complementary way in the CPS-GBL theoretical
framework (Figure 2.1). The CPS-GBL theoretical framework serves to underpin
the creation of conceptual models that support the development of instruments
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representing the research objectives of the study. The research design and the
methods used for this development process are described and justified in the following
Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Methodology

The stated aim of this study is to develop a set of complementary tools that will
enable game researchers and practitioners to analyse existing games and design
new games that can foster CPS skills and attitudes. To achieve this aim, appropri-
ate methodological decisions underpin this study and are highlighted and justified
through the presented research design and research strategies in this chapter.

3.1 Research design

The research design of this study has been constructed based on the ’research onion’
by Saunders et al. [1], presented in Fig 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Research design construction, adapted from Saunders et al., [1]
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The ’research onion’, which has been successfully adapted and used for robust
methodological designs in different research fields [86–91], serves as a framework for
selecting the most appropriate research methodology for the study and justifying its
selection [1]. Each of the six layers of the ’research onion’ (i.e., research philosophy,
research approach, methodological choice, research strategies, time horizon, and
research techniques and procedures (Fig 3.1)) represents an important research
design choice that must be made and each layer needs to be peeled away so that
a methodological rationale for the study can be provided [1]. Accordingly, the
following describes the research design of this study based on each layer of the
’research onion’ [1].

• Research philosophy - Saunders et al. [1] identify five major research philoso-
phies (i.e, positivism, critical realism, interpretivism, postmodernism and
pragmatism) that have different ontological, epistemological and axiological
assumptions. The aim of the thesis is to develop appropriate research tools that
can support game experts to adequately analyse and design games for learning
CPS capabilities, therefore the study follows pragmatism (i.e., freely em-
ploying different strategies to achieve useful solutions for identified research
problems, [1, 92, 93]).

• Research approach - Deduction, induction and abduction are the three main
types of approaches [1]. An abductive approach (i.e., gathering data to
develop a new theory or modify an old one, and then gathering data again to
test the theory [1, 94]) is chosen for this study, not only because pragmatists
gravitate to abduction more often [1], but also and primarily because the
objectives of this thesis are to iteratively develop new instruments that are
underpinned by a theoretical framework and conceptual models.

• Methodological choice - There are three types of choices, i.e., mono-method
(quantitative and qualitative), multi-method (quantitative and qualitative), and
mixed methods (simple and complex) [1, 95]. The methodological choice for
this study is a sequential multi-phase mixed methods research, because the
iterative nature of the development process of multiple analysis instruments
involves integrating both quantitative and qualitative research.

• Research strategies - The research strategy is related to the research objectives
and questions (e.g., grounded theory, action research, experiment, case study,
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survey, ethnography, etc., [1, 95]). This study adopts elements of experimental
design as a research strategy [1, 95], because the objectives of the thesis require
conceptually modeling a gameplay system, developing analysis instruments,
selecting games as materials for testing, performing exploratory evaluations
and preliminary validations with experts and participants, and systematically
reviewing gameplay features of methodological frameworks. The research
strategy and the way it relates to the research objectives and questions is
described and outlined in detail in the following Section 3.2.

• Time horizon - The time horizon can be cross-sectional (i.e., studying a specific
phenomena in a particular time frame) or longitudinal (i.e., studying change
and development through time) [1]. This study is cross-sectional because it
does not require investigation for a long period of time.

• Research techniques and procedures - The research techniques and procedures
refer to different data collection and analysis processes [1]. This study uses:

– literature review method and qualitative content analysis to identify,
categorise and integrate theories and concepts for the development of a
theoretical framework and conceptual models [96–98];

– multi-stage approaches for instrument development, evaluation and vali-
dation [68–70];

– theory-based inductive analysis [81], qualitative content analysis ap-
proach [73] and template analysis technique [74, 75] for developing
guidelines through a systematic review method [71].

The research techniques and procedures for the four individual studies, that
each produce a research tool, are presented in detail in these studies’ respective
Methods sections of Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

3.2 Research strategy and outline

As described in the previous section, the thesis adopts elements of experimental
design as a research strategy [1, 95]. This choice of research strategy is related to
the research problem that the thesis aims to address and the relevant objectives and
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questions that support achieving this research goal. Consequently, reintroducing
the research problem, aim, objectives and questions can support the outlining of the
research strategy in more detail.

The research problem that motivates this thesis is the lack of adequate tools
that can support game experts in identifying gameplay features that may influence
CPS processes and the development of CPS skills and attitudes. To address this
research problem, the aim of the thesis is to develop a set of complementary tools
for analysing and designing games that consist of specific game elements, gameplay
features, information flows, and intrinsically motivating CPS processes within GBL
environments. To achieve this aim, four studies were conducted, each developing a
research tool that can support researchers and practitioners in analysing and designing
games that promote CPS capabilities. The research methods for each study are
outlined in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Study I

Study I (Chapter 4) addresses the stated research problem by developing an anal-
ysis instrument to support the identification of (a) simulated gameplay aspects of
real-world CPS scenarios, and (b) key properties and functionalities of gameplay
information flows that support player engagement with those gameplay aspects (the
CPS-IF instrument (i.e., instrument for Complex Problem-Solving Information
Flows)). This objective requires: (a) first, the modeling of a gameplay system
consisting of CPS aspects of gameplay process, environment and tasks, and the
properties and functionalities of information flows that may influence those CPS
aspects (i.e., the CPS-IF model); (b) then, the creation of instrument items related to
the modeled gameplay aspects, based on the method by Moore and Benbasat [68];
(c) next, the categorisation of those items into scales [68], leading to the development
of the CPS-IF instrument which consisted of a questionnaire, because the synergistic
combination of data types in a questionnaire can reveal otherwise hidden concept
relationships to the instrument user through design thinking processes [99, 100]; and
(d) finally, the testing of the CPS-IF instrument for reliability. The reliability testing
involves modifying the CPS-IF instrument into an online questionnaire (Google
Forms) and selecting the game Stop Disasters [101] as a case study for the testing
of the CPS-IF instrument by game analysis experts. The objective of this study is
guided by the following research questions:
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• RQ1.1: Which gameplay aspects should GBL environments simulate to foster
CPS processes?

• RQ1.2: Which properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows
may support the comprehension of and interactions with simulated gameplay
aspects and how?

• RQ1.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows impact the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players engaged in CPS
and GBL processes?

The research outline of this study, illustrated in Figure 3.2, involves (a) its
research objective and questions, (b) the concepts of the CPS-IF model, (c) the scales
and items of the CPS-IF instrument, and (d) aspects of the reliability testing process.
The methods for the development of the CPS-IF model and CPS-IF instrument are
further described in Section 4.2 of (Chapter 4).

Fig. 3.2 Research outline of Study I

3.2.2 Study II

Study II (Chapter 5) tackles the established research problem by developing an instru-
ment for the identification of gameplay features that can make CPS processes in GBL
environments intrinsically motivating to players (the CPS-GBL instrument (i.e.,
instrument for Complex Problem-Solving and Game-Based Learning processes)).
For this objective, the first step is using the CPS-GBL theoretical framework to create
the conceptual CPS-GBL model that underpins the development of items and scales,
based on an established method [68], of the CPS-GBL instrument, consisting of a
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questionnaire [99, 100]. Then the exploratory evaluation of the instrument requires
(a) transforming the instrument into an online questionnaire (Google Forms), (b)
selecting the game Stop Disasters [101] as a case study, (c) creating a protocol for
the experiment, and (d) selecting game design students for the evaluation of the
CPS-IF instrument. The objective of this study is driven by the following research
questions:

• RQ2.1: Which gameplay features may promote GBL processes and how effec-
tive are they?

• RQ2.2: Which gameplay features may promote intrinsic motivation and how
effective are they?

• RQ2.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support gameplay features that may promote both GBL processes and
intrinsic motivation?

The research outline of this study, represented in Figure 3.3, consists of (a) its
research objective and questions, (b) the concepts of the CPS-GBL model, (c) the
scales and items of the CPS-GBL instrument, and (d) aspects of the exploratory
evaluation process. The detailed presentation of the methods for the development
of the CPS-GBL model and the CPS-GBL instrument is reported in Section 5.2 of
(Chapter 5).

Fig. 3.3 Research outline of Study II
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3.2.3 Study III

Study III (Chapter 6) addresses the described research problem by developing an
analysis instrument suitable for identifying specific gameplay features that may
promote required cognitive CPS conditions (the GEFF-CPSC instrument (i.e.,
instrument for Gameplay Elements, Features, and Functions promoting Complex
Problem-Solving Conditions), consisting of a questionnaire [99, 100]). This objec-
tive involves the modeling of gameplay features that may promote cognitive CPS
conditions and the game elements that may promote those features. Based on this
model, items and scales for the GEFF-CPSC instrument are developed by following a
multi-stage approach for instrument development and validation [68–70]. Finally, the
instrument is assessed by reviewers and pre-tested by game analysts using the game
The Witness [102] for the preliminary validation of the GEFF-CPSC instrument. The
objective of this study is guided by the following research questions:

• RQ3.1: Which gameplay features may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions and how?

• RQ3.2: Which gameplay elements support specific gameplay features that may
promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions and how?

• RQ3.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support specific gameplay features that may promote necessary cognitive
CPS conditions?

The research outline of this study, illustrated in Figure 3.4, involves (a) its
research objective and questions, (b) the concepts of the GEFF-CPSC model, (c) the
scales and items of the GEFF-CPSC instrument, and (d) aspects of the preliminary
validation process. The full description of the methods for the development of the
GEFF-CPSC model and instrument is presented in Section 6.2 of (Chapter 6).

3.2.4 Study IV

Study IV (Chapter 7) tackles the formulated research problem by developing the
CPS-GFC guidelines (i.e., guidelines for Complex Problem-Solving capabilities
supported by Gameplay Features Configurations) for configuring gameplay features
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Fig. 3.4 Research outline of Study III

to promote player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities (i.e., the ability to
engage in the uncertainty management process). This objective involves systemati-
cally reviewing [71] existing methodological frameworks for the analysis and design
of entertainment games. The goal of the review is to identify gameplay features
that if suitably configured may promote player engagement and may support and/or
demand uncertainty management, and can consequently be operationalised into the
CPS-GFC guidelines, by using results and concepts from Study I, Study II and Study
III. For this systematic review method, gameplay features are analysed based on the
Work System Theory (WST) [2], the Cognitive Work Analysis framework (CWA)
[72] and the Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory of cognitive capabilities (CHC theory) [67],
by adopting an inductive qualitative content analysis approach [73] and template
analysis techniques [74, 75]. The objective of this study is driven by the following
research questions:

• RQ4.1: Which gameplay features are suitable to simultaneously promote
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities?

• RQ4.2: How should gameplay features be configured to promote player en-
gagement?

• RQ4.3: How should gameplay features be configured to promote cognitive
CPS capabilities?

The research outline of this study, represented in Figure 3.5, consists of (a) its
research objective and questions, (b) the categories and items of the coding schema,
(c) variables of the CPS-GFC guidelines, and (d) aspects of the systematic review
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method. The complete details of the systematic review method and the development
of the CPS-GFC guidelines are described in Section 7.2 of (Chapter 7).

Fig. 3.5 Research outline of Study IV

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the conceptual
models, the coding schema of the systematic review method, and the related instru-
ments and guidelines from the four studies are all underpinned by the CPS-GBL
theoretical framework (Section 2.3).

3.3 Summary

This chapter reported the research design of the thesis (Section 3.1) based on the
’research onion’ by Saunders et al. [1]:

• Research philosophy - Pragmatism

• Research approach - Abduction

• Methodological choice - Mixed methods

• Research strategy - Experimental design

• Time horizon - Cross-sectional

• Research techniques and procedures - Development of conceptual models,
development and validation of instruments, theory-based inductive analysis,
qualitative content analysis, template analysis, and systematic review method.
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In addition, the chapter outlined the specific methods, in relation to each of the
four studies’ research objectives and questions, used for the development of concep-
tual models, instruments and guidelines (Section 3.2) [68–71, 73–75]. The following
Chapter 4 presents the methods, results and discussion of the first conducted study
(i.e., the development of the CPS-IF instrument) towards achieving the aim of this
thesis.



Chapter 4

Study I: CPS-IF instrument

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 presents adapted sections from a published paper in [103].

This chapter describes a study that attempts to address the specified research prob-
lem that available research tools are insufficient to identify the necessary gameplay
aspects of CPS scenarios and the ways that those aspects can be communicated to
players. Motivated by this problem, the research objective of this study is to develop
an analysis instrument to support the identification of simulated gameplay aspects
of real-world CPS scenarios and key properties and functionalities of gameplay
information flows that promote player engagement with those gameplay aspects.
This objective is driven by the following research questions:

• RQ1.1: Which gameplay aspects should GBL environments simulate to foster
CPS processes?

• RQ1.2: Which properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows
may support the comprehension of and interactions with simulated gameplay
aspects and how?

• RQ1.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows impact the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players engaged in CPS
and GBL processes?
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To satisfy these questions, first, the necessary simulated gameplay aspects of
CPS scenarios (i.e., players, gameplay environment, gameplay process and gameplay
tasks) [6, 15, 31, 44, 50] and the properties and functionalities of information flows
that may influence those gameplay aspects (i.e., timeliness, frequency, relevance, etc.)
[3] were modeled based on the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (i.e., theoretical
framework for complex problem-solving processes within game-based learning
environments) (Section 2.3) and methods for the development of conceptual models
[96, 98], resulting in the CPS-IF model (i.e., model of information flows for complex
problem-solving). Then, instrument items related to the simulated gameplay aspects
were generated from the CPS-IF model, based on the method by Moore and Benbasat
[68]. Next, these generated items were rephrased and categorised into scales [68],
leading to the development of the CPS-IF instrument (i.e., instrument for information
flows for complex problem-solving) which consisted of a questionnaire [99, 100].
Finally, the CPS-IF instrument was exploratorily tested for reliability [104] by
modifying it into an online questionnaire (Google Forms) so that selected game
experts can use it to analyse the game Stop Disasters [101]. The full development
process of the CPS-IF instrument is reported in Section 4.2.

The contribution of this study is the CPS-IF instrument that can support re-
searchers and practitioners to identify simulated gameplay aspects of real-world CPS
scenarios and the properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows that
promote player engagement with those gameplay aspects and influence the perfor-
mance of problem-solvers under uncertain circumstances. In addition, the CPS-IF
model that underpins the CPS-IF instrument can be used to create new research tools
and formulate new theories.

This chapter reports the methods for the development of the CPS-IF instrument
and the CPS-IF model in Section 4.2, the results of that development process and
of the exploratory testing for reliability of the CPS-IF instrument in Section 4.3,
and the implications of the findings in relation to the CPS-IF instrument, and the
contributions and limitations of the study in Section 4.4.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Development of CPS-IF model

Developing a model of simulated gameplay aspects of CPS scenarios and the infor-
mation flows that may influence those aspects is important so that the components
of the model support the generation of relevant instrument items [96, 98]. We
elaborated the CPS-IF conceptual model (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) by integrating
selected components from the CPS-GBL theoretical framework that are relevant for
the purposes of this study (i.e., components of CPS theory [6, 15, 31], components
of constructivist learning [44, 50] and components of activity theory-based gameplay
processes [3]). Specifically, the CPS-IF model presents gameplay as a contextualised,
meaning-making-driven activity process [3, 38] and combines these theoretical com-
ponents into conceptual structural components (Figure 4.1) of a gameplay activity
system in the following ways:

• The thoughts, feelings and behaviour of the problem solver [6, 15, 31], learner
[44, 50] and player [3] are combined into "Player";

• The contextual aspects of complex environments [6, 15, 31], constructivist
learning environments [44, 50] and gameplay environments [3] are combined
into "Gameplay Environment";

• The elements of complex tasks [6, 15, 31], learning tasks [44, 50] and gameplay
tasks [3] are combined into "Gameplay Task";

• The process phases of CPS [6, 15, 31], constructivist learning [44, 50] and
gameplay activity [3] are combined into "Gameplay Process";

These structural components of the CPS-IF model (i.e., "Player", "Gameplay
Environment", "Gameplay Task" and "Gameplay Process") are defined by gameplay
elements (e.g., "Player" consists of the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players
engaged in a gameplay task) (Figure 4.1). Additionally, the model includes (a) the
relationships and dynamics between its structural components and their elements
(Figure 4.2), and (b) the properties and functionalities of information flows (i.e.,
timeliness, reiteration, response, relation, relevance and strength) that emerge from
the interactions of players with a gameplay activity system (Figure 4.1).
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Fig. 4.1 CPS-IF model - structural components

The CPS-IF model (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) conceptualises CPS aspects of a
gameplay activity system as follows. The player’s thoughts, feelings and behaviours
influence their gameplay interactions and are in turn affected by those interactions.
The gameplay environment is based on real-world contexts that provide complex
problems defined by multiple unknown, unpredictable and uncontrollable elements
and relationships. Environmental elements either (a) can be explicitly perceived by
the player and can directly affect the ongoing gameplay task (i.e., elements in the
micro-context), or (b) can be perceived by the player but can only indirectly affect the
ongoing gameplay task (i.e., elements in the meso-context), or (c) cannot be directly
perceived by the player but may indirectly affect the ongoing gameplay task (i.e.,
elements in the macro-context). Additionally, the gameplay environment includes
player-triggered and non-player-triggered events. Some non-player-triggered events
can be traced back to their source, while the effects of others cannot be traced back
to their causes, creating uncertain circumstances.

The gameplay process, defined by the player interacting with the gameplay
environment, consists of sub-phases (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). These sub-phases
require the player to iteratively identify a goal, explore the environment, form
hypotheses, regulate their intentions accordingly, plan and execute actions, evaluate
the outcomes of those actions, and self-reflect on their performance. The player
performs gameplay actions with the intention to transform gameplay objects and
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Fig. 4.2 CPS-IF model - relationships and dynamics between components

can be enabled or hindered by gameplay elements. These gameplay elements are
designed with specific purposes but also offer the opportunity for players to generate
new meanings based on the dependencies and dynamics of the properties of the
gameplay elements.

The described relationships and dynamics between structural components of
a gameplay activity system are communicated to the player through gameplay
information flows that emerge from the game context, gameplay process, gameplay
tasks and gameplay elements (i.e., content of information flows) (Figure 4.1 and
Figure 4.2). In addition, information flows are characterised by the following
properties and functionalities:

• Timeliness refers to the time between the player performing an action or a
game event occurring and the presented information flows related to that action
or event;

• Reiteration refers to the frequency and duration of the presented information
flows;
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• Response refers to the difference between presented information flows as a
result of either performed player actions or non-player-triggered events;

• Relation refers to the level of clarity between the presented information flows
and a performed player action or a non-player-triggered event;

• Relevance refers to the appropriateness of the information flows types as a
response to a performed player action or a non-player-triggered event;

• Strength refers to the ability of information flows to direct player attention
away from the ongoing task.

4.2.2 Development of CPS-IF instrument

The purpose of the CPS-IF instrument is to support the identification of simulated
gameplay aspects of CPS scenarios and the properties and functionalities of infor-
mation flows that may influence those gameplay aspects. The CPS-IF instrument
was developed based on the components and dynamics of the CPS-IF model and by
following the method by Moore and Benbasat [68], which consists of three stages: (a)
generating instrument items, (b) categorising generated items into relevant instrument
scales, and (c) testing the instrument.

First stage: CPS-IF instrument items

The goal of this stage of the CPS-IF instrument development process was to generate
instrument items and to assess their clarity. First, two game analysis experts, who are
familiar with the theories and concepts underpinning the CPS-IF model, created an
initial set of instrument items. Each instrument item corresponded to an individual
element of the components of the CPS-IF model (e.g., real-world context, identifying
goal, meaningful gameplay actions, etc.). Then, the game experts conceptually pilot-
tested these instrument items with different games and discovered that some items
are unclear (e.g., micro-context, meso-context and macro-context). Consequently,
ambiguous concepts were rephrased to provide self-explanatory definitions (e.g.,
the item "elements of the micro-context" was rephrased to "elements that the player
perceives as directly influential on the ongoing task").
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Next, in addition to these updated definitions, each instrument item was modified
to include examples which can support the use of the instrument with a variety of
games. For instance, (a) the instrument item "Aspects of player-triggered events"
was exemplified with "signing trade agreements leads to geopolitical consequences;
helping the people in town leads to unlocking new quests", and (b) the instrument
item "Regulating intention" was clarified with "consider being friendly with char-
acters and not provoking them; consider interacting with the puzzle for as long as
possible to see changes in patterns".

Finally, the modification of instrument items was completed during the second
stage of the development process, when items were organised in relevant categories
and redundancies were removed (e.g. "Task Goal State" from the category "Gameplay
Task" was removed because it was overlapping with "Identifying Goal" from the
category "Gameplay Process").

Second stage: CPS-IF instrument scales

The objective of this stage of the CPS-IF instrument development process was to
categorise the generated and iteratively modified items. First, instrument scales
(i.e., "Game Context Structure", "Gameplay Process", "Gameplay tasks" and "Player
Impacts") were developed based on the components of the CPS-IF model (i.e.,
respectively, "Gameplay Environment", "Gameplay Process", "Gameplay Task" and
"Player"). Then, a fifth scale (i.e., "Information flows general properties") related to
the proprieties and functionalities of gameplay information flows was created.

In the following Figure 4.3, an example of the structure of the CPS-IF instru-
ment is illustrated. The instrument category "Game Context Structure" attempts to
identify to what degree information flows influence the instrument item "Aspects
of non-player-triggered events which cannot be traced to a known source", which
is supported by clarifying examples (i.e., "effects of an unknown disease outbreak;
disasters caused by unknown geological phenomena; social effects of unknown
political decisions; etc."). The item assesses the influence of information flows on
a five-point Likert scale (1: “Strongly Disagree; 2: "Disagree"; 3: "Undecided"; 4:
"Agree"; 5: “Strongly Agree”).
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Fig. 4.3 CPS-IF instrument - structure example

The complete CPS-IF instrument, formulated as a questionnaire [99, 100] and
consisting of 34 items, five scales and a five-point Likert scale, is presented in
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.3.1.

Third stage: CPS-IF instrument testing

The goal of this stage was to assess the reliability of the CPS-IF instrument through
exploratory testing. The instrument was modified into an online questionnaire
(Google Forms) and was tested independently by three game analysis experts, who
were all familiar with the gameplay theories and concepts that underpin the CPS-IF
model and instrument. One of the testers was blind to the development process of
the CPS-IF instrument.

The game Stop Disasters [101] was used for the exploratory testing (Figure 4.4).

Fig. 4.4 Stop Disasters - Wildfire scenario
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Stop Disasters is an online sustainability-based game that simulates five natural
disasters that challenge players to develop urbanised areas by mitigating risks for the
population and by protecting the environment.

Stop Disasters [101] was selected because it simulates gameplay aspects of real-
world CPS scenarios (i.e., mechanics for dealing with natural disasters, real-world-
based contexts, and problems involving multiple variables and interdependencies)
and provides players with different information flows that are worth exploring in
relation to CPS processes.

The three game analysis experts were instructed to: (a) first, play the Tsunami
scenario (Figure 4.5) in Stop Disasters on medium difficulty for at least ten minutes,
and (b) then, assess the game using the online questionnaire (Google Forms) (i.e., the
CPS-IF instrument). The results of this assessment are reported in Subsection 4.3.2

Fig. 4.5 Tsunami scenario in Stop Disasters

4.3 Results

4.3.1 The CPS-IF instrument

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 present the CPS-IF instrument, as the result of the develop-
ment process described previously in Section 4.2.

The instrument consists of five scales (i.e., "Game Context Structure", "Gameplay
Process", "Gameplay tasks", "Information Flows general properties" and "Player
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Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Un-
decided

Agree Strongly 
Agree

1 2 3 4 5
Scale 1: Game Context Structure
Information flows support the identification and comprehension of the following game context 
aspects:

1 Elements based on real-world context (for example: weather patterns; political systems; city 
layouts; population behaviours; geographical features; historical events; etc.)

2 Elements that the player perceives as directly influential on the ongoing task (for example: if 
the task is "upgrade the water tower", then properties and functions of the selected water 
tower are directly influential on the current task)

3 Elements that the player perceives as not directly influential on the ongoing task, but could 
lead to modified plans and actions (for example: if the task is "upgrade the water tower", then 
properties and functions of other buildings and nearby environmental elements could lead to 
modification of the current task)

4 Elements that the player can't directly perceive or control, but may indirectly influence the 
ongoing task (for example: if the task is "upgrade the water tower", then cutting down forest 
trees as a resource for the tower could later on have uncontrollable impacts on wildfires or the 
happiness of the town population)

5 Unknown/unpredictable/uncontrollable problem elements and their relationships (for 
example: uncontrollable behaviour of characters during unpredictable environmental changes; 
unclear paths towards population's wellbeing; etc.)

6 Aspects of player-triggered events (for example: signing trade agreements leads to geopolitical 
consequences; helping the people in town leads to unlocking new quests; etc.)

7 Aspects of non-player-triggered events traceable to known source (for example: environmental 
effects of day and night cycle; seasonal changes; an earthquake; social effects of tax raises in a 
foreign country; etc.)

8 Aspects of non-player-triggered events which cannot be traced to a known source (for 
example: effects of an unknown disease outbreaks; disasters caused by unknown geological 
phenomena; social effects of unknown political decisions; etc.)

Scale 2: Gameplay Process
Information flows support the following aspects of the gameplay process:

9 Identifying goal (for example: obtain information; solve puzzle; etc.)
10 Exploring environment (for example: searching for characters to talk with; observing the 

patterns of a puzzle mechanism; etc.)
11 Forming hypothesis (for example: "if I find the right characters and ask the right questions, 

then I'll gather the required information"; "if I monitor the puzzle mechanism, then I'll discover 
predictable patterns"; etc.)

12 Predicting side effects (for example: characters could become hostile while asking for 
information; the puzzle could change its patterns when interacting with it; etc.)

13 Regulating intentions (for example: consider being friendly with characters and not provoking 
them; consider interacting with the puzzle for as long as possible to see changes in patterns; 
etc.)

14 Planning actions (for example: plan to talk with family members first, then with neighbours 
and finally with friends; plan to move puzzle items on the left platform first, then on the 
middle platform, and finally on the right platform; etc.)

15 Executing plans (for example: walking to characters, starting dialogue, asking questions, taking 
notes; moving on platforms, picking up items, putting items in puzzle mechanism, jumping 
from obstacles; etc.)

16 Evaluating outcomes (for example: the information gathered from family members sounds 
more realistic; moving items on the middle puzzle platform caused the least amount of 
changes to the mechanism; etc.)

17 Critically evaluating activity plans and involved methods (for example: "the plan to talk with 
family members first was good, but I should have been more direct in the dialogue options to 
get more information"; "I was jumping from platform to platform too often and was not 
patient enough to find the complete puzzle pattern on time"; etc.) 

Fig. 4.6 CPS-IF instrument 1
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Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Un-
decided

Agree Strongly 
Agree

1 2 3 4 5
Scale 3: Gameplay tasks
Information flows support the identification and analysis of the following aspects of gameplay 
tasks:

18 Which gameplay tasks are ongoing, either set by the player or provided by the game (for 
example: complete the quest; collect all artefacts; finish the level; etc.)

19 Gameplay actions as meaningful building blocks of tasks (for example: avoid enemy; build 
house; walk to town; etc.)

20 Gameplay target objects as elements that should be transformed through whole tasks or 
isolated actions (for example: doors to open; enemies to defeat; etc.)

21 Transformable and transformative gameplay elements (for example: elements of a puzzle are 
changed by interacting with them, and in turn they change the puzzle solving process which 
affects the player's understanding and approach; etc.)

22 Enabling and hindering functionality of elements (for example: player's shield position enables 
blocking some enemy attacks; limited resources hinder player's ability to build many structures 
quickly; etc.)

23 Designed and player-generated meaning of elements (for example: in city-building games, 
roads are designed to generate a functional transport system, but the player can also use them 
to draw on the map area, construct realistic city layouts, experiment with citizen's behaviour, 
etc.)

24 Dependencies among properties of elements involved in game task (for example: player 
character power depends on their statistics, armor, weapons, abilities, etc.)

25 Dynamics among properties of elements involved in game task (for example: player character 
power evolves over time in unpredictable short-term and long-term directions by increasing 
statistics, replacing armor, collecting new weapons, etc.)

Scale 4: Information Flows general properties
Complex-problem solving processes, learning, and/or gameplay activity were supported 
through the following properties of information flows:

26 Timeliness of information flows (for example: selecting a dialogue option leads to an instant 
reaction from the character or it leads to a delayed reply through a cutscene)

27 Reiteration of Information flows (for example: the current quest objective is always shown to 
the side or it appears on the map once every minute)

28 It is clear whether information flows are provided in response to player actions, or to non-
player-triggered events (for example: trees grow in town because the player planted them, or 
they grow randomly independent of the player)

29 Information flows can be clearly related to events/elements in the audio-visual representation 
of the game scenario (for example: selling a building shows the profits received at the 
building's location in the game, to the side in the budget user interface; a crackling log sound is 
emitted when there is a wild fire on the screen)

30 The type of information flows - or their combination - are appropriate to convey the meaning 
of the information (for example: receiving written information about dialogue options; 
receiving pictorial information about location of enemy units; receiving auditory information 
about quests, etc.)

31 Strength of information flows (for example: a strong emergency alert notification shifts the 
player's attention to a new important task)
Scale 5: Player Impacts
Information flows may impact on:

32 Player's thoughts while engaged in game tasks (for example: making plans for the current 
quest; evaluating previous mission results; improving understanding of enemy behaviour; etc.)

33 Player's feelings while engaged in game tasks (for example: excited with a new environment to 
explore; frustrated with a puzzle; scared by a haunted house; happy with completing the level 
on time; etc.)

34 Player's behaviour while engaged in game tasks (for example: moving and jumping quick; 
taking notes of character interactions; buildings placed in safe locations; etc.)

Fig. 4.7 CPS-IF instrument 2
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Impacts") and 34 items that are categorised into their appropriate scales. Scale 1
("Game Context Structure") and its eight items represent simulated gameplay aspects
of the game context (Figure 4.6). Scale 2 ("Gameplay Process") and its nine items
describe simulated gameplay aspects of the gameplay process (Figure 4.6). Scale 3
("Gameplay tasks") and its eight items refer to simulated gameplay aspects of the
gameplay task (Figure 4.7). These three scales and 25 items answer the first research
question of this study:

• RQ1.1: Which gameplay aspects should GBL environments simulate to foster
CPS processes?

Scale 4 ("Information Flows general properties") and its six items represent
the properties and functionalities of information flows that influence the simulated
gameplay aspects (Figure 4.7). This scale, its six items and the way they relate to the
previous three scales and 25 items answer the second research question of this study:

• RQ1.2: Which properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows
may support the comprehension of and interactions with simulated gameplay
aspects and how?

Scale 5 ("Player Impacts") and its three items describe the influence of informa-
tion flows on the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players who are engaged in
gameplay tasks (Figure 4.7). This scale, its three items and their relationships with
Scale 4 and its items answer the third research question of this study:

• RQ1.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows impact the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players engaged in CPS
and GBL processes?

4.3.2 Exploratory testing results

Data analysis aimed to calculate the inter-rater reliability between the testers by using
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) [104]. Inter-rater reliability between the
three testers was calculated as "good" (ICC = 0.69), based on the standard guidelines
for evaluating instruments and for qualifying values provided by by Cicchetti [104].
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Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 present the testers’ scores for the 34 instrument items
(IT1-IT34) and their mean.

Fig. 4.8 Scores for items in "Game Context Structure" and "Gameplay Process"

Fig. 4.9 Scores for items in "Gameplay tasks", "Information Flows" and "Player Impacts"

4.4 Discussion

The development of the CPS-IF instrument is a necessary contribution towards en-
abling researchers and practitioners to analyse and design games that can foster CPS
skills and attitudes. Specifically, the CPS-IF instrument (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7)
addresses the need for research tools that can support the identification of simulated
gameplay aspects of real-world CPS scenarios and the properties and functionali-
ties of gameplay information flows that may influence those aspects [41]. This is
achieved by the CPS-IF instrument, because its five scales and 34 items represent (a)
simulated gameplay aspects of the game context, gameplay process and gameplay
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tasks, (b) general properties of gameplay information flows, and (c) the ways that
information flows affect those gameplay aspects and the player. In addition, the
reliability of the CPS-IF instrument was tested by three game analysis experts who
used the game Stop Disasters [101]. The results of this exploratory testing and the
strengths and limitations of this study are discussed in the following subsections.

4.4.1 Implications of exploratory testing

The analysis results suggest that simulated gameplay aspects in the game Stop
Disasters [101] may have been influenced by all six properties of information flows
(IT26 - IT31 (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9)). This observation confirms the recognised
importance of gameplay information flows to support player comprehension of
gameplay elements and dynamics [3, 38]. Information flows strongly affected
the following simulated gameplay aspects: (a) key elements of gameplay tasks
(i.e., the ongoing task (IT18), meaningful actions (IT19) and target objects (IT20)
(Figure 4.9)), and (b) essential sub-phases of the gameplay process (i.e., identifying
goals (IT9), exploring environment (IT10), forming hypothesis (IT11), planning
actions (IT14) and executing plans (IT15) (Figure 4.9)). In addition, gameplay
information flows were highly impactful on the thoughts (IT32), feelings (IT33) and
behaviour (IT34) of players (Figure 4.9).

Stop Disasters [101] provides players with most of the relevant gameplay in-
formation only at the end of a game scenario. This characteristic untimeliness of
information flows (IT26) may have negatively influenced players’ interpretations of:
(a) elements of the game context (i.e., IT1 - IT8 (Figure 4.8)) (b) some sub-phases of
the gameplay process (i.e., IT12, IT13, IT16 and IT17 (Figure 4.8)), and (c) elements
of the ongoing gameplay task (IT21, IT22, IT24 and IT25 (Figure 4.9)). However,
overall, the exploratory testing results suggest that all properties of gameplay infor-
mation flows in Stop Disasters affected some of the key simulated gameplay aspects
of the game.

4.4.2 Strengths and limitations

The strengths of the CPS-IF instrument elaboration process include: (a) following
a rigorous instrument development method [68], (b) conceptualising the CPS-IF
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model (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) to support the CPS-IF instrument (Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7) [96, 98] by integrating components [3, 6, 15, 31, 44, 50] of the
sound CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3), (c) iteratively generating
and modifying instrument items and scales related to conceptual components and
elements of the CPS-IF model [68], and (d) assessing the CPS-IF instrument by
performing an inter-rater reliability analysis which suggests that the instrument may
be a robust and useful tool for its designed purpose.

The following key limitations of this study are recognised and suitable future
directions for addressing them are proposed:

• The reliability test of the CPS-IF instrument was merely exploratory. Addi-
tional assessments and testers are needed to achieve more conclusive results.
For example the differences between novices and experts who analyse CPS
processes in GBL environments could be investigated [41] to inform changes in
both the CPS-IF model and the CPS-IF instrument. This is partially addressed
in Chapter 5.

• The testing of the CPS-IF instrument was limited to only one game (i.e.,
Stop Disasters [101]) which is characterised by its own unique gameplay
aspects. Further tests with similar games to Stop Disasters and with games
representing other genres (e.g., adventure games, strategy games, etc.) would
be an appropriate approach to enhance the analysis abilities of the instrument
which could lead to additional iterations of the CPS-IF model.

• The ambiguity of instrument items from Scale 1 ("Game Context Structure")
and Scale 5 ("Player Impacts") indicates the need to further iterate on their
components and dynamics from the CPS-IF model (e.g., "player impacts" is
modeled as "impacts of GBL" and "intrinsic motivation of GBL" in Chapter 5).

• Information flow analysis is necessary but it alone is not sufficient to infer
player engagement in CPS processes. Specific gameplay features that may
promote both engagement and learning in CPS scenarios need to be identified.
This is addressed by the following Chapter 5.

• Because one individual tool (i.e., the CPS-IF instrument) cannot tackle the
multi-dimensional nature of CPS on its own, the use of complementary CPS-
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analysis tools is recommended [42]. This aligns with the aim of the thesis and
the main objectives of Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

4.5 Summary

This chapter described a study designed to address the shortage of research tools
that can support the identification of required gameplay aspects of CPS scenarios
and the game information that conveys those aspects to players. To this end, the
CPS-IF instrument (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7) was developed [68] based on the
prospectively conceptualised CPS-IF model (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) [96, 98] and
the sound CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3). This development process
was driven by the following research questions:

• RQ1.1: Which gameplay aspects should GBL environments simulate to foster
CPS processes?

• RQ1.2: Which properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows
may support the comprehension of and interactions with simulated gameplay
aspects and how?

• RQ1.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows impact the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players engaged in CPS
and GBL processes?

Each of these research questions was answered by the scales and items of the
CPS-IF instrument:

• RQ1.1 was answered by Scale 1 ("Game Context Structure"), Scale 2 ("Game-
play Process"), Scale 3 ("Gameplay tasks") and their 25 instrument items
(Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7);

• RQ1.2 was answered by Scale 4 ("Information Flows general properties"), its
six instrument items and their relationships with Scale 1, Scale 2, Scale 3 and
their 25 items (Figure 4.7);

• RQ1.3 was answered by Scale 5 ("Player Impacts"), its three instrument items
and their relationships with Scale 4 and its six items (Figure 4.7).
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The developed CPS-IF instrument (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7) can support game
researchers and practitioners to identify simulated gameplay aspects of real-world
CPS scenarios and properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows that
communicate to players those gameplay aspects. In addition, the CPS-IF model
(Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) may enable game experts to design new instruments
and formulate new theories related to CPS processes in games. The CPS-IF model
can be iterated on by using the results from the exploratory testing of the CPS-IF
instrument.

Even though simulated gameplay aspects and relevant gameplay information
flows are necessary conditions for creating, understanding and learning CPS pro-
cesses, making these processes intrinsically motivating is also crucial. This can be
done by iterating and building on the CPS-IF model and it is the goal of the study
presented in the following Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

Study II: CPS-GBL instrument

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 includes modified sections from a published paper in [5].

This chapter presents a study that tackles the described research problem that
existing research tools are inadequate to balance the mechanisms of meaningful
learning experiences and intrinsically-motivating complex environments in games.
To address this problem, the research objective of this study is to develop an instru-
ment suitable to identify gameplay features that can make CPS processes intrinsically
motivating to players in GBL environments. The pursuit of this research objective is
guided by the following research questions:

• RQ2.1: Which gameplay features may promote GBL processes and how effec-
tive are they?

• RQ2.2: Which gameplay features may promote intrinsic motivation and how
effective are they?

• RQ2.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support gameplay features that may promote both GBL processes and
intrinsic motivation?

To answer these questions, first the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (i.e., theoret-
ical framework for complex problem-solving processes within game-based learning
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environments) (Section 2.3) was used to model impacts of GBL (i.e., awareness, com-
prehension, caring and sense of agency) [9] and basic needs underpinning intrinsic
motivation (i.e., autonomy, competence, relatedness and presence) [65]. Then, these
were integrated with conceptualisations of the gameplay system from the CPS-IF
model (i.e., model of information flows for complex problem-solving) (Section 4.2)
by using methods for the development of conceptual models [96, 98], resulting
in the CPS-GBL conceptual model (i.e., model for complex problem-solving and
game-based learning processes). Next, based on the components and elements of the
CPS-GBL model, instrument items and scales were generated while following the
method by Moore and Benbasat [68]. This lead to the development of the CPS-GBL
instrument (i.e., instrument for complex problem-solving and game-based learning
processes) which consisted of a questionnaire [99, 100]. Finally, the CPS-GBL
instrument was evaluated by re-formulating it into an online questionnaire (ıGoogle
Forms) and selecting game design students to use it to analyse the game Stop Dis-
asters [101]. The complete development process of the CPS-GBL instrument is
reported in Section 5.2.

The contribution of this study is the CPS-GBL instrument that researchers and
practitioners can use to analyse and design games that offer a balance between
meaningful learning experiences and intrinsically-motivating complex environments,
by identifying specific gameplay features that may promote intrinsically motivating
CPS and GBL processes to players. Additionally, the CPS-GBL model that underpins
the CPS-GBL instrument can be suitable for designing new research tools and
generating new theories.

This chapter describes the methods for the development of the CPS-GBL in-
strument and the CPS-GBL model in Section 5.2, the results of that development
process and of the exploratory evaluation of the CPS-GBL instrument in Section 5.3,
and the implications of the findings regarding the CPS-GBL instrument, and the
contributions and limitations of the study in Section 5.4.
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Development of CPS-GBL Model

The purpose of the CPS-GBL model is to support the development of the CPS-
GBL instrument by conceptualising gameplay features that may function to promote
intrinsically motivating CPS processes in GBL environments [96, 98]. Therefore,
these gameplay features are defined as CPS-GBL affordances [105]. The CPS-GBL
model, presented in Figure 5.1, was elaborated based on concepts from the CPS-IF
model (Section 4.2) and relevant components of the CPS-GBL theoretical framework
from Section 2.3 (i.e., self-determination theory (SDT) [65] and the game-based
learning human factors framework (HF-GBL framework) [9]).

The main components of the gameplay activity system in the CPS-GBL con-
ceptual model (Figure 5.1) are the "Player-Subject" and the "Game Space". The
"Player-Subject" consists of two sub-components (i.e., "Internal Activity Context"
and "Enacted Gameplay Process"), while the "Game Space" includes "External
Activity Context" and "Designed Gameplay Process" (Figure 5.1).

The "Internal Activity Context" is specifically modeled based on the SDT [65]
and the HF-GBL framework [9]. SDT is represented in Figure 5.1 by the four basic
needs that underpin intrinsic motivation (i.e., autonomy, competence, relatedness
and presence [65]). Awareness, comprehension, caring and sense of agency of the
player are the impacts of GBL that are integrated from the HF-GBL framework [9].

The "Enacted Gameplay Process" is conceptualised, based on components of the
CPS-IF model (Section 4.2), as a multi-loop gameplay process. When the player-
subject interacts with the game space, they (a) identify game goals, (b) explore the
game environment while generating hypotheses and predicting possible side effects
of their planned actions, (c) adapt their game plans based on formulated hypotheses
and predictions, (d) perform game actions, (e) evaluate the effects of their actions,
and (f) identify new game goals based on transformations to the game space, thus
continuing the gameplay process. According to the CPS-GBL theoretical framework
(Section 2.3), in order for sub-phases of this enacted gameplay process to function as
CPS-GBL affordances, the player should "Self-define Game Goals" (i.e., CPS-GBL
affordance number "2" in Figure 5.1), should perform game actions "Mimicking
real-world actions" (i.e., CPS-GBL affordance number "3" in Figure 5.1), and should
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Fig. 5.1 CPS-GBL model

evaluate the effects of those types of performed actions (i.e., CPS-GBL affordance
number "5" in Figure 5.1).

Both the "External Activity Context" and the "Designed Gameplay Process"
are modeled by integrating components of the CPS-IF model (Section 4.2). The
"External Activity Context" represents the gameplay environment, its game setting
elements and game events (Figure 5.1). The "Designed Gameplay Process" is con-
ceptualised as interlinked gameplay tasks that consist of a given game state that
should be transformed by the player into a desirable goal state by overcoming hin-
dering elements and using the support of enabling elements. Based on the CPS-GBL
theoretical framework (Section 2.3), in order for some of these gameplay aspects
to function as CPS-GBL affordances, the player should interact with game setting
elements "Mimicking real-world scenarios" (i.e., CPS-GBL affordances number "1"
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in Figure 5.1), should deal with game events which are "Unknown, unpredictable,
uncontrollable" (i.e., CPS-GBL affordance number "4" in Figure 5.1), and should
evaluate the effects of those types of game events (i.e., CPS-GBL affordance number
"6" in Figure 5.1).

In addition to the described structural components of the CPS-GBL model, in
order to support the interactions between the player-subject and the game space,
gameplay information flows should be: (a) presented timely and repeatedly, (b)
relevant to player actions and progression in the game, (c) noticeable and linked to
game objects and events (Figure 5.1).

Finally, the relationships between the presented elements of the gameplay activity
system are modeled as follows: (a) first, the player interacts with the game space
to satisfy their need for autonomy, competence, relatedness and presence which
promotes intrinsic forms of motivation, (b) then, the player engages with game
setting elements and game events by performing interlinked CPS-GBL tasks, and
(c) finally, the player’s awareness, comprehension, caring and sense of agency are
impacted by completion of these CPS-GBL tasks which further motivates the player
to enact the gameplay process (Figure 5.1).

5.2.2 Development of CPS-GBL instrument

The goal of the CPS-GBL instrument is to support the identification of CPS-GBL
affordances (i.e., gameplay features that may function to promote intrinsically moti-
vating CPS processes in GBL environments). The instrument was developed based
on a three-stage method [68] (i.e., creating instrument items, categorising items into
appropriate instrument scales, and evaluating the developed instrument) by adapting
components of the CPS-GBL model (Figure 5.1) into a questionnaire form [99, 100].

First stage: CPS-GBL instrument items

The aim of this stage of the CPS-GBL instrument development process was to create
instrument items identifying the importance of CPS-GBL affordances to promote (a)
progression in a game, (b) impacts of GBL on the player, and (c) intrinsically motivat-
ing CPS processes. Following this objective, nine instrument items were iteratively
generated from the relevant CPS-GBL components (i.e., progression, awareness,
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comprehension, caring, sense of agency, autonomy, competence, relatedness and
presence) (Figure 5.2).

Additionally, five more items were formulated for the analysis of properties
and functionalities of information flows that support CPS-GBL affordances (i.e.,
relevance for game actions, timeliness, repeated presentation, noticeable relation to
objects and events, and relevance for game progression) (Figure 5.3).

Fig. 5.2 CPS-GBL instrument items 1

Fig. 5.3 CPS-GBL instrument items 2

All CPS-GBL instrument items were defined on a five-point Likert scale (1:
“Strongly Disagree; 2: "Disagree"; 3: "Undecided"; 4: "Agree"; 5: “Strongly
Agree”). An sixth option was added if an instrument item was perceived as irrelevant
(N/A: "Not Applicable").

Second stage: CPS-GBL instrument scales

The objective of this stage was to categorise the created instrument items into scales
that represent each of the six CPS-GBL affordances:

• interacting with game setting elements mimicking real-world scenarios;

• self-defining goals;
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• performing game actions mimicking real-world actions;

• tackling events that could not be fully known, controlled or predicted;

• evaluating and/or predicting consequences of game actions;

• evaluating and/or predicting consequences of events that could not be con-
trolled.

A total of 13 instrument scales were created: (a) one scale (consisting of six
items) that measures the overall gameplay experience (e.g., enjoyment with the game,
satisfaction with provided game resources, etc.); (b) six scales (one for each affor-
dance) that measure the importance of CPS-GBL affordances to promote progression
in a game, impacts of GBL on the player, and intrinsically motivating CPS processes
(Figure 5.2); and (c) six scales (one for each affordance) that identify the proper-
ties and functionalities of information flows that support CPS-GBL affordances
(Figure 5.3).

Finally, all 13 instrument scales and 90 instrument items were rephrased into a
questionnaire form [99, 100]. The complete CPS-GBL instrument is presented in
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 in Subsection 5.3.1.

Third stage: CPS-GBL instrument evaluation

The aim of this stage was to evaluate the CPS-GBL instrument through an exploratory
case study involving the game Stop Disasters [101]. 29 university students studying
game design in the United Kingdom were selected as participants. 21 of the par-
ticipants had some familiarity ("f-participants") with the theories underpinning the
CPS-GBL instrument (e.g., GBL, player motivation, elements of a gameplay activity
system, etc.), while 8 of the participants were unfamiliar ("u-participants") with
those theories. In addition to the 29 participants, one game analysis expert, who was
part of the development process of the CPS-GBL instrument, independently tested
the instrument with the game Stop Disasters. The intentional choice to investigate
the differences between novices and experts who analyse CPS processes in GBL
environments [41] is based on the discussion of the feedback and results from the
development and testing of the CPS-IF instrument (Subsection 4.4.2).
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Following the ethical guidelines of the university in which the study was con-
ducted, a Project Ethical Review Form was completed and assessed by the project
supervisor, who indicated that any associated ethical issues had been adequately
addressed and that the study can proceed.

The CPS-GBL instrument (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) was adapted into an
online questionnaire (Google Forms) for this exploratory case study. Some of
the modifications made to the instrument involve asking participants to identify
themselves and replacing the term "[Game]" with "Stop Disasters" and the term
"[Complex Problem]" with "wildfires".

Stop Disasters [101] is an online game which requires players to protect the
population of an urban area from an imminent natural disaster (Figure 5.4).

Fig. 5.4 Stop Disasters - Flood scenario

The game was selected because the study in Chapter 4 suggests that Stop Dis-
asters [101] simulates different gameplay aspects of CPS processes and GBL envi-
ronments to varying degrees of success, which may produce interesting evaluation
results related to the influence of the different CPS-GBL affordances in the game.

The exploratory evaluation of the CPS-GBL instrument involved three separate
sessions in university classrooms. At the start of each session, a game researcher
presented instructions for the evaluation procedure. The 29 participants were asked,
first, to play the "Wildfire" scenario of the game Stop Disasters [101] (Figure 5.5)
on medium difficulty without looking at the questionnaire, and then, to answer the
questions while continuing to play if they chose to. The evaluation procedure in all
three sessions was completed within thirty minutes. From the first two sessions, 21
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out of 23 "f-participants" finished their questionnaires, while from the last session,
8 out of 10 "u-participants" completed their questionnaires. The results from the
exploratory evaluation of the CPS-GBL instrument are reported in Subsection 5.3.2.

Fig. 5.5 Wildfire scenario in Stop Disasters

5.3 Results

5.3.1 The CPS-GBL instrument

Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 present the CPS-GBL instrument, which is produced as
a result of the instrument development process that was described in the previous
Section 5.2.

The CPS-GBL instrument consists of 13 scales (i.e., "Overall gameplay experi-
ence" and two scales for each of the six CPS-GBL affordances) and 90 items (six
items are part of the scale "Overall gameplay experience" and 14 items are repeated
six times for each CPS-GBL affordance). Scale 1.1, Scale 2.1, Scale 3.1, Scale 4.1,
Scale 5.1 and Scale 6.1, which identify the importance of CPS-GBL affordances
to promote progression in a game, impacts of GBL on the player, and intrinsically
motivating CPS processes (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) partially answer the first and
second research questions of this study (on account of four of their items related to
GBL impacts and four of their items related to intrinsic motivation):
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Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
I enjoyed playing [Game]
[Game] was useful to learn about [Complex Problem]
[Game] was challenging
[Game] was easy to play
It was clear what I had to do in [Game]
[Game] provided sufficient resources to do what I had to

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
1 Was important to progress in the game
2 Enhanced my awareness of [Complex Problem]
3 Helped me understand how [Complex Problem] works
4 Made me care more about [Complex Problem] in the real world
5 Made me think that I could do something about [Complex Problem] in the real world
6 Made me feel challenged
7 Helped me feel that I could change the game world in desirable ways
8 Made me feel that I could choose how to tackle the game tasks
9 Made me care more about what happened in the game world, and the characters in it

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
10 Relevant to understand what could be done, how and/or why
11 Timely presented to the player
12 Presented repeatedly, as the game progressed
13 Easy to notice and relate to objects/events it refers to
14 Relevant to understand what could help or hinder progress in the game

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
15 Was important to progress in the game
16 Enhanced my awareness of [Complex Problem]
17 Helped me understand how [Complex Problem] works
18 Made me care more about [Complex Problem] in the real world
19 Made me think that I could do something about [Complex Problem] in the real world
20 Made me feel challenged
21 Helped me feel that I could change the game world in desirable ways
22 Made me feel that I could choose how to tackle the game tasks
23 Made me care more about what happened in the game world, and the characters in it

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
24 Relevant to understand what could be done, how and/or why
25 Timely presented to the player
26 Presented repeatedly, as the game progressed
27 Easy to notice and relate to objects/events it refers to
28 Relevant to understand what could help or hinder progress in the game

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
29 Was important to progress in the game
30 Enhanced my awareness of [Complex Problem]
31 Helped me understand how [Complex Problem] works
32 Made me care more about [Complex Problem] in the real world
33 Made me think that I could do something about [Complex Problem] in the real world
34 Made me feel challenged
35 Helped me feel that I could change the game world in desirable ways
36 Made me feel that I could choose how to tackle the game tasks
37 Made me care more about what happened in the game world, and the characters in it

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
38 Relevant to understand what could be done, how and/or why
39 Timely presented to the player
40 Presented repeatedly, as the game progressed
41 Easy to notice and relate to objects/events it refers to
42 Relevant to understand what could help or hinder progress in the game

Reflecting on your gameplay experience with [Game], please mark below what best represents your opinion regarding the following game aspects.

Overall gameplay experience

Scale 1.1: Interacting with game setting elements mimicking real-world scenarios:

Scale 1.2: The game supported interactions with game setting elements mimicking real-world 
scenarios by providing information:

Scale 2.1: Self-defining which goals to pursue:

Scale 2.2: The game supported self-defining which goals to pursue by providing information:

Scale 3.1: Performing game actions mimicking real-world actions:

Scale 3.2: The game supported performing game actions mimicking real-world actions by providing 
information:

Fig. 5.6 CPS-GBL instrument 1
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Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
43 Was important to progress in the game
44 Enhanced my awareness of [Complex Problem]
45 Helped me understand how [Complex Problem] works
46 Made me care more about [Complex Problem] in the real world
47 Made me think that I could do something about [Complex Problem] in the real world
48 Made me feel challenged
49 Helped me feel that I could change the game world in desirable ways
50 Made me feel that I could choose how to tackle the game tasks
51 Made me care more about what happened in the game world, and the characters in it

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
52 Relevant to understand what could be done, how and/or why
53 Timely presented to the player
54 Presented repeatedly, as the game progressed
55 Easy to notice and relate to objects/events it refers to
56 Relevant to understand what could help or hinder progress in the game

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
57 Was important to progress in the game
58 Enhanced my awareness of [Complex Problem]
59 Helped me understand how [Complex Problem] works
60 Made me care more about [Complex Problem] in the real world
61 Made me think that I could do something about [Complex Problem] in the real world
62 Made me feel challenged
63 Helped me feel that I could change the game world in desirable ways
64 Made me feel that I could choose how to tackle the game tasks
65 Made me care more about what happened in the game world, and the characters in it

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
66 Relevant to understand what could be done, how and/or why
67 Timely presented to the player
68 Presented repeatedly, as the game progressed
69 Easy to notice and relate to objects/events it refers to
70 Relevant to understand what could help or hinder progress in the game

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
71 Was important to progress in the game
72 Enhanced my awareness of [Complex Problem]
73 Helped me understand how [Complex Problem] works
74 Made me care more about [Complex Problem] in the real world
75 Made me think that I could do something about [Complex Problem] in the real world
76 Made me feel challenged
77 Helped me feel that I could change the game world in desirable ways
78 Made me feel that I could choose how to tackle the game tasks
79 Made me care more about what happened in the game world, and the characters in it

Not 
Applicable

Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
Agree

N/A 1 2 3 4 5
80 Relevant to understand what could be done, how and/or why
81 Timely presented to the player
82 Presented repeatedly, as the game progressed
83 Easy to notice and relate to objects/events it refers to
84 Relevant to understand what could help or hinder progress in the game

Scale 5.1: Evaluate and/or predict consequences of my game actions, and adapt my plans 
accordingly:

Scale 4.1: Tackling events that I could not fully know, control or predict:

Reflecting on your gameplay experience with [Game], please mark below what best represents your opinion regarding the following game aspects.

Scale 6.2: The game supported evaluating and/or predicting consequences of events I could not 
control, and adapting my plans accordingly by providing information:

Scale 5.2: The game supported evaluating and/or predicting consequences of my game actions, and 
adapting my plans accordingly by providing information:

Scale 6.1: Evaluate and/or predict consequences of events I could not control, and adapt my plans 
accordingly:

Scale 4.2: The game supported tackling events that I could not fully know, control or predict by 
providing information:

Fig. 5.7 CPS-GBL instrument 2
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• RQ2.1: Which gameplay features may promote GBL processes and how effec-
tive are they?

• RQ2.2: Which gameplay features may promote intrinsic motivation and how
effective are they?

The questions of the effectiveness of the CPS-GBL affordances to promote GBL
processes (RQ2.1) and intrinsic motivation (RQ2.2) are addressed in Subsection 5.3.2.

Scale 1.2, Scale 2.2, Scale 3.2, Scale 4.2, Scale 5.2 and Scale 6.2 identify the
properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows that support CPS-GBL
affordances (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7), thus answering the third research question
of this study:

• RQ2.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support gameplay features that may promote both GBL processes and
intrinsic motivation?

5.3.2 Exploratory evaluation results

Results of the exploratory evaluation of the CPS-GBL instrument are reported into
two tables and three figures: (a) "Overall gameplay experience" scores (Table 5.1),
(b) "Gameplay progress" scores (Table 5.2), (c) "Impacts of GBL" scores (Table 5.3),
(d) "Intrinsic motivation of GBL" scores (Table 5.4), and (e) "Information Flows"
scores (Table 5.5).

Table 5.1 presents the scores given by "f-participants" and "u-participants" to
the game Stop Disasters [101] in relation to the overall gameplay experience. "F-
participants" felt more overall satisfaction by playing the game (mean = 3.53, SD
= 0.97) compared to "u-participants" (mean = 3.04, SD = 0.97). Both groups of
participants gave their highest scores to the degree of challenge in Stop Disasters
(mean = 3.81 and mean = 3.38). The biggest difference in mean scores between
"f-participants" and "u-participants" was about the clarity of goals in the game (mean
= 3.81 (second highest score for "f-participants") and mean = 1.75 (lowest score for
"u-participants")) (Table 5.1).

Table 5.2 compares the expert analysis of the importance of each CPS-GBL
affordance (F1 - F6) for gameplay progress to the perceived importance by "f-
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Table 5.1 "Overall gameplay experience" scores

participants" and "u-participants". Overall, the expert, the "f-participants" and the
"u-participants" consider that the CPS-GBL affordances are important for progression
in Stop Disasters (respectively, mean = 3.50, mean = 3.81, and mean = 3.73). Based
on the scores of items F4, F5 and F6, both groups of participants felt that the game
was more complex, compared to the expert. Differences between the perceptions of
"f-participants" and "u-participants" are indicated by item F1 (respectively, mean
= 3.71 and mean = 3.12) and item F4 (respectively, mean = 3.57 and mean = 4.00)
(Table 5.2).

Table 5.2 "Gameplay progress" scores

Table 5.3, completes the answers to "RQ2.1: Which gameplay features may
promote GBL processes and how effective are they?", by comparing the scores
from the expert, the "f-participants" and the "u-participants" on the effectiveness of
CPS-GBL affordances (F1 - F6) to impact the GBL process in Stop Disasters (i.e.,
awareness, comprehension, caring, and sense of agency).
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Table 5.3 "Impacts of GBL" scores

The results suggest similar high scores between the expert, the "f-participants"
and the "u-participants" for awareness (respectively, mean = 3.67, mean = 3.52 and
mean = 3.47) and comprehension (respectively, mean = 3.67, mean = 3.34 and mean
= 3.57), and similar low scores for caring (respectively, mean = 2.00, mean = 2.79
and mean = 2.70) and sense of agency (respectively, mean = 2.17, mean = 2.23 and
mean = 2.25). Based on the scores of item F2, participants perceived the CPS-GBL
affordance "Self-defining goals" not as impactful as the expert analysis suggests,
which is supported by the results ("F2") in Table 5.2. "F-participants", compared
to "u-participants", felt that "Self-defining goals" was a more impactful CPS-GBL
affordance, and that "Tackling complex problems" was not as impactful (Table 5.3).

Table 5.4, completes the answer to "RQ2.2: Which gameplay features may
promote intrinsic motivation and how effective are they?", by comparing the scores
from the expert, the "f-participants" and the "u-participants" on the effectiveness of
CPS-GBL affordances (F1 - F6) to promote intrinsic motivation in Stop Disasters
(i.e., to satisfy the need for autonomy, competence (need for challenge and sense of
efficacy), and relatedness and presence).
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Table 5.4 "Intrinsic motivation of GBL" scores

The results indicate high scores for autonomy (mean = 2.67, mean = 3.48 and
mean = 3.44) and low scores for relatedness and presence (mean = 2.00, mean =
2.65 and mean = 2.69). Compared to the expert, participants perceived “Tackling
complex events”, “Evaluating consequences of game actions” and “Evaluating con-
sequences of complex events” as more effective at promoting intrinsic motivation.
The differences between "f-participants" and "u-participants" are found in item F1
and item F4 (Table 5.4).

Table 5.5 compares the scores from the expert, the "f-participants" and the "u-
participants" on the effectiveness of key properties and functionalities of gameplay
information flows to support CPS-GBL affordances (F1 - F6) in Stop Disasters.

Information flows may influence each of the six CPS-GBL affordances by com-
municating information to players that is: (a) “relevant to understand what could
be done, how and/or why”, (b) “timely presented to the player”, (c) “presented
repeatedly, as the game progressed”, (d) “easy to notice and relate to objects/events
it refers to”, and (e) “relevant to understand what could help or hinder progress
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Table 5.5 "Information Flows" scores

in the game”. The results suggest high scores for relevance of information flows
to potential actions (mean = 3.17, mean = 3.46 and mean = 3.52) and low scores
for timeliness of information flows (mean = 2.67, mean = 3.03 and mean = 3.33).
Overall, in comparison to the expert, participants felt that Stop Disasters presented
appropriate information flows to support CPS-GBL affordances (Table 5.5).

5.4 Discussion

The CPS-GBL instrument (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) addresses the need for new
research tools that are suitable to balance the mechanisms of meaningful learning
experiences and intrinsically-motivating complex environments in games [36]. To
achieve this, the CPS-GBL instrument was developed to include 13 scales and 90
items that are relevant for the identification of gameplay features that may promote
intrinsically motivating CPS processes in GBL environments (i.e., CPS-GBL af-
fordances). The effectiveness of these CPS-GBL affordances (i.e., (a) interacting
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with game setting elements mimicking real-world scenarios, (b) self-defining goals,
(c) performing game actions mimicking real-world actions, (d) tackling events that
could not be fully known, controlled or predicted, (e) evaluating and/or predicting
consequences of game actions, and (f) evaluating and/or predicting consequences
of events that could not be controlled) to promote both GBL processes and intrinsic
motivation are discussed in the following subsection.

5.4.1 Implications of exploratory evaluation

The most relevant implication for researchers and practitioners who may analyse and
design games with the CPS-GBL instrument (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7), is that the
most valuable use of the instrument could be the investigation of the effectiveness of
all six CPS-GBL affordances to impact the awareness, comprehension, caring and
sense of agency of players (Table 5.3). This observation is based on the similarities
between the expert, the "f-participants" (i.e., students familiar with game design
theories), and the "u-participants" (i.e., students unfamiliar with game design theo-
ries) in scoring the impacts of GBL on players (Table 5.3), despite the differences
in the levels of game analysis experience between the expert and both groups of
participants.

Further implications of the exploratory evaluation of the CPS-GBL instrument
using the game Stop Disasters [101] include:

• CPS-GBL affordances were perceived, by both the expert and the participants,
as suitable to satisfy the need for autonomy, but not the need for relatedness
and presence (Table 5.3) in the game. A possible explanation for this is the
single-player nature of Stop Disasters and the game’s limitations concerning
story and characters.

• Stop Disasters was perceived as more challenging, complex and restrictive
by participants compared to the expert analysis (Table 5.2, Table 5.3 and
Table 5.4), even though participants felt that the game provided sufficient
information flows to support the CPS-GBL affordances (Table 5.5). This
inconsistency could be due to the participants’ lack of experience in analysing
games.
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• Participants familiar with game design theories ("f-participants"), in alignment
with the expert analysis, perceived some CPS-GBL affordances (i.e., (a) inter-
acting with game setting elements mimicking real-world scenarios (Table 5.2
and Table 5.4) and (b) self-defining goals (Table 5.3)) as more important and
other affordances (i.e, tackling events that could not be fully known, con-
trolled or predicted (Table 5.2, Table 5.3 and Table 5.4)) as less important,
compared to participants with less game design knowledge ("u-participants").
This discrepancy between experts and novices is worth future investigation.

5.4.2 Strengths and limitations

The main strengths of the CPS-GBL instrument development process are that (a) it
followed a rigorous method for the iterative formulation and revision of instrument
items and scales [68], (b) it was based on conceptualisations from the CPS-GBL
model (Figure 5.1) [96, 98], which integrated components from the CPS-IF concep-
tual model (Section 4.2) and the sound CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3),
and (c) it concluded with an exploratory evaluation of the CPS-GBL instrument
which suggests that the instrument can be a practical tool for identifying CPS-GBL
affordances and measuring their effectiveness.

The primary limitation of this study is that the small number of participants
produces results that are not statistically significant on their own and are incon-
clusive in regards to some instrument items (e.g., properties of Information Flows
(Table 5.5)). However, the homogeneity of the group of participants supports the
contextualisation of the results for further improvements to the CPS-GBL instrument
[76]. In addition to addressing the small number of participants, future research that
expands the current study can (a) modify the instrument to solve issues related to
the large number of instrument items (e.g., either focus on multiple effects of one
specific CPS-GBL affordance or focus on one specific effect of multiple CPS-GBL
affordances), (b) include games with characteristics that are different from the ones
in Stop Disasters [101] to enhance the potential of the CPS-GBL instrument, and (c)
enhance components of the CPS-GBL conceptual model (e.g., "External Activity
Context" and "Designed Gameplay Process") to include more specific gameplay
features and elements. These issues are tackled in the following Chapter 6.
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5.5 Summary

This chapter presented a study aimed at addressing the lack of appropriate research
tools to identify gameplay features that can make CPS processes intrinsically motivat-
ing to players in GBL environments (i.e., CPS-GBL affordances). This objective was
completed by developing the CPS-GBL instrument (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) [68]
based on the conceptualised CPS-GBL model (Figure 5.1) [96, 98]. This instrument
development process was guided by three research questions, which were answered
in the following ways.

First, "RQ2.1: Which gameplay features may promote GBL processes and how
effective are they?" was answered by (a) the instrument items in Scale 1.1, Scale 2.1,
Scale 3.1, Scale 4.1, Scale 5.1 and Scale 6.1, that are relevant to identify CPS-GBL
affordances that may impact the GBL process (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7); and (b)
Table 5.3 which presents the scores of the perceived effectiveness of CPS-GBL
affordances to impact the GBL process in Stop Disasters.

Then, "RQ2.2: Which gameplay features may promote intrinsic motivation and
how effective are they?" was answered by: (a) the instrument items in Scale 1.1,
Scale 2.1, Scale 3.1, Scale 4.1, Scale 5.1 and Scale 6.1, regarding the identification
of CPS-GBL affordances that may promote intrinsically motivating CPS processes
(Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7); and (b) Table 5.4 which reports the scores of the
perceived effectiveness of CPS-GBL affordances to promote intrinsic motivation in
Stop Disasters.

Finally, "RQ2.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay infor-
mation flows support gameplay features that may promote both GBL processes and
intrinsic motivation?" was answered by Scale 1.2, Scale 2.2, Scale 3.2, Scale 4.2,
Scale 5.2 and Scale 6.2 which identify the properties and functionalities of gameplay
information flows that support CPS-GBL affordances (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7).

The developed CPS-GBL instrument (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) can support
game experts to identify gameplay features that may promote intrinsically motivating
CPS and GBL processes. The results from the exploratory evaluation of the CPS-
GBL instrument can inform improvements to the CPS-GBL model (Figure 5.1).
Additionally, researchers can use the CPS-GBL model to generate new tools and
theories for the study of CPS processes in GBL environments. As an example, the
following Chapter 6 adapts the CPS-GBL model to underpin a new instrument for
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the identification of gameplay features that may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions, which is an important step on the path towards effectively analysing and
design games that support the development of CPS skill and attitudes.



Chapter 6

Study III: GEFF-CPSC instrument

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 6 contains adapted sections from a published paper in [4].

This chapter describes a study that tries to address the stated research problem
that available research tools are insufficient to map gameplay features to cognitive
CPS conditions. Motivated by this problem, the research objective of this study is to
develop an analysis instrument for the identification of specific gameplay features
that may promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions. This objective is driven by
the following research questions:

• RQ3.1: Which gameplay features may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions and how?

• RQ3.2: Which gameplay elements support specific gameplay features that may
promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions and how?

• RQ3.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support specific gameplay features that may promote necessary cognitive
CPS conditions?

To satisfy these questions, first, the necessary cognitive CPS conditions [6],
the gameplay features that may promote them and the game elements that may
promote those gameplay features were all modeled based on the CPS-GBL theoretical
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framework (i.e., theoretical framework for complex problem-solving processes
within game-based learning environments) (Section 2.3), the CPS-GBL conceptual
model (i.e., model for complex problem-solving and game-based learning processes)
(Section 5.2), and methods for the development of conceptual models [96, 98]. Then,
the resulting GEFF-CPSC model (i.e., model of gameplay elements, features and
functions promoting complex problem-solving conditions) was used, by following
multi-stage approaches for instrument development and validation [68–70, 77, 78],
to inform the creation of instrument items and scales related to the modeled game
elements, gameplay features and cognitive CPS conditions. The formulated GEFF-
CPSC instrument (i.e., instrument for gameplay elements, features and functions
promoting complex problem-solving conditions), consisted of a questionnaire [99,
100]. Finally, for the preliminary validation stage of this development process [68–
70, 77, 78] reviewers assessed the GEFF-CPSC instrument [104] and game analysts
pre-tested it using the game The Witness [102]. The development process of the
GEFF-CPSC instrument is reported in detail in Section 6.2.

The contribution of this study is the GEFF-CPSC instrument that can support
researchers and practitioners to identify specific game elements, gameplay features
and their functions to promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions. In addition,
the GEFF-CPSC model that underpins the GEFF-CPSC instrument can be used to
produce new research tools and develop new theories.

This chapter presents the methods for the development of the GEFF-CPSC
instrument and the GEFF-CPSC model in Section 6.2, the results of that develop-
ment process and of the preliminary validation of the GEFF-CPSC instrument in
Section 6.3, and the implications of the findings in relation to the GEFF-CPSC
instrument, and the contributions and limitations of the study in Section 6.4.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Development of GEFF-CPSC Model

To support the development of an instrument for the identification of game elements,
gameplay features and their functions that may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions, first, these concepts and their relationships should be modeled [96, 98].
The GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1) was created by integrating complementary as-
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pects from the CPS-GBL conceptual model (i.e., goal-directed gameplay feature and
elements that promote intrinsically motivating GBL and CPS processes) (Section 5.2)
and the sound CPS-GBL theoretical framework (i.e., the goal-directed theory of
intention regulation consisting of cognitive CPS conditions, [6]) (Section 2.3).

Fig. 6.1 GEFF-CPSC Model

The GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1) conceptualises three main components: (a)
cognitive CPS conditions necessary to engage and deal with complex problems [6],
(b) features of the gameplay activity process, that are essential for game progression
[3], and (c) elements of the gameplay activity context, gameplay activity network
and information flows, that are essential for facilitating the gameplay activity process.
These components of the GEFF-CPSC model and their relationships are described
as follows.

First, the cognitive CPS conditions (i.e., acceptance of self-incompetence, priori-
tisation of important problems, routinisation of actions, and recollection of correct
mental representations) are adapted from the theory of intention regulation [6] and
may be influenced by gameplay features (Figure 6.1). Second, these gameplay
features are modeled as the sub-phases of the gameplay activity process (i.e., self-
defining goals, exploring environments, performing actions, predicting consequences,
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adapting plans, and evaluating outcomes) and can be supported by game elements.
Third, these game elements include: (a) game settings, game events, game storyline,
and player character (i.e., elements of the gameplay activity context); (b) a player
token that interacts with a target object, tools and aiders that enable the interaction,
and barriers and opponents that hinder the interaction (i.e., elements of the game-
play activity network); and (c) information flows that are produced by objects, that
emerge from events, that are presented clearly, that appear timely, that are provided
in close proximity to their source, and that are available recurringly (i.e., elements of
information flows).

Finally, the GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1) conceptualises the relationships be-
tween the described cognitive CPS conditions, gameplay features and game elements
in the following way: (a) first, the player-subject senses appropriate information
flows from elements of the gameplay activity context and the gameplay activity
network in the game space; (b) then, the player-subject becomes motivated to interact
with these game elements by enacting the features of the gameplay activity context;
and (c) finally, through continuous interactions, the player-subject learns to develop
the cognitive CPS conditions that are necessary to manage complex problems.

6.2.2 Development of GEFF-CPSC instrument

The purpose of the GEFF-CPSC instrument is to assist the identification of game
elements that support specific gameplay features which may promote necessary
cognitive CPS conditions. The GEFF-CPSC instrument was elaborated by following
well-recognised multi-stage approaches of instrument development and validation
[68–70] consisting of: (a) an item creation stage for content validity, (b) a scale
development stage for construct validity, and (c) an instrument testing stage for
reliability.

First stage: GEFF-CPSC instrument items

The goals of this stage of the GEFF-CPSC instrument development process were
to (a) generate large pools of instrument items, (b) select instrument items from
the pools, (c) modify the selected instrument items, and (d) further revise modified
instrument items based on preliminary reviewer feedback [68–70, 77, 78].
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First, large pools of instrument items were generated based on elements from the
GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1). Some instrument items were modified for clarity
and to fit the questionnaire format (e.g., "Routinisation of actions" was revised to
“Player ability in mastering and performing repeated game actions without thinking”).
Other instrument items were created by expanding components of the GEFF-CPSC
model based on the sound CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3) (e.g.,
"Game settings" was expanded to "Physical game setting", "Historical game setting"
and "Socio-cultural game setting).

Then, instrument items were selected from these large pools by excluding re-
peating and confusing items (e.g., (a) the item "Task goal" was excluded because
it overlapped with the item "Self-define which goals to pursue", and (b) the item
"Unknown, unpredictable, uncontrollable player-triggered events" was removed
because it was too complicated).

Next, the selected instrument items were rephrased, in consideration for the
research questions of this study, from being measured on a five-point Likert scale
of agreement to being measured on (a) a five-point Likert scale of frequency (1:
“Never”; 2: “Rarely”; 3: “Occasionally”; 4: “Frequently”; 5: “Always”) in order
to identify how often a game may promote instrument items, and (b) a five-point
Likert scale of likelihood (1: “not at all”; 2: “a little”; 3: “to some extent”; 4: “rather
much”; 5: “very much”; with 0: “not applicable” as an option) in order to identify to
what extent some items may promote other items.

Finally, two reviewers were invited to individually assess each instrument item
and to provide feedback for the modification of items which can further improve
their content validity [69, 70]. The first reviewer has experience with game design
and analysis, while the second reviewer has experience with creating and conducting
questionnaires in higher education. Both reviewers used a preliminary content
validity form (Figure 6.2) to rate instrument items with a "yes" or "no" for each of
the following criteria questions: (a) “Q1: Is the item too vague to understand?”; (b)
“Q2: Is the item too complex to understand?”; (c) “Q3: Is the item too long?”; (d)
“Q4: Is the item overlapping with other items?”; (e) “Q5: Is the item investigating
several concepts?”; and (f) “Q6: Would you change the item?”. The reviewers could
provide additional notes and suggestions for addressing problems related to each
instrument item.
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Based on the results of this preliminary content validity assessment, some mod-
ifications made to instrument items include: (a) "Gameplay tools" and "Game-
play aiders" were merged into "Gameplay enablers" to clarify their function; (b)
"Gameplay barriers" and "Gameplay opponents" were integrated into "Gameplay
hindrances" to clarify their function; (c) "Transformable target objects" was adapted
to "Target objects transformable by players" to explain the source of transformation;
and (d) "Nearby provision of information flows" was changed to "Close to source
provision of information flows" to describe the focus on the physical proximity of
information flows to their source.

Fig. 6.2 Preliminary content validity form

Second stage: GEFF-CPSC instrument scales

The aims of this stage of the GEFF-CPSC instrument development processes were
to: (a) adapt components of the GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1) into constructs and
instrument scales, (b) organise instrument items, generated during the previous stage,
into these scales, and (c) revise the resulting instrument based on feedback from a
preliminary construct validity test [68–70, 77, 78].

First, the five main components of the GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1) (i.e.,
"Cognitive conditions for CPS", "Gameplay Activity Process", "Gameplay Activity
Context", "Gameplay Activity Network" and "Information Flows") were adapted
into three constructs (i.e., "cognitive CPS conditions", "Gameplay features" and
"Game elements").

Then, based on these constructs, instrument items were categorised into four
scales: (a) "Scale 1: Cognitive complex problem-solving conditions (CPSC)", (b)
"Scale 2: Gameplay features (GF)", (c) "Scale 3: Gameplay feature functions (GFF)",
and (d) "Scale 4: Game element functions (GEF)". Scale 1 and Scale 2 measured
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instrument items on a five-point Likert scale of frequency, to identify how often a
game may promote these items. Scale 3 and Scale 4 measured instrument items
on a five-point Likert scale of likelihood, to identify to what extent (a) items of
"Gameplay features" may promote items of "Cognitive CPS conditions", and (b)
items of "Gameplay elements" facilitate items of "Gameplay features".

Finally, the two reviewers who assessed the content validity of instrument items
in the previous stage were asked to evaluate the relevance of each item to its assigned
construct [68–70]. Based on this construct validity assessment, the instrument item
"Deal with unpredictable events" was rephrased to "Game events" and was moved
from the construct "Gameplay features" to the construct "Game elements". The
complete GEFF-CPSC instrument is presented in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6
and Figure 6.7 in Subsection 6.3.1.

GEFF-CPSC instrument assessment

The objective of this stage of the GEFF-CPSC instrument development process was
to assess the reliability of the instrument by conducting a pre-test [68–70, 77, 78].
Two game analysts, who represent the intended target group of potential users of
the GEFF-CPSC instrument (i.e., researchers and practitioners who require tools to
analyse and design games that may promote CPS processes in GBL environments),
were invited to independently analyse the puzzle game The Witness [102] (Figure 6.3)
for one hour by using the GEFF-CPSC instrument.

The Witness was selected for this pre-test because its characterised by: (a) self-
guided exploration of a mysterious island (i.e., the player is required to self-define
goals), (b) lack of explicit instructions for puzzle-solving (i.e., the player is re-
quired to solve ill-defined problems), and (c) problem-solving processes that are
presented through environmental challenges (i.e., the player engages in contextu-
alised problem-solving activities). The results of this reliability assessment are
reported in Subsection 6.3.2.
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Fig. 6.3 The Witness

6.3 Results

6.3.1 The GEFF-CPSC instrument

The GEFF-CPSC instrument is presented in four figures, one for each of the four
instrument scales: (a) "Scale 1: Cognitive complex problem-solving conditions
(CPSC)" (Figure 6.4), (b) "Scale 2: Gameplay features (GF)" (Figure 6.5), (c) "Scale
3: Gameplay feature functions (GFF)" (Figure 6.6), and (d) "Scale 4: Game element
functions (GEF)" (Figure 6.7).

The purpose of Scale 1 (Figure 6.4) is to identify, by measuring on a five-
point Likert scale of frequency, how often a game may promote the four necessary
cognitive CPS conditions (i.e, (a) “Player ability in accepting and adapting to self-
incompetence”, (b) “Player ability in anticipating and addressing important game
challenges”, (c) “Player ability in mastering and performing repeated game actions
without thinking”, and (d) “Player ability in developing and recalling correct mental
representations of game objectives”).

The goal of Scale 2 (Figure 6.5) is to identify, by measuring on a five-point Likert
scale of frequency, how often a game may promote the six gameplay features of
the gameplay activity process in CPS scenarios (i.e., (a) “Self-define which goals
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Fig. 6.4 GEFF-CPSC instrument - Scale 1

to pursue”, (b) “Explore environments that mimic challenging scenarios impacting
society”; (c) “Perform actions that mimic societally impactful activities”, (d) “Predict
the consequences of player actions”, (e) “Adapt player plans to changes in the
environment”, and (f) “Evaluate the outcomes of player actions”).

Fig. 6.5 GEFF-CPSC instrument - Scale 2

The aim of Scale 3 (Figure 6.6) is to identify, by measuring on a five-point Likert
scale of likelihood, to what extent each of the six gameplay features from Scale 2
(Figure 6.5) may promote each of the four cognitive CPS conditions from Scale 1
(Figure 6.4). Items from Scale 1 and Scale 2 are rephrased to fit the questionnaire
form of Scale 3, which answers the first research question of this study:

• RQ3.1: Which gameplay features may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions and how?

The objective of Scale 4 (Figure 6.6) is to identify, by measuring on a five-point
Likert scale of likelihood, to what extent each of the 16 game elements may promote
each of the six gameplay features from Scale 2 (Figure 6.5). The 16 game elements
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Fig. 6.6 GEFF-CPSC instrument - Scale 3

are: “Physical game setting”, “Historical game setting”, “Socio-cultural game set-
ting”, “Game events”, “Game storyline”, “Player character role”, “Player character
aims”, “Gameplay enablers”, “Gameplay enablers”, “Target objects transformable
by players”, “Information flows provided from objects”, “Information flows pro-
vided from events”, “Clear provision of information flows”, “Timely provision of
information flows”, “Close to source provision of information flows”, and “Recur-
ring provision of information flows”. Items from Scale 2 are rephrased to fit the
questionnaire form of Scale 4, which answers the second (through elements (E1) to
(E10)) and third (through elements (E11) to (E16)) research questions of this study:

• RQ3.2: Which gameplay elements support specific gameplay features that may
promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions and how?

• RQ3.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support specific gameplay features that may promote necessary cognitive
CPS conditions?

6.3.2 Reliability assessment results

Data analysis aimed to calculate the inter-rater reliability between the two analysts
based on their reliability assessment of all 130 items of the GEFF-CPSC instrument
(i.e., 4 items in Scale 1 (Figure 6.4), six items in Scale 2 (Figure 6.5), 24 items in
Scale 3 (Figure 6.6), and 96 items in Scale 4 (Figure 6.7)). Inter-rater reliability
between the two analysts was calculated as “fair” (ICC = 0.58) [104]. Table 6.1,
Table 6.2, Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 report the results of the reliability assessment of
each scale of the GEFF-CPSC instrument.
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Fig. 6.7 GEFF-CPSC instrument - Scale 4

Table 6.1 Reliability assessment results of Scale 1 of the GEFF-CPSC instrument

Table 6.2 Reliability assessment results of Scale 1 of the GEFF-CPSC instrument
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Table 6.3 Reliability assessment results of Scale 3 of the GEFF-CPSC instrument

Table 6.4 Reliability assessment results of Scale 4 of the GEFF-CPSC instrument

6.4 Discussion

The purpose of the developed GEFF-CPSC instrument (Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5,
Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.7) is to support the identification of gameplay features
that may promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions and the identification of
game elements that may promote those gameplay features. Respectively, Scale 3
(Figure 6.6) and Scale 4 (Figure 6.7) achieve these two goals. In addition, a rigorous
instrument development process was followed [68–70, 77, 78] to ensure the content
validity of instrument items, the construct validity of instrument scales, and the
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reliability of the instrument through assessment with reviewers and pre-testing with
analysts. The results of the pre-test of the GEFF-CPSC instrument and the strengths
and limitations of the study are discussed in the following subsections.

6.4.1 Implications of pre-test

The lower intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC = 0.58) can be explained by the
difference between the two analysts’ level of experience in evaluating games. In
addition, the results of the pre-test are not statistically significant and are inconclusive
on their own. However, the pre-test was designed as merely a step on the path towards
the validation of the GEFF-CPSC instrument [68–70, 77, 78]. Consequently, this
study will be expanded through future research by inviting more reviewers and
analysts for further validation and reliability tests that include additional and diverse
games.

6.4.2 Strengths and limitations

The key strengths of the development process presented in this study, that make the
GEFF-CPSC instrument a promising tool which researchers and practitioners can use
to analyse and design games that may promote CPS processes in GBL environments,
include:

• ensuring initial content and construct validity by integrating and following
well-recognised instrument elaboration approaches [68–70];

• conceptualising the GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1) to support the generation
of instrument items and the creation of instrument scales [96, 98];

• integrating complementary aspects from the sound CPS-GBL theoretical frame-
work (Section 2.3) and the CPS-GBL conceptual model (Section 5.2) to under-
pin the GEFF-CPSC model;

• conducting a pre-test for the reliability of the instrument [68–70, 77, 78].

The main limitation of the study is its inconclusive results due to the low number
of analysts and low number of analysed games. In addition, the GEFF-CPSC
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instrument needs other supplementary tools that can enhance its abilities to tackle the
multi-dimensional nature of CPS processes in GBL environments [42]. Finally, the
GEFF-CPSC conceptual model can be modified to include specific configurations of
gameplay features and elements, by using the results of this study and future research
(e.g., Chapter 7).

6.5 Summary

This chapter described a study designed to address the insufficiency of available
research tools to identify specific gameplay features that may promote necessary
cognitive CPS conditions. Consequently, the GEFF-CPSC instrument (Figure 6.4,
Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.7) was developed based on the GEFF-CPSC
conceptual model (Figure 6.1) which was underpinned by the sound CPS-GBL
theoretical framework (Section 2.3) and the CPS-GBL model (Section 5.2). This
development process was driven by three research questions, which were answered
in the following ways.

"RQ3.1: Which gameplay features may promote necessary cognitive CPS con-
ditions and how?" was answered by the functions of gameplay features in Scale
3 (Figure 6.6). The purpose of Scale 3 is to identify to what extent each of the
six gameplay features (i.e., (a) “Self-define which goals to pursue”, (b) “Explore
environments that mimic challenging scenarios impacting society”; (c) “Perform
actions that mimic societally impactful activities”, (d) “Predict the consequences
of player actions”, (e) “Adapt player plans to changes in the environment”, and (f)
“Evaluate the outcomes of player actions”) from Scale 2 (Figure 6.5) may promote
each of the four cognitive CPS conditions (i.e, (a) “Player ability in accepting and
adapting to self-incompetence”, (b) “Player ability in anticipating and addressing
important game challenges”, (c) “Player ability in mastering and performing repeated
game actions without thinking”, and (d) “Player ability in developing and recalling
correct mental representations of game objectives”) from Scale 1 (Figure 6.4).

"RQ3.2: Which gameplay elements support specific gameplay features that may
promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions and how?" and "RQ3.3: How do key
properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows support specific game-
play features that may promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions?" were answered
by the functions of game elements in Scale 4 (Figure 6.7). The purpose of Scale 4 is
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to identify to what extent each of the 16 game elements (i.e., “Physical game setting”,
“Historical game setting”, “Socio-cultural game setting”, “Game events”, “Game
storyline”, “Player character role”, “Player character aims”, “Gameplay enablers”,
“Gameplay enablers”, “Target objects transformable by players”, “Information flows
provided from objects”, “Information flows provided from events”, “Clear provision
of information flows”, “Timely provision of information flows”, “Close to source
provision of information flows”, and “Recurring provision of information flows”)
may promote each of the six gameplay features from Scale 2 (Figure 6.5).

The developed GEFF-CPSC instrument (Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, and
Figure 6.7) can support game researchers and practitioners to map (a) specific features
of the gameplay activity process which occurs in CPS scenarios to (b) cognitive CPS
conditions necessary to engage and deal with complex problems. Furthermore, the
GEFF-CPSC model (Figure 6.1) may assist the design of new tools and theories for
CPS processes in games. For this purpose, the results from the reliability assessment
and pre-test of the GEFF-CPSC instrument can be used to enhance the GEFF-CPSC
model.

In addition to mapping gameplay features to cognitive CPS conditions, another
important requirement for analysing and designing CPS processes in GBL environ-
ments is the ability to configure existing gameplay features in desirable ways (e.g.,
promoting cognitive CPS capabilities) which can be informed by the GEFF-CPSC
instrument and the GEFF-CPSC model. This is the focus of the study presented in
the following Chapter 7.



Chapter 7

Study IV: CPS-GFC guidelines

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a study that focuses on the specific research problem that
existing research tools are inadequate to identify gameplay features that may promote
both player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities. To address this problem,
the research objective of this study is to develop a set of guidelines for configuring
gameplay features in ways that can simultaneously promote engagement in gameplay
processes, and elicit and support cognitive CPS capabilities. The pursuit of this
research objective is guided by the following research questions:

• RQ4.1: Which gameplay features are suitable to simultaneously promote
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities?

• RQ4.2: How should gameplay features be configured to promote player en-
gagement?

• RQ4.3: How should gameplay features be configured to promote cognitive
CPS capabilities?

To answer these questions, the research strategy of this study involves conducting
a systematic review [71] of available methodological frameworks for the analysis
and design of entertainment games, with the aim of investigating specific gameplay
features and configurations that are suitable to promote player engagement and
cognitive CPS capabilities.
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As we already stated, cognitive CPS capabilities can be defined as the ability to
engage in the multi-phase uncertainty management process [2, 15, 19]. Accounting
for this, this systematic review integratively analyses both game-centric gameplay
features (i.e., structural game elements and gameplay mechanics that affect player en-
gagement [3, 38, 106, 107]) and player-centric gameplay features (i.e., psychological
processes and motivational affordances that drive player engagement [3, 38, 65, 108])
because their interactions create demands and support for the ability to engage in
the uncertainty management process [43, 109]. To this end, gameplay features are
analysed based on the Work System Theory (WST) [2], the Cognitive Work Analysis
framework (CWA) [72] and the Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory of cognitive capabilities
(CHC theory) [67], by an inductive approach of qualitative content analysis [73],
and by adopting template analysis techniques [74, 75]. The use of these theories is
outlined and justified in Section 7.2.

The contribution of this study is the resulting set of guidelines for configuring
gameplay features to promote player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities
(i.e., the CPS-GFC guidelines). The CPS-GFC guidelines are operationalised based
on (a) the analysis of gameplay features, (b) the concepts from the CPS-IF model
(Subsection 4.2.1), the CPS-GBL model (Subsection 5.2.1) and the GEFF-CPSC
model (Subsection 6.2.1), and the results from the exploratory testing of the the
CPS-IF instrument (Subsection 4.2.2), the CPS-GBL instrument (Subsection 5.2.2)
and the GEFF-CPSC instrument (Subsection 6.2.2). These guidelines are of great
need and importance in research and practise [38, 110–114].

This chapter describes the methods for the systematic review in Section 7.2, the
results of the systematic review in relation to the research questions in Section 7.3,
and the implications of the findings in terms of the developed CPS-GFC guidelines,
the contribution of the study, and its strengths and limitations in Section 7.4.

7.2 Methods

The CPS-GFC guidelines are developed using a systematic review method [71] that
was planned and reported based on the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) checklist [115], presented in Appendix A.1.
A systematic review method involves (a) first, defining eligibility criteria for in-
clusion and exclusion of studies (Subsection 7.2.1), (b) next, searching different
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information sources for articles (Subsection 7.2.2) by using key search terms as
part of a search strategy (Subsection 7.2.3), (c) then, assessing the relevancy and
eligibility of included records through a selection process (Subsection 7.2.4), and (d)
finally, coding and extracting data (Subsection 7.2.5) from included records using
suitable data categories and items (Subsection 7.2.6) and synthesising the coded,
extracted and categorised data (Subsection 7.2.7) [71, 115–118]. A protocol for the
systematic review was prospectively published in [119]. Hence, this section presents
the published methods while highlighting changes made since the publication of the
protocol.

7.2.1 Eligibility Criteria

The eligibility criteria of the systematic review were based on this study’s research
questions (i.e., RQ4.1, RQ4.2 and RQ4.3) that were reintroduced in Section 7.1.
Studies were included in the review if they:

1. presented a methodological framework for the analysis and design of enter-
tainment games;

2. had been written in English;

3. were peer-reviewed journal articles, book chapters, or conference papers (thus,
excluding editorials, abstracts, posters and panel discussions);

4. had been published between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2021;

5. were demonstrably impactful papers that either (a) advanced empirical studies
(e.g., an original or a modified methodology or instrument applied to conduct
a case study), or (b) informed the formulation of other methodological papers
(e.g., an extension of a theory or an adaptation of an instrument).

The focus of this study is set on entertainment games because gameplay learning
processes in these games (a) can enable transferability of knowledge, attitudes, and
skills developed in-game to real-world scenarios, depending on the game contextuali-
sations (e.g., settings and narratives underpinning gameplay activities) [9, 39, 54–57],
and (b) are completely intrinsically motivated by the game goals, contextualizations,
and mechanics [53, 58–61]. Both of these factors are essential for the development
of cognitive CPS skills and attitudes, which is the aim of this thesis.
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7.2.2 Information sources

ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Scopus, and Web of Science were the four
databases searched for eligible studies on 4 - 8 April 2022. The reference lists of
the included articles were manually searched on 11 - 13 April 2022 to identify other
eligible studies [115, 116].

7.2.3 Search strategy

The search strategy followed an iterative approach [117] consisting of generating
and revising: (a) a pool of key search terms, (b) generic query strings based on the
identified key search terms, and (c) the syntax for each database based on the generic
query strings. First, the pool of key search terms was formulated by analysing titles,
abstracts and keywords of articles in Scopus that present methodological frameworks
for the analysis and design of entertainment games (e.g., [63, 120, 121]). Next,
these search terms were conceptually organised based on the research questions (e.g.,
games, features, framework, analysis, design, etc.) and were iteratively expanded
to include synonyms, variants, and related terms (e.g., videogames and gameplay,
models and approaches, elements and mechanics, development and evaluation, etc.).
Lastly, considering the inclusion criteria and based on the expanded search terms,
generic query strings were created and translated into the required database syntax.
The full search strategy is presented in Appendix A.2.

7.2.4 Selection process

The selection of studies for review was done by two reviewers in two stages (i.e.,
title and abstract screening and full-text review), following the steps suggested in
the PRISMA checklist [115]. First, duplicates were removed and records were
consolidated in a Zotero [122] database. Then, the titles and abstracts of the remain-
ing articles were independently screened by two reviewers based on the eligibility
criteria. Next, for each remaining study, a full-text assessment and a research impact
evaluation were collaboratively performed by both reviewers. Finally, to identify
additional relevant articles, the list of references of each selected study was anal-
ysed [116, 118]. Disagreements were resolved through discussion between the two
reviewers and evaluated by a third independent reviewer when necessary [79, 80].
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7.2.5 Data extraction

The included studies were examined through an inductive qualitative content analysis
approach [73] and by adopting a template analysis technique [74, 75]. Template
analysis is a form of thematic analysis that uses an iteratively developed hierarchical
coding template to identify, classify and relate themes in the extracted data [74, 75].
To improve the reliability of the data extraction process [123–127], two reviewers
collaborated to iteratively develop and use a coding schema. A third reviewer
independently validated the coding schema and the extracted data [79, 80]. The
purpose of the coding schema was to identify gameplay features that may promote
both player engagement (i.e., engagement in goal-directed and action-mediated
gameplay process [3]) and cognitive CPS capabilities (i.e., ability to engage in
the uncertainty management process [15, 19]). The two reviewers developed the
coding schema supported by the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (i.e., theoretical
framework for complex problem-solving processes within game-based learning
environments) (Section 2.3), and specifically based on the WST [2], the CWA
framework [72], and the CHC theory [67]. The rationale for this choice is the
following.

WST was used to classify and analyse gameplay features considered by each
methodological framework because: (a) it models goal-directed activities as task
processes, defined by key environmental conditions and performed by actors who use
tools and knowledge to achieve their goals [2]; and (b) it provides formal approaches
for analysing key work system elements and their function to enable or hinder task
performance [2]. The goal-directed and action-mediated perspective of WST [2]
informed the development of the coding schema categories without dictating it. In
addition, work system elements [2] were adapted and mapped to gameplay system
elements [3], as presented in (Fig 7.1). The CWA framework was selected because it
provides formal methods for identifying: (a) cognitive processes involved in work
activities, and (b) how interacting elements in a work environment may facilitate or
hamper the identified cognitive processes [72]. CHC theory was used to define the
necessary phases of the uncertainty management processes (i.e., (a) perception, (b)
hypotheses formulation, (c) hypothesis choice, and (d) hypothesis testing) that should
be demanded or supported for the development of cognitive CPS capabilities. Based
on this rationale, the WST, the CWA framework, and the CHC theory [67], were
used to analyse each of the selected methodological frameworks by investigating:
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(a) gameplay features, their configurations and functions, that may promote player
engagement, (b) relevant cognitive CPS capabilities (i.e., ability to engage in the four
phases of the uncertainty management process) involved in the gameplay activity,
and (c) how gameplay features may demand or support the ability to engage in the
uncertainty management process.

Fig. 7.1 Adapted work system elements to gameplay system elements [2–5]
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7.2.6 Data items

The following data items from each study were extracted: (a) authors, (b) year
of publication, (c) name of framework, (d) lens or perspective of framework, (e)
purpose of framework, (f) theoretical or conceptual underpinning of framework,
(g) impact of framework, (h) target games of framework. In addition, six data
categories, characterising gameplay features that may promote player engagement
in the gameplay process and the ability to engage in the uncertainty management
process, were iteratively extracted using the developed coding schema. These data
categories were formulated based on (a) the study’s research questions (i.e., RQ4.1,
RQ4.2 and RQ4.3), and (b) the theories underpinning the coding schema (i.e., WST
[2], CWA framework [72], and CHC theory [67]). The six data categories were
conceptually defined as follows:

• Gameplay feature: Structural game elements (i.e., the building blocks of the
game), gameplay mechanics (i.e., the rules of the game), and psychological
processes (i.e., aspects of the player experience).

• Engagement configuration of gameplay feature: The necessary conditions
for structural game elements and gameplay mechanics to promote player
engagement in the gameplay process.

• Engagement function of gameplay feature: The specific psychological pro-
cesses emerging from player interactions with structural game elements and
gameplay mechanics that promote player engagement in the gameplay process.

• Adapted work system elements of gameplay feature: The adapted work sys-
tem elements into gameplay system elements that categorise the engagement
configuration of a gameplay feature.

• Uncertainty management configuration of gameplay feature: The aspects of
structural game elements and gameplay mechanics that increase or decrease
uncertainty during the gameplay process.

• Uncertainty management function of gameplay feature: The effects that in-
creased or decreased uncertainty has on, respectively, demanding or supporting
the ability to engage in the uncertainty management process.
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Data extraction for each of these categories was guided by the following ques-
tions:

• Gameplay feature: What is the definition of the gameplay feature according to
the study?

• Engagement configuration of gameplay feature: How should the gameplay
feature be configured (i.e., modifying its attributes and behaviour) to promote
player engagement in the gameplay process according to the study?

• Engagement function of gameplay feature: How may the configuration of
the gameplay feature promote player engagement in the gameplay process
according to the study?

• Adapted work system elements of gameplay feature: What adapted work
system elements does the configuration of the gameplay feature refer to?

• Uncertainty management configuration of gameplay feature: How should the
gameplay feature be configured to decrease or increase uncertainty?

• Uncertainty management function of gameplay feature: How may the configu-
ration of the gameplay feature promote the ability to engage in the uncertainty
management process?

7.2.7 Data synthesis

Two reviewers collaboratively analysed the extracted data in the coding schema
through a theory-based inductive analysis [81], while a third reviewer independently
verified the results of the data synthesis process [79, 80]. All reviewers were familiar
with the concepts and theories (i.e., WST [2], CWA framework [72], and CHC theory
[67]) of the coding schema. The data synthesis process consisted of a descriptive
stage and an interpretative stage [74, 75].

First, in the descriptive stage, items were extracted from articles under the fol-
lowing categories: (a) definition of gameplay feature, (b) engagement configuration
of gameplay feature, and (c) engagement function of gameplay feature. Since the
descriptions of the definitions, configurations and functions of gameplay features
were different in different methodological frameworks, a coding syntax was used to
standardise the items for each category, respectively:
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• "Gameplay Feature X refers to ..." (e.g., "Relatedness" refers to the player’s
need for social connection with other players and artificial intelligence, [65]);

• "Gameplay Feature X should be configured to provide ..." or "Gameplay
Feature X should emerge from game elements that provide ..." (e.g., "Relat-
edness" should emerge from game elements that provide player-player and
player-AI (artificial intelligence) interactions, [65]);

• "The configuration of Gameplay Feature X may enable players to ..." (e.g.,
The configuration of "Relatedness" may enable players to feel connected with
other players and AI, [65]).

These descriptive categories and items were synthesised using the coding schema
[74, 75] and presented in different tables in Section 7.3.

Next, the interpretative stage started with assessing the descriptive sufficiency
of the extracted configurations and functions from the previous stage, guided by
the following question: "Does the study report sufficient information to understand
how the gameplay feature configuration can promote player engagement?" Next,
the gameplay features that were assessed as suitable described configurations were
categorised based on the work system elements from Figure 7.1 adapted to a game-
play system (i.e., "Players", "Gameplay process", "Gameplay artifacts", "Gameplay
schemas", "Gameplay context" and "Information flows"). Finally, based on the
CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3), interpretative codes were generated
beyond the original data for the: (a) uncertainty management configuration of game-
play feature, and (b) uncertainty management function of gameplay feature. Similar
to the descriptive stage, a standardised coding syntax was used for each of the items
in both categories:

• "If the presence, causes, effects, or rules of the uncertainty management
phenomena X are concealed or revealed ..." (e.g., If the causes and effects
of the relationship between the local and global game context are revealed ...,
[3]);

• "... then players may be enabled or required to perceive, formulate a set
of hypotheses about, choose one from the set of hypotheses about, or test
the chosen hypothesis about the hidden presence, causes, effects, or rules
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of the uncertainty management phenomena X" (e.g., ... then players may
be required to formulate a set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of the
relationships between the local and global context, [3]).

These interpretative categories and related items were synthesised using the
coding schema [74, 75] and presented in different tables in Section 7.3.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Study selection

A total of 7,879 records were identified across the four databases searched. The
searches in Scopus, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, and ACM Digital Library resulted
in 3,928, 2,774, 965, and 212 identified records, respectively. In addition, 9 records
were identified through other sources. This total of 7,888 records was first reduced
to 4,314 by removing duplicates. Afterward, by screening titles and abstracts, 4,186
records were excluded. The remaining 128 articles were assessed by following
the eligibility criteria from Subsection 7.2.1. By reviewing these 128 articles, 68
were excluded because they did not present a new methodological framework for
the analysis and design of entertainment games, and 38 were excluded because the
methodological frameworks they presented had no demonstrable impact (e.g., to
either advance empirical studies or inform the formulation of other methodological
papers). The remaining 22 studies were included in the template analysis and
qualitative synthesis for the systematic review. Details of the selection process are
summarised in the PRISMA flow diagram shown in Figure 7.2 [115].

7.3.2 Study characteristics

Table 7.1 summarises the characteristics of the selected articles according to the
following categories, highlighted in Subsection 7.2.6: (a) authors, (b) year of pub-
lication, (c) name of framework, (d) lens of framework, (e) purpose of framework,
(f) target games of framework, (g) impact of framework, and (h) theoretical or
conceptual underpinning of framework.
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Fig. 7.2 PRISMA flow diagram of study selection process

The 22 included studies were published between 2000 and 2019. In terms of the
lens of the reviewed frameworks, 11 had a player-centric (P) perspective [65, 120,
121, 128, 132, 138, 141, 144, 154, 161, 171], 7 had a game-centric (G) perspective
[63, 151, 152, 159, 165, 175, 179], and 4 had an integrative (I) perspective [3, 135,
136, 174]. Regarding the purpose of the frameworks, all 22 were intended for the
design (D) of games, while 13 were also aimed at the analysis (A) of games [3, 63, 65,
120, 128, 135, 136, 138, 141, 154, 161, 165, 171]. Even though all 22 frameworks
targeted digital games, the following sub-categories of digital games were specified:
(a) two frameworks were not restricted to only digital games (Digital (+)) (e.g.,
board games, card games, and sports) [63, 128], (b) two frameworks were targeting
only computer games (Digital (C)) [120, 121], (c) two frameworks were focused
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Table 7.1 Study characteristics

Author, Year Framework Lens Purpose Games Underpinning Impact

Costello and Ed-
monds, 2009 [128]

Play framework P A, D Digital
(+)

C [63], T [129,
130]

E [131],
M [132]

De Byl, 2015 [121] Conceptual affective design
framework

P D Digital
(C)

T [133] M [134]

Desurvire and
Wiberg, 2009 [135]

Game usability heuristics
(PLAY)

I A, D Digital C [136] E [137],
M [137]

Desurvire et al., 2004
[136]

Heuristics for evaluating playa-
bility (HEP)

I A, D Digital N/A E [137],
M [137]

Dillon, 2011 [138] 6-11 Framework P A, D Digital C [63], T [139] E [140]

Ermi and Mäyrä,
2005 [141]

Sensory, challenge-based, and
imaginative immersion (SCI)
model

P A, D Digital N/A E [142],
M [143]

Fabricatore, 2007
[144]

Architectural model for game
mechanics

P D Digital N/A E [145],
M [145]

Fabricatore, 2018 [3] Activity theory-based frame-
work of meaning-making

I A, D Digital T [146–150] E [38],
M [12]

Fabricatore et al.,
2002 [151]

Model of playability in action
videogames

G D Digital N/A M [144]

Harris et al., 2016
[152]

Framework of asymmetric ele-
ments

G D Digital
(MP)

C [63] M [153]

Hochleitner et al.,
2015 [154]

Heuristic framework for user
experience

P A, D Digital C [155] E [156]

Hunicke et al., 2004
[63]

Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aes-
thetics (MDA) framework

G A, D Digital
(+)

N/A E [157],
M [158]

Khalifa et al., 2019
[159]

Level design patterns G D Digital N/A E [160]

Pereira and Roque,
2012 [132]

Participation-centered game de-
sign model

P D Digital C [128, 141, 161],
T [129, 162, 163]

E [164],
M [164]

Ralph and Monu,
2015 [165]

Unified theory of digital games G A, D Digital C [63, 166] M [112]

Ryan et al., 2006 [65] Self-determination theory-
based (SDT) model

P A, D Digital T [167] E [5], M
[168]

Sweetser and Wyeth,
2005 [120]

GameFlow model P A, D Digital
(C)

T [169] E [64],
M [170]

Tondello et al., 2017
[171]

Framework and taxonomy of
player preferences

P A, D Digital N/A E [172],
M [173]

Walk et al., 2017
[174]

Design, Dynamics, Experience
(DDE) framework

I D Digital C [63, 158, 166] M [112]

Xu et al., 2011 [175] Design pre-patterns G D Digital
(HAR)

N/A E [176],
M [177]

Yee, 2006 [161] Player motivations model P A, D Digital
(OL)

T [162] E [178]

Zagal et al., 2000
[179]

Model of the characteristics of
a multiplayer game

G D Digital
(MP)

T [180] E [181],
M [181]
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on multiplayer games (Digital (MP)) [152, 179], (d) one framework was aimed at
handheld augmented reality games (Digital (HAR)) [175], and (e) one framework
was meant for online games (Digital (OL)) [161]. Concerning the underpinnings
of different frameworks, 6 frameworks had theoretical (T) underpinnings (e.g., self-
determination theory [167] and flow theory [169]) [3, 65, 120, 121, 161, 179], 5
frameworks had conceptual (C) underpinnings (e.g., the MDA framework [63] and
the Elemental Tetrad [166]) [135, 152, 154, 165, 174], 3 frameworks had both
theoretical and conceptual underpinnings [128, 132, 138], and 8 frameworks had
neither theoretical nor conceptual underpinnings (N/A) and were based on either the
experience of authors, the results of player surveys, or the observations of gameplay
experiments [63, 136, 141, 144, 151, 159, 171, 175]. Relating to the demonstrable
impact of each framework, 4 had advanced empirical (E) studies [138, 154, 159, 161],
5 had informed methodological (M) articles [121, 151, 152, 165, 174], and 13 had
lead to both empirical and methodological papers [3, 63, 65, 120, 128, 132, 135,
136, 141, 144, 171, 175, 179].

7.3.3 Gameplay features of methodological frameworks

The findings were synthesised and organised in the following tables: (a) Analysed
gameplay features (Table 7.2), (b) Examples of excluded gameplay features (Table
7.3), (c) Included gameplay features (Table 7.4), (d) Configured gameplay features for
player engagement (Table 7.5), and (e) Configured gameplay features for uncertainty
management (Table 7.6, Table 7.7, and Table 7.8).

Table 7.2 presents all 184 extracted and analysed gameplay features from the 22
frameworks. As defined in Subsection 7.2.6, a gameplay feature is either a structural
game element (e.g., "Entity" [151]), a gameplay mechanics (e.g., "Branching" [159]),
or a psychological process (e.g., "Emotional Experience" [121]). For each gameplay
feature, a configuration and a function for promoting engagement in the gameplay
processes were extracted from the provided description in their respective studies.

Table 7.3 offers three examples of excluded gameplay features (i.e., "Self Iden-
tification" [138], "Dynamics" [63], and "Interface" [174]), that were configured to
provide only the presence of a game elements (i.e., characters, feedback and assets)
without descriptions of the ways that attributes and behaviour of the gameplay fea-
ture can be modified for player engagement, which is the working definition of a
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Table 7.2 Analysed gameplay features

Framework Gameplay features

Costello and Edmonds,
2009 [128]

Creation, Exploration, Discovery, Difficulty, Competition, Danger, Captivation, Sensation,
Sympathy, Simulation, Fantasy, Camaraderie, Subversion

De Byl, 2015 [121] Mind-Body Interaction, Fast Primary Emotions, Cognitive Appraisals, Emotional Be-
haviour, Emotional Experience

Desurvire and Wiberg,
2009 [135]

Enduring Play, Challenge, Strategy and Pace, Consistency in Game World, Goals, Variety
of Players and Game Styles, Players Perception of Control, Emotional Connection, Cool-
ness/Entertainment, Humor, Immersion, Documentation/Tutorial, Status and Score, Game
Provides Feedback, Terminology, Burden On Player, Screen Layout, Navigation, Error
prevention, Game Story Immersion

Desurvire et al., 2004 [136] Game Play, Game Story, Game Mechanics, Game Usability

Dillon, 2011 [138] Fear, Anger, Joy / Happiness, Pride, Sadness, Excitement, Survival, Self Identification,
Collecting, Greed, Protection / Care / Nurture, Aggressiveness, Revenge, Competition,
Communication, Exploration / Curiosity, Color Appreciation

Ermi and Mäyrä, 2005
[141]

Sensory immersion, Challenge-based immersion, Imaginative immersion

Fabricatore, 2007 [144] Core gameplay, Core game mechanics, Core meta-gameplay, Satellite game mechanics,
Peripheral gameplay

Fabricatore, 2018 [3] Game play activity, Game task, Game context, Core schemas

Fabricatore et al., 2002
[151]

Entity, Scenario, Hierarchy of goals

Harris et al., 2016 [152] Asymmetry of Ability, Asymmetry of Challenge, Asymmetry of Interface, Asymmetry
of Information, Asymmetry of Investment, Asymmetry of Goal/Responsibility, Mirrored
Dependence, Unidirectional Dependence, Bidirectional Dependence (AKA Symbiosis),
Asynchronous Timing, Sequential (Disjoint) Timing, Expected Timing, Concurrent Timing,
Coincident Timing

Hochleitner et al., 2015
[154]

Goals, Motivation, Challenge, Learning, Control, Consistency, Game story, Feedback,
Visual appearance, Interaction, Customization, Menu and interface elements (HUD)

Hunicke et al., 2004 [63] Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics

Khalifa et al., 2019 [159] Guidance, Safe Zone, Foreshadowing, Layering, Branching, Pace Breaking

Pereira and Roque, 2012
[132]

Playfulness, Challenge, Embodiment, Sociability, Sensemaking, Sensoriality

Ralph and Monu, 2015
[165]

Game mechanics, Narrative mechanics, Technology, Embedded narratives, Dynamics,
Emergent narrative, Aesthetics, Interpreted narrative

Ryan et al., 2006 [65] Autonomy, Competence, Relatedness, Presence

Sweetser and Wyeth, 2005
[120]

Concentration, Challenge, Player Skills, Control, Clear Goals, Feedback, Immersion,
Social Interaction

Tondello et al., 2017 [171] Strategic resource management, Puzzle, Artistic movement, Sports and cards, Role-playing,
Virtual goods, Simulation, Action, Progression, Multiplayer, Abstract interaction, Solo
play, Competitive community

Walk et al., 2017 [174] Blueprint, Mechanics, Interface, Dynamics, Senses, Cerebellum, Cerebrum, Player-Subject,
Perception

Xu et al., 2011 [175] Device metaphors, Control mapping, Seamful design, World consistency, Landmarks,
Living creatures, Personal presence, Body constraints, Hidden information

Yee, 2006 [161] Advancement, Mechanics, Competition, Socializing, Relationships, Teamwork, Discovery,
Role-playing, Customization, Escapism

Zagal et al., 2000 [179] Rules and Goals, Props and Tools, Player, Social Interaction, Competition and Cooperation,
Synchronicity, Coordination, Prop and Tool Dependence, Existence of Meta-Gaming
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gameplay configuration for this specific study and overall for this thesis. A total
of 172 gameplay features were excluded because the descriptions of their game-
play configurations and functions to promote engagement in the gameplay process
were assessed as insufficient. Consequently, interpretations for the possibility to
configure these gameplay features to support the ability to engage in the uncertainty
management process cannot be made.

Table 7.3 Examples of excluded gameplay features

Ref. Gameplay feature Engagement configuration Engagement function

[138] "Self Identification" refers to an instinct that
pushes players to admire successful and smart
characters.

Provide relatable and capable
characters in the game.

Enable players to model them-
selves based on game charac-
ters.

[63] "Dynamics" refers to the behaviours of me-
chanics that respond to player input or to the
output of other mechanics.

Provide workflow and feedback
systems to players.

Enable players to have aes-
thetic experiences.

[174] "Interface" refers to game elements that com-
municate the game world to the player.

Provide a report system,
graphic assets, sound assets,
cut scenes, and text on display.

Enable players to perceive
every element of the game
world.

The complete coding schema, consisting of all 184 gameplay features (12 in-
cluded and 172 excluded) and their engagement configurations and functions, can be
found in Appendix A.3.

During the descriptive stage and the interpretative stage of the data synthesis pro-
cess (Subsection 7.2.7), the 12 included gameplay features were assessed as suitable
to promote player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities. Table 7.4 presents the
12 included gameplay features (GF1 - GF12) that may promote engagement in the
gameplay process and the ability to engage in the uncertainty management process
(i.e., "Emotional Experience", "Core schemas", "Entity", "Scenario", "Hierarchy
of goals", "Challenge", "Guidance", "Safe Zone", "Foreshadowing", "Layering",
"Branching", "Pace Breaking"), their definitions and their categorisation based on the
work system elements adapted to a gameplay system from Figure 7.1. The identified
GF1 - GF12 (Table 7.4) effectively answer the first research question of this specific
study:

• RQ4.1: Which gameplay features are suitable to simultaneously promote
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities?

Table 7.5 organises the configurations and functions of GF1 - GF12 for pro-
moting player engagement (e.g., entities should be configured to have coherent
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Table 7.4 Included gameplay features

Ref. Gameplay feature Definition Work system elements

[121] (GF1) Emotional
Experience

The present and continuous
emotions of players.

Players, Gameplay artifacts,
Gameplay schemas, Information
flows

[3] (GF2) Core
schemas

The patterns that govern inter-
actions, conditions, and effects
of game state changes.

Players, Gameplay schemas, In-
formation flows

[151] (GF3) Entity The role, attitude, resources,
items, and behaviours of en-
tities that the player interacts
with.

Players, Gameplay artifacts,
Gameplay schemas, Information
flows

(GF4) Scenario The point of view of play-
ers, unexpected events, sce-
nario transitions, and interac-
tions with entities.

Players, Gameplay process,
Gameplay context

(GF5) Hierarchy of
goals

The variety, levels of linearity,
and information about goals
and sub-goals in games.

Players, Gameplay process, In-
formation flows

[154] (GF6) Challenge The aspects related to game
pacing, game difficulty, and
player skills.

Players, Gameplay artifacts,
Gameplay schemas, Information
flows

[159] (GF7) Guidance The use of non-verbal game el-
ements to guide players in an
intended direction.

Players, Gameplay process,
Game artifacts, Information
flows

(GF8) Safe Zone The use of game areas to pro-
tect players from negative inter-
actions.

Players, Gameplay process,
Game schemas, Gameplay
context, Information flows

(GF9) Foreshadow-
ing

Introducing a game element in
a controlled environment that
later becomes more important.

Players, Game artifacts, Game-
play schemas, Gameplay con-
text, Information flows

(GF10) Layering Combining multiple known ob-
jects and strategies to create
new experiences.

Players, Game artifacts, Game-
play context, Information flows

(GF11) Branching Using multiple pathways for
achieving an objective.

Players, Game artifacts, Game-
play schemas, Gameplay con-
text, Information flows

(GF12) Pace Break-
ing

Increasing or decreasing the
dramatic tension in the game
from one scene to the next.

Players, Information flows
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roles, that can be perceived through relevant contextual, explicit, audio and visual
information, which may enable players to predict entities’ behaviours, leading
to sustained player engagement). Some features have multiple configurations and
functions. The configurations and functions in Table 7.5 address the second research
question of this study:

• RQ4.2: How should gameplay features be configured to promote player en-
gagement?

Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 present the ways that GF1 - GF12 can
be configured (UMC) to function (UMF) to either support or demand the ability
to engage in the uncertainty management process. Most features have multiple
configurations and functions, since uncertainty management is a multi-phase process.
Gameplay features can be configured to either decrease or increase uncertainty in the
game (e.g., the effects of unpredictable behaviours of entities can be either revealed
(decreasing uncertainty) or concealed (increasing uncertainty)). When uncertainty is
decreased by revealing information related to the presence, causes, effects, or rules
of gameplay phenomena, then players may be supported to engage in one of the four
phases of the uncertainty management process (i.e., (a) perception, (b) hypotheses
formulation, (c) hypothesis choice, and (d) hypothesis testing, [67, 182, 183]).
On the other hand, if uncertainty is increased by concealing information related
to the presence, causes, effects, or rules of gameplay phenomena, then players
may be demanded to engage in the uncertainty management process. Accordingly,
Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 articulate the configurations and functions as if-
then statements. The presented uncertainty management configurations and functions
answer the third research question of this study:

• RQ4.3: How should gameplay features be configured to promote cognitive
CPS capabilities?

7.4 Discussion

The systematic review method used in this study was a necessary step towards
exploring the potential of existing methodological frameworks for game analysis and
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Table 7.5 Configured gameplay features for player engagement

Ref. Gameplay
feature

Engagement configuration Engagement function

[121] (GF1) Emo-
tional Experi-
ence

Provide display of the inventory, screenshots of sig-
nificant events, signs of battles on the avatar, and
persistent effects of player actions on the game world.

Enable players to recall emotions from
their gaming journey.

Provide NPCs that either help players complete tasks
or form long-term relationships with players.

Enable players to become emotionally
attached to NPCs.

[3] (GF2) Core
schemas

Provide causal-mechanistic schemas that govern
player interactions and game events.

Enable players to understand their ac-
tions and game events.

Provide socio-cultural schemas that govern the social
interactions and cultural expectations in the game.

Enable players to understand how to in-
teract with other players and characters.

Provide workflow schemas that define the dependency
between game goals.

Enable players to understand and choose
how to progress.

Provide timely and reiterated feedback schemas. Enable players to accept goals, plan task
performance, evaluate contextual condi-
tions, and understand aspects of the local
and global game context.

[151] (GF3) Entity Provide coherent roles, abilities, behaviours, and atti-
tudes of entities with related contextual and explicit,
audio and visual information.

Enable players to identify, customise,
and have realistic expectations about an
entity’s roles, abilities, behaviours, and
attitudes.

Provide unique pieces of equipment that are available
at an appropriate time and place with related contex-
tual and explicit, audio and visual information.

Enable players to feel compelled by the
different pieces of equipment, to feel ap-
propriately challenged by the availability
of equipment, and to understand the type,
function, aim, range, status of equip-
ment.

Provide entities with non-disruptive logical be-
haviours, changing behaviours with evident causes,
or unpredictable behaviours with identifiable causes
and rules.

Enable players to identify and under-
stand the causes and rules for the be-
haviour of entities.

(GF4) Sce-
nario

Provide unexpected events that affect the interaction
with the scenario.

Enable players to feel challenged.

Provide information about task progression before
transitioning to a new scenario.

Enable players to understand the state of
their progress.

(GF5) Hierar-
chy of goals

Provide clear and non-repetitive goals. Enable players to be entertained and en-
gaged.

Provide clear and explorable links in the nonlinear
hierarchy of goals.

Enable players to understand and explore
the links in the nonlinear hierarchy of
goals.

Provide clear, precise, always accessible, and helpful
information about the nature of game goals, progress,
and objectives.

Enable players to understand, remem-
ber, be immersed, and learn information
about game goals, progress, and objec-
tives.

[154] (GF6) Chal-
lenge

Provide a reasonable, visible, consistent but unpre-
dictable AI.

Enable players to feel appropriately chal-
lenged.

[159] (GF7) Guid-
ance

Provide a target direction based on the shape of levels,
placement of collectibles, presence of enemies, and
changes of environmental cues.

Enable players to explore the environ-
ment, progress in the game, and avoid
bad decisions.

(GF8) Safe
Zone

Provide undisturbed time in an identifiable protection
area based on the patterns of nearby hazards and ene-
mies.

Enable players to analyse their surround-
ings and plan their next actions.

(GF9) Fore-
shadowing

Provide a game mechanic that, once learned, will be
used in a future challenge.

Enable players to become curious and
excited about future possibilities.

(GF10) Lay-
ering

Provide new and harder challenges by combining
familiar game elements in unfamiliar ways.

Enable players to overcome fair chal-
lenges and create new strategies.

(GF11)
Branching

Provide unlimited access to all pathways, allowing
levels to be beaten with starting tools.

Enable players to feel empowered and
explore the environment.

Provide access to some pathways only after specific
conditions have been reached through other pathways.

Enable players to become curious.

Provide safe pathways with small rewards and dan-
gerous pathways with big rewards.

Enable players to take risks for greater
reward.

(GF12) Pace
Breaking

Provide an unavoidable hazard of obvious difficulty
with accompanying audio and visual cues.

Enable players to become more tense and
focused.

Provide free time and space for interacting with dif-
ferent aspects of the game.

Enable players to become more calm and
relaxed.
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Table 7.6 Configured gameplay features for uncertainty management (GF1-GF3)

Ref Gameplay
feature

Uncertainty management con-
figuration

Uncertainty management function

[121] (GF1) Emo-
tional Experi-
ence

(UMC1.1) If the effects of
changes in the inventory, to the
state of the avatar, or in the per-
sistent game world are concealed

(UMF1.1.1) then players may be required to perceive the
hidden rules of changes in the inventory, to the state of the
avatar, or in the persistent game world are concealed.

(UMF1.1.2) then players may be required to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden rules of changes in the inventory,
to the state of the avatar, or in the persistent game world are
concealed.
(UMF1.1.3) then players may be required to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of changes in the
inventory, to the state of the avatar, or in the persistent game
world are concealed.

(UMC1.2) If the effects of
changes in the inventory, to the
state of the avatar, or in the per-
sistent game world are revealed

(UMF1.2.1) then players may be enabled to perceive the hid-
den rules of changes in the inventory, to the state of the avatar,
or in the persistent game world are concealed.

(UMF1.2.2) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden rules of changes in the inventory,
to the state of the avatar, or in the persistent game world are
concealed.
(UMF1.2.3) then players may be enabled to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of changes in the
inventory, to the state of the avatar, or in the persistent game
world are concealed.

[3] (GF2) Core
schemas

(UMC2.1) If the causes and ef-
fects of the relationship between
the local and global game con-
text are concealed

(UMF2.1.1) then players may be required to perceive the
hidden rules of the relationships between the local and global
context.

(UMF2.1.2) then players may be required to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden rules of the relationships between
the local and global context.
(UMF2.1.3) then players may be required to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of the relation-
ships between the local and global context.
(UMF2.1.4) then players may be required to test the chosen
hypothesis about the hidden rules of the relationships between
the local and global context.

(UMC2.2) If the causes and ef-
fects of the relationship between
the local and global game con-
text are revealed

(UMF2.2.1) then players may be enabled to perceive the hid-
den rules of the relationships between the local and global
context.

(UMF2.2.2) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden rules of the relationships between
the local and global context.
(UMF2.2.3) then players may be enabled to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of the relation-
ships between the local and global context.
(UMF2.2.4) then players may be enabled to test the chosen
hypothesis about the hidden rules of the relationships between
the local and global context.

[151] (GF3) Entity (UMC3.1) If the effects of un-
predictable behaviours of enti-
ties are concealed

(UMF3.1.1) then players may be required to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of unpredictable
behaviours of entities.
(UMF3.1.2) then players may be required to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of
unpredictable behaviours of entities.
(UMF3.1.3) then players may be required to test the chosen
hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of unpredictable
behaviours of entities.
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Table 7.7 Configured gameplay features for uncertainty management (GF3-GF6)

Ref Gameplay
feature

Uncertainty management
configuration

Uncertainty management function

[151] (GF3) Entity (UMC3.2) If the effects of
unpredictable behaviours
of entities are revealed

(UMF3.2.1) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of unpredictable
behaviours of entities.
(UMF3.2.2) then players may be enabled to choose one from the set
of hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of unpredictable
behaviours of entities.
(UMF3.2.3) then players may be enabled to test the chosen hypothe-
ses about the hidden causes and rules of unpredictable behaviours
of entities.

[151] (GF4) Sce-
nario

(UMC4.1) If the causes of
unexpected events are con-
cealed

(UMF4.1.1) then players may be required to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden effects and rules of interaction with
the scenario.
(UMF4.1.2) then players may be required to choose one from the
set of hypotheses about the hidden effects and rules of interaction
with the scenario.
(UMF4.1.3) then players may be required to test the chosen hy-
potheses about the hidden effects and rules of interaction with the
scenario.

(UMC4.2) If the causes of
unexpected events are re-
vealed

(UMF4.2.1) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden effects and rules of interaction with
the scenario.
(UMF4.2.2) then players may be enabled to choose one from the
set of hypotheses about the hidden effects and rules of interaction
with the scenario.
(UMF4.2.3) then players may be enabled to test the chosen hy-
potheses about the hidden effects and rules of interaction with the
scenario.

(GF5) Hierar-
chy of goals

(UMC5.1) If the rules of
exploring and backtracking
are revealed

(UMF5.1.1) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden rules of the branches of nonlinear
hierarchy of goals.
(UMF5.1.2) then players may be enabled to choose one from the set
of hypotheses about the hidden rules of the branches of nonlinear
hierarchy of goals.
(UMF5.1.3) then players may be enabled to test the chosen hypoth-
esis about the hidden rules of the branches of nonlinear hierarchy
of goals.

[154] (GF6) Chal-
lenge

(UMC6.1) If the effects
of unpredictable AI be-
haviours are concealed

(UMF6.1.1) then players may be required to perceive the hidden
causes and rules of the unpredictable AI behaviours.

(UMF6.1.2) then players may be required to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of the unpredictable
AI behaviours.
(UMF6.1.3) then players may be required to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of the
unpredictable AI behaviours.
(UMF6.1.4) then players may be required to test the chosen hy-
pothesis about the hidden causes and rules of the unpredictable AI
behaviours.

(UMC6.2) If the effects
of unpredictable AI be-
haviours are revealed

(UMF6.2.1) then players may be enabled to perceive the hidden
causes and rules of the unpredictable AI behaviours.

(UMF6.2.2) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of the unpredictable
AI behaviours.
(UMF6.2.3) then players may be enabled to choose one from the
set of hypotheses about the hidden causes and rules of the unpre-
dictable AI behaviours.
(UMF6.2.4) then players may be enabled to test the chosen hy-
pothesis about the hidden causes and rules of the unpredictable AI
behaviours.
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Table 7.8 Configured gameplay features for uncertainty management (GF7-GF12)

Ref Gameplay
feature

Uncertainty management
configuration

Uncertainty management function

[159] (GF7) Guid-
ance

(UMC7.1) If the presence of
collectibles, enemies, and envi-
ronmental cues is revealed

(UMF7.1.1) then players may be enabled to perceive the hidden
presence of desirable progression pathways.

(GF8) Safe
Zone

(UMC8.1) If the rules of undis-
turbed time in protection area
are revealed

(UMFF8.1.1) then players may be enabled to perceive the hid-
den rules of nearby hazards and enemies.

(UMFF8.1.2) then players may be enabled to formulate a set
of hypotheses about the hidden rules of nearby hazards and
enemies.
(UMFF8.1.3) then players may be enabled to choose from the
set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of nearby hazards and
enemies.

(GF9) Fore-
shadowing

(UMC9.1) If the rules of a
learned game mechanic are re-
vealed

(UMF9.1.1) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden rules of future challenges.

(UMF9.1.2) then players may be enabled to choose one from the
set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of future challenges.
(UMF9.1.3) then players may be enabled to test the chosen
hypothesis about the hidden rules of future challenges.

(GF10) Lay-
ering

(UMC10.1) If the rules of fa-
miliar game elements is re-
vealed

(UMF10.1.1) then players may be enabled to formulate a set
of hypotheses about the hidden rules of newer and harder chal-
lenges.
(UMF10.1.2) then players may be enabled to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of newer and harder
challenges.
(UMF10.1.3) then players may be enabled to test the chosen hy-
pothesis about the hidden rules of newer and harder challenges.

(GF11)
Branching

(UMC11.1) If the rules of ac-
cessibility of pathways are re-
vealed

(UMF11.1.1) then players may be enabled to formulate a set
of hypotheses about the hidden rules of opening inaccessible
pathways.
(UMF11.1.2) then players may be enabled to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of opening inacces-
sible pathways.
(UMF11.1.3) then players may be enabled to test the chosen
hypothesis about the hidden rules of opening inaccessible path-
ways.

(UMC11.2) If the rules of
safety of pathways are revealed

(UMF11.2.1) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden rules of the size of rewards.
(UMF11.2.2) then players may be enabled to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden rules of the size of
rewards.
(UMF11.2.3) then players may be enabled to test the chosen
hypothesis about the hidden rules of the size of rewards.

(GF12) Pace
Breaking

(UMC12.1) If the presence of
intensive audio and visual cues
is revealed

(UMF12.1.1) then players may be enabled to perceive the hid-
den presence of an incoming difficult hazard.

(UMF12.1.2) then players may be enabled to formulate a set of
hypotheses about the hidden presence of an incoming difficult
hazard.
(UMF12.1.3) then players may be enabled to choose one from
the set of hypotheses about the hidden presence of an incoming
difficult hazard.
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design to provide gameplay features that can be configured to promote both player
engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities. Through the systematic review process,
12 such gameplay features were identified: "Emotional Experience", "Core schemas",
"Entity", "Scenario", "Hierarchy of goals", "Challenge", "Guidance", "Safe Zone",
"Foreshadowing", "Layering", "Branching", and "Pace Breaking". Additionally,
descriptive and interpretative categories and items of these features’ configurations
and functions for promoting engagement in the gameplay process and the ability
to engage in the the uncertainty management process were coded, extracted and
presented in different tables (Table 7.5, Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8) in
Section 7.3. In the following subsections, the implications of these results and the
contribution, strengths and limitations of the study are discussed.

7.4.1 Implications for practice and research

Implications of the CPS-GFC guidelines

The key contribution of this study are the operational CPS-GFC guidelines (i.e.,
guidelines for configuring gameplay features to promote both player engagement
and cognitive CPS capabilities) in Table 7.9.

Even though, as stated above, Table 7.5, Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 present
configurations and functions of gameplay features to promote player engagement
and cognitive CPS capabilities, these tables have limited operational usefulness. This
is because the tables (a) include gameplay features from different methodological
frameworks using different conceptualisations, (b) provide separately configured
gameplay features for player engagement and for cognitive CPS capabilities, (c)
describe gameplay features with overlapping configurations and functions, and (d)
present descriptive and not prescriptive information. Therefore, to formulate the
findings of the systematic review method into operational guidelines for practitioners
and researchers to use, the following modifications were made:

• Gameplay features, configurations and functions were rephrased based on the
CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3), the CPS-IF model (Section 4.2),
the CPS-GBL model (Section 5.2) and the GEFF-CPSC model (Section 6.2)
so that the CPS-GFC guidelines (Table 7.9) are internally consistent and
are complementary to the other instruments produced by this thesis (i.e., (a)
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the CPS-IF instrument (i.e., instrument for information flows for complex
problem-solving), (b) the CPS-GBL instrument (i.e., instrument for complex
problem-solving and game-based learning processes), and (c) the GEFF-CPSC
instrument (i.e., instrument for gameplay elements, features and functions
promoting complex problem-solving conditions));

• Configurations of gameplay features for both player engagement and cognitive
CPS capabilities were presented together in a more concise and clear manner;

• Gameplay features with overlapping configurations and functions were merged;

• Configurations were rephrased to provide prescriptive information and to serve
as guidelines that can be followed.

This operationalisation of Table 7.5, Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8, resulted
in 10 gameplay features (i.e., "Persistent game world", "Unexpected game events",
"Unpredictable characters", "Game goals", "Guiding game environment", "Safe plan-
ning", "Prospective learning", "Unfamiliar challenges", "Risk-reward" and "Warning
information flows"), each suggesting one configuration to promote player engage-
ment and one configuration to promote cognitive CPS capabilities, presented as the
CPS-GFC guidelines in Table 7.9.

Three gameplay features (i.e., "Persistent game world", "Unexpected game
events" and "Unpredictable characters") can be configured to either conceal or reveal
information because they were adapted from features (i.e., "Emotional Experience",
"Core schemas", "Entity", "Scenario" and "Challenge") which can be configured to
either increase or decrease uncertainty in a game (Table 7.6 and Table 7.7). Seven
gameplay features (i.e., "Game goals", "Guiding game environment", "Safe plan-
ning", "Prospective learning", "Unfamiliar challenges", "Risk-reward" and "Warning
information flows") can be configured to only reveal information because they were
operationalised from features (i.e., "Hierarchy of goals", "Guidance", "Safe Zone",
"Foreshadowing", "Layering", "Branching" and "Pace Breaking") which were in-
terpreted as suitable to only decrease uncertainty in a game and thus to support the
ability of players to engage in the uncertainty management process (Table 7.7 and
Table 7.8).

Even though the CPS-GFC guidelines (Table 7.9) consist of 10 gameplay features
that may be configured to reveal information to players and only three gameplay fea-
tures that may be configured to conceal information from players, game researchers
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and practitioners can select and integrate, based on the needs of their projects, specific
combinations of gameplay features that systemically generate complex scenarios in
games by both increasing and decreasing uncertainty. This balance of simultaneously
demanding and supporting engagement with the uncertainty management process,
by increasing and decreasing uncertainty, is necessary for the development of cogni-
tive CPS capabilities [15, 19]. Therefore, the systemtic relationships and dynamics
between different gameplay features may require further investigation beyond the
scope of this study.

In addition to the CPS-GFC guidelines which game experts can use to analyse
and design games that are suitable to promote CPS skills and attitudes, this study
provides four key insights, based on the results of the systematic review, that can be
useful for future research.

Implications of the aspects of uncertainty management phenomena

The first significant observation was made concerning how the aspects (i.e. presence,
causes, effects and rules, [67, 182, 183]) of uncertainty management phenomena
affect different attributes or behaviours of the configured gameplay features. The
specific observation is that players can hypothesise about one aspect of an uncertainty
management phenomenon only based on information regarding the same aspect
of another uncertainty management phenomenon. This point can be exemplified
by using Table 7.8: "If the rules of accessibility of pathways are revealed, then
players may be enabled to formulate a set of hypotheses about the hidden rules
of opening inaccessible pathways". In this example, "accessibility of pathways"
is one uncertainty management phenomenon (i.e., an attribute of the gameplay
feature), while "opening inaccessible pathways" is another uncertainty management
phenomenon (i.e., a behaviour of the gameplay feature). This pattern has been
observed with each configured gameplay feature and it can be outlined the following
way:

• If the presence of attribute A1 or behaviour B1 are revealed or concealed, then
players may be enabled or required to engage in one of the four phases of the
uncertainty management process regarding the presence of attribute A2 or
behaviour B2.
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Table 7.9 CPS-GFC guidelines

Gameplay
feature

Configuration of gameplay feature to promote player en-
gagement (PE) and cognitive CPS capabilities (CPS)

Persistent
game world

(PE) Should provide display of the inventory, screenshots of
significant events, signs of battles on the avatar, and persistent
effects of player actions on the game world.
(CPS) Should conceal or reveal the effects of changes in the
inventory, to the state of the avatar, or in the persistent game
world.

Unexpected
game events

(PE) Should provide schemas that govern player interactions
and unexpected game events.
(CPS) Should conceal or reveal the causes and effects of the re-
lationship between the unexpected local and global game events.

Unpredictable
characters

(PE) Should provide reasonable, visible, consistent entities with
unpredictable behaviours.
(CPS) Should conceal or reveal the effects of unpredictable
behaviours of entities.

Game goals (PE) Should provide clear and explorable links in the nonlinear
hierarchy of goals.
(CPS) Should reveal the rules of exploring and backtracking.

Guiding game
environment

(PE) Should provide a target direction based on the shape of lev-
els, placement of collectibles, presence of enemies, and changes
of environmental cues.
(CPS) Should reveal the presence of collectibles, enemies, and
environmental cues.

Safe planning (PE) Should provide undisturbed time in an identifiable protec-
tion area based on the patterns of nearby hazards and enemies.
(CPS) Should reveal the rules of undisturbed time in protection
area.

Prospective
learning

(PE) Should provide a game mechanic that, once learned, will
be used in a future challenge.
(CPS) Should reveal the rules of a learned game mechanic.

Unfamiliar
challenges

(PE) Should provide new and harder challenges by combining
familiar game elements in unfamiliar ways.
(CPS) Should reveal the rules of familiar game elements.

Risk-reward (PE) Should provide conditional access to safe pathways with
small rewards and dangerous pathways with big rewards.
(CPS) Should reveal the rules of accessibility and safety of
pathways.

Warning infor-
mation flows

(PE) Should provide an unavoidable hazard of obvious difficulty
with accompanying audio and visual cues.
(CPS) Should reveal the presence of intensive audio and visual
cues.
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• If the causes of attribute A1 or behaviour B1 are revealed or concealed, then
players may be enabled or required to engage in one of the four phases of
the uncertainty management process regarding the causes of attribute A2 or
behaviour B2.

• If the effects of attribute A1 or behaviour B1 are revealed or concealed, then
players may be enabled or required to engage in one of the four phases of
the uncertainty management process regarding the effects of attribute A2 or
behaviour B2.

• If the rules of attribute A1 or behaviour B1 are revealed or concealed, then
players may be enabled or required to engage in one of the four phases of
the uncertainty management process regarding the rules of attribute A2 or
behaviour B2.

Therefore, the types of aspects of uncertainty management phenomena that are
concealed or revealed are important for engaging players in appropriate and desirable
phases of the uncertainty management process and for developing cognitive CPS
capabilities. This articulation can provide game designers with knowledge about
which specific aspect of the game they should adjust and how, to support players
to engage in the uncertainty management process. For example, if the goal is to
encourage players to hypothesise about the rules of an unexpected weather event
(e.g., a hurricane) in a game, then providing them with information about the rules
of a different weather event (e.g., a tornado) would be a suitable design choice.

The second significant observation that was made based on the results of the
systematic review was also related to the aspects of uncertainty management phe-
nomena. To be specific, it was ascertained that if a gameplay feature is configured to
reveal one of the three aspects (i.e., causes, effects and rules, [67, 182, 183]) of an
uncertainty management phenomenon, then players may be enabled to hypothesise
about the other two aspects of the same uncertainty management phenomenon. For
example: "If the effects of unpredictable AI behaviours are concealed, then play-
ers may be required to perceive the hidden causes and rules of the unpredictable
AI behaviours". This pattern maps to key conceptualisations of the relationships
between effects, causes and rules from the literature on abductive reasoning and
uncertainty management [67, 182, 183]). This observation may support researchers
and practitioners to analyse and design games suitable to engage players in the uncer-
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tainty management process and to promote cognitive CPS capabilities. For example,
using the previously described game scenario, if the goal is to encourage players to
hypothesise about the rules of an unexpected weather event (e.g., a hurricane) in a
game, then providing them with information about the causes or effects of the same
weather event would also be a suitable design choice.

Implications of the game (work) system elements

The third significant observation of this study is related to the categorisation (Ta-
ble 7.4) of the gameplay features based on the adapted work system elements into
game system elements (i.e., "Players", "Gameplay process", "Gameplay artifacts",
"Gameplay schemas", "Gameplay context", and "Information flows") from Fig-
ure 7.1. Majority of identified gameplay features involve "Players", "Gameplay
artifacts", "Gameplay schemas" and "Information flows" elements. These results
are coherent with the study’s conceptualisation of games as goal-directed work
systems [2], consisting of gameplay features (i.e. game elements, their properties
and interactions) ("Gameplay artifacts" and "Gameplay schemas") that can be
configured to function in multiple ways to influence players’ ("Players") pursuit
of goals while making decisions based on a continuous assessment of the game
state ("Information flows") [3, 38]. In contrast, excluded gameplay features often
involved only one game element (i.e., gameplay features not being conceptualised as
part of a system) and rarely involved "Gameplay schemas" or "Information flows"
(i.e., dynamics, interactions and configurations not being part of the description of a
gameplay feature and not being communicated to players).

Therefore, to be able to configure specific gameplay features in appropriate ways
(e.g., for promoting player engagement or for promoting cognitive CPS capabilities),
those gameplay features should be viewed as part of a game system and should refer
to multiple elements of that game system (e.g., gameplay schemas and information
flows). This insight may support researchers and practitioners to analyse and design
gameplay features that are configured to function in different intended ways by
focusing their attention on the dynamics and interactions within a game and on the
information provided to players regarding those dynamics and interactions.

The fourth significant observation of the results of this study is the confirmed
validity of WST [2] to classify gameplay features (Table 7.4). The adapted work
system elements to gameplay system elements (Figure 7.1) were sufficient to classify
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all gameplay features as presented in Table 7.4. Because no additional theories or
concepts were needed for this successful classification, Figure 7.1 can be used by
researchers as a reference to analyse games and classify their gameplay features.

7.4.2 Strengths and limitations

The CPS-GFC guidelines were formulated by using a systematic review method [71]
and by modifying the findings of the review (Table 7.5, Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and
Table 7.8), as presented in Subsection 7.4.1. The strengths of this research approach
for developing guidelines include:

• the systematic review method [71] that was based on a prospectively pub-
lished protocol [119] and that represents the first review in the field of games
studies that systematically analyses existing methodological frameworks of
entertainment games for specific gameplay features that may promote both
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities;

• the study selection criterion for the demonstrable impact of included articles
that guaranteed that the game frameworks either advanced empirical studies or
informed the formulation of other methodological papers;

• the comprehensive search strategy [117] and exhaustive selection process
[115] involving relevant databases and reference lists [116, 118];

• the rigorous methodological approaches and techniques for data extraction
[73–75], coding schema development [123–127], data synthesis [81], and their
independent validation [79, 80];

• the sound theoretical underpinnings of the coding schema that provided formal
methods for the analysis of gameplay features (i.e., WST [2], CWA framework
[72], and CHC theory [67]).

The limitations of this study and relevant justifying and mitigating factors are
described as follows.

The scope of this study was deliberately restricted to methodological frameworks
for the analysis and design of entertainment games, because of the educational
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potentialities that entertainment games offer [55, 57, 184–186] and the lack of
knowledge to exploit these potentialities [38, 110–114].

Another limitation of this study is the interpretative nature of the qualitative
content analysis that introduces an element of subjectivity in the systematic review
process. To mitigate reliability risks, rigorous data extraction and synthesis processes
[73–75, 79–81, 123–127] were adopted.

7.5 Summary

This chapter presented a study aimed at addressing the lack of suitable research tools
for identifying gameplay features that may promote both player engagement and
cognitive CPS capabilities. This was achieved by developing the CPS-GFC guide-
lines (Table 7.9) through a systematic review method [71]. The systematic review of
available methodological frameworks for the analysis and design of entertainment
games was guided by the following research questions:

• RQ4.1: Which gameplay features are suitable to simultaneously promote
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities?

• RQ4.2: How should gameplay features be configured to promote player en-
gagement?

• RQ4.3: How should gameplay features be configured to promote cognitive
CPS capabilities?

These research questions were addressed by synthesising, presenting and dis-
cussing extracted gameplay features, engagement configurations, engagement func-
tions, uncertainty management configurations, and uncertainty management func-
tions in tables in Section 7.3 (i.e., Table 7.4, Table 7.5, Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and
Table 7.8). These tables were then operationalised, with the support of the CPS-IF
model (Section 4.2), the CPS-GBL model (Section 5.2) and the GEFF-CPSC model
(Section 6.2), to formulate the CPS-GFC guidelines (Table 7.9). The developed
CPS-GFC guidelines can support game researchers and practitioners to analyse and
design games that can simultaneously engage players in the gameplay process and
support the ability to engage in the uncertainty management process (i.e., cognitive
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CPS capabilities). Together with the CPS-GFC guidelines, the study discussed
significant observations made based on the results of the systematic review related
to aspects of the uncertainty management phenomena and to game (work) system
elements that can have implications for future research. A summary of the results
of this study and the previous studies and their implications for future work are
provided in following Chapter 8.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

Countless complex systems around us generate environmental, social and eco-
nomic phenomena that threaten human wellbeing [7–12]. These real-world com-
plex problems are characterised by multiple interacting elements, uncertain sys-
tem states, unpredictable emergent effects and uncontrollable system dynamics
[6, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19]. Because it is necessary to learn to manage such complex
problems, for decades, the international community has encouraged modern educa-
tion to prioritise and promote CPS [9, 26, 29], i.e., the ability to achieve desirable
state transformations in dynamically changing and uncertain environments while
pursuing ill-defined goals [15, 31]. However, reductionist educational approaches to
problem-solving in formal learning environments have been unsuitable to meet these
needs for the development of CPS skills and attitudes [9, 15, 44].

During the search for new and suitable learning environments that can promote
CPS capabilities [6, 32, 44, 48, 49], games have emerged as a promising alternative
to traditional classrooms and virtual simulations [3, 33, 37], because of their ability
through gameplay learning to (a) simulate real-world CPS dynamics in complex sit-
uations, (b) to promote intrinsically motivating CPS processes, and (c) to holistically
engage learners in such CPS scenarios [3, 9, 15, 31–38]. This potential of games is
yet to be fully realised, because existing research tools are inadequate to identify
gameplay features that may engage players in both CPS and GBL processes that are
intrinsically motivating and that result in the development of CPS skills and attitudes
[33, 36, 41, 42]. Motivated by this research problem, the aim of this study was to
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develop a set of complementary tools that can support researchers and practitioners
to analyse and design games that can promote CPS capabilities.

This chapter describes: (a) the research objectives that were formulated to achieve
the stated aim, the related research questions that were answered and the involved
methods and activities (Section 8.1); (b) the significance of the study consisting of its
main contributions and implications for researchers and practitioners (Section 8.2);
(c) the key limitations of the study (Section 8.3); and (d) suggestions for future
research (Section 8.4).

8.1 Research Discussion

For the purposes of this study and based on a review of relevant concepts and theories
from the literature, the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (i.e., theoretical framework
for complex problem-solving processes within game-based learning environments)
(Section 2.3) was formulated. The CPS-GBL theoretical framework integrated
components of:

• the framework of activity theory-based gameplay system [3],

• CPS theory [6, 15, 31],

• constructivist learning [44, 50],

• the game-based learning human factors framework (HF-GBL framework) [9],

• the self-determination theory (SDT) [65],

• the Work System Theory (WST) [2],

• the Cattel-Horn-Carroll theory of cognitive capabilities (CHC theory) [67].

This integration was used to support the research objectives of this study.

8.1.1 Research Objective I

The first objective of this thesis was to address the specific research problem of lack
of research tools that can support the identification of simulated gameplay aspects
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of real-world CPS scenarios and the properties and functionalities of gameplay
information flows that may influence those aspects [41]. This objective was achieved
by the development of the CPS-IF instrument (i.e., instrument for information flows
for complex problem-solving) (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7), because its five scales and
34 items represent (a) simulated gameplay aspects of the game context, gameplay
process and gameplay tasks, (b) general properties of gameplay information flows,
and (c) the ways that information flows affect those gameplay aspects and the player.
These instrument scales and items were generated based on the CPS-IF model (i.e.,
model of information flows for complex problem-solving) (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2),
which conceptualised key CPS aspects of a gameplay activity system by combining
appropriate components of the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3). The
development process of CPS-IF instrument items and scales followed a rigorous
instrument development method [68] that was guided by the following research
questions:

• RQ1.1: Which gameplay aspects should GBL environments simulate to foster
CPS processes?

• RQ1.2: Which properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows
may support the comprehension of and interactions with simulated gameplay
aspects and how?

• RQ1.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows impact the thoughts, feelings and behaviours of players engaged in CPS
and GBL processes?

RQ1.1 was answered by Scale 1 ("Game Context Structure"), Scale 2 ("Gameplay
Process"), Scale 3 ("Gameplay tasks") and their 25 instrument items (Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7). RQ1.2 was answered by Scale 4 ("Information Flows general
properties"), its six instrument items and their relationships with Scale 1, Scale 2,
Scale 3 and their 25 items (Figure 4.7). RQ1.3 was answered by Scale 5 ("Player
Impacts"), its three instrument items and their relationships with Scale 4 and its six
items (Figure 4.7).

The research activities and methods involved in answering these research ques-
tions were: (a) development of the CPS-IF conceptual model (Figure 4.1 and Fig-
ure 4.2) [96, 98], (b) development of the CPS-IF instrument (Figure 4.6 and Fig-
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ure 4.7) [68], and (c) exploratory testing of the instrument performed by three game
analysis experts who used the game Stop Disasters [101].

8.1.2 Research Objective II

The second objective of this thesis was to address the need for suitable research
tools that can support the identification of gameplay features (CPS-GBL affordances)
that may promote intrinsically motivating CPS processes in GBL environments
(i.e., (a) interacting with game setting elements mimicking real-world scenarios, (b)
self-defining goals, (c) performing game actions mimicking real-world actions, (d)
tackling events that could not be fully known, controlled or predicted, (e) evaluating
and/or predicting consequences of game actions, and (f) evaluating and/or predicting
consequences of events that could not be controlled) [36]. To achieve this objective,
the CPS-GBL instrument (i.e., instrument for complex problem-solving and game-
based learning processes) (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) was developed. The 13
scales and 90 items of the instrument identify these CPS-GBL affordances and
evaluate their effectiveness to both impact GBL processes and to promote intrinsically
motivating CPS processes. These instrument scales and items were created based
on the components and elements of the previously developed CPS-GBL conceptual
model (i.e., model for complex problem-solving and game-based learning processes)
(Figure 5.1) [96, 98], which was supported by integrating suitable theories and
concepts from the CPS-GBL theoretical framework (Section 2.3) and the CPS-IF
model (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). This development process of the CPS-GBL
instrument was driven by three research questions which were answered in the
following way:

• "RQ2.1: Which gameplay features may promote GBL processes and how
effective are they?" was answered by (a) the instrument items in Scale 1.1,
Scale 2.1, Scale 3.1, Scale 4.1, Scale 5.1 and Scale 6.1, that identify CPS-GBL
affordances that may impact the GBL process (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7);
and (b) Figure ?? which presented the scores of the perceived effectiveness of
CPS-GBL affordances to impact the GBL process in Stop Disasters;

• "RQ2.2: Which gameplay features may promote intrinsic motivation and how
effective are they?" was answered by: (a) the instrument items in Scale 1.1,
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Scale 2.1, Scale 3.1, Scale 4.1, Scale 5.1 and Scale 6.1, that identify CPS-
GBL affordances that may promote intrinsically motivating CPS processes
(Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7); and (b) Figure ?? which reported the scores
of the perceived effectiveness of CPS-GBL affordances to promote intrinsic
motivation in Stop Disasters;

• "RQ2.3: How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows support gameplay features that may promote both GBL processes and
intrinsic motivation?" was answered by Scale 1.2, Scale 2.2, Scale 3.2, Scale
4.2, Scale 5.2 and Scale 6.2 which identify the properties and functionalities
of gameplay information flows that support CPS-GBL affordances (Figure 5.6
and Figure 5.7).

The key research activities performed to answer these research questions and the
relevant methods used were: (a) development of the CPS-GBL conceptual model
(Figure 5.1) [96, 98], (b) development of the CPS-GBL instrument (Figure 5.6 and
Figure 5.7) [68], and (c) exploratory evaluation of the instrument by 29 university
game design students and one game expert, who all analysed the the game Stop
Disasters [101].

8.1.3 Research Objective III

The third objective of this thesis was to address the need for research tools that
can support the identification of gameplay features that may promote necessary
cognitive CPS conditions and the identification of game elements that may promote
those gameplay features. This objective was achieved by developing the GEFF-
CPSC instrument (i.e., instrument for gameplay elements, features and functions
promoting complex problem-solving conditions) which consisted of four scales
and 130 items (Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.7). The instrument
scales and items were: (a) generated by following a rigorous instrument development
process [68–70, 77, 78] that ensured the initial content validity of instrument items,
construct validity of instrument scales, and reliability of the GEFF-CPSC instrument
through assessment with reviewers and pre-testing with analysts; and (b) based on
the developed GEFF-CPSC conceptual model (i.e., model of gameplay elements,
features and functions promoting complex problem-solving conditions) (Figure 6.1)
which was underpinned by complementing concepts and theories from the CPS-GBL
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theoretical framework (Section 2.3) and the CPS-GBL model (Section 5.2). This
instrument development process was guided by three research questions which were
addressed as follows:

• "RQ3.1: Which gameplay features may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions and how?" was answered by Scale 3 of the GEFF-CPSC instrument
(Figure 6.6) by identifying to what extent each of the six gameplay features
(i.e., (a) “Self-define which goals to pursue”, (b) “Explore environments that
mimic challenging scenarios impacting society”; (c) “Perform actions that
mimic societally impactful activities”, (d) “Predict the consequences of player
actions”, (e) “Adapt player plans to changes in the environment”, and (f)
“Evaluate the outcomes of player actions”) may promote each of the four
cognitive CPS conditions (i.e, (a) “Player ability in accepting and adapting
to self-incompetence”, (b) “Player ability in anticipating and addressing im-
portant game challenges”, (c) “Player ability in mastering and performing
repeated game actions without thinking”, and (d) “Player ability in developing
and recalling correct mental representations of game objectives”);

• "RQ3.2: Which gameplay elements support specific gameplay features that
may promote necessary cognitive CPS conditions and how?" and "RQ3.3:
How do key properties and functionalities of gameplay information flows sup-
port specific gameplay features that may promote necessary cognitive CPS
conditions?" were answered by Scale 4 of the GEFF-CPSC instrument (Fig-
ure 6.7) by identifying to what extent each of the 16 game elements (i.e.,
“Physical game setting”, “Historical game setting”, “Socio-cultural game set-
ting”, “Game events”, “Game storyline”, “Player character role”, “Player
character aims”, “Gameplay enablers”, “Gameplay enablers”, “Target objects
transformable by players”, “Information flows provided from objects”, “Infor-
mation flows provided from events”, “Clear provision of information flows”,
“Timely provision of information flows”, “Close to source provision of infor-
mation flows”, and “Recurring provision of information flows”) may promote
each of the six gameplay features that were previously described.

The main research activities that were performed and methods that were used
to answer these research questions were: (a) development of the GEFF-CPSC con-
ceptual model (Figure 6.1) [96, 98], (b) development of the GEFF-CPSC instrument
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(Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.7) [68–70, 77, 78], and (c) reliability
assessment of the instrument by conducting a pre-test [68–70, 77, 78] with two game
analysts using the game The Witness [102].

8.1.4 Research Objective IV

The fourth objective of this thesis was to address the insufficiency of existing research
tools to identify gameplay features that may promote both player engagement and
cognitive CPS capabilities. This objective was achieved by using a systematic review
method [71], which identified 12 such gameplay features (i.e., "Emotional Expe-
rience", "Core schemas", "Entity", "Scenario", "Hierarchy of goals", "Challenge",
"Guidance", "Safe Zone", "Foreshadowing", "Layering", "Branching", and "Pace
Breaking"), that were then operationalised, resulting in the development of the CPS-
GFC guidelines (i.e., guidelines for complex problem-solving capabilities elicited
and supported by configurations of gameplay features) (Table 7.9). The CPS-GFC
guidelines (a) consist of 10 gameplay features (i.e., "Persistent game world", "Un-
expected game events", "Unpredictable characters", "Game goals", "Guiding game
environment", "Safe planning", "Prospective learning", "Unfamiliar challenges",
"Risk-reward" and "Warning information flows") and (b) suggest ways that these 10
gameplay features can be configured to function to promote both player engagement
and cognitive CPS capabilities (i.e., the ability to engage in phases of the uncertainty
management process). To develop these guidelines, existing methodological frame-
works for game analysis and design were systematically reviewed, guided by the
following research questions:

• RQ4.1: Which gameplay features are suitable to simultaneously promote
player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities?

• RQ4.2: How should gameplay features be configured to promote player en-
gagement?

• RQ4.3: How should gameplay features be configured to promote cognitive
CPS capabilities?

RQ4.1 was answered by Table 7.4 which synthesised the 12 included gameplay
features that may promote both player engagement and cognitive CPS capabilities.
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RQ4.2 was answered by Table 7.5 which organised the configurations and functions
of these features to promote player engagement. RQ4.3 was answered by Table 7.6,
Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 which presented the ways that the gameplay features can be
configured to demand or support the ability to engage in phases of the uncertainty
management process. Based on these synthesised tables the CPS-GFC guidelines
were formulated.

In order to answer these research questions and to formulated the CPS-GFC
guidelines, the following research activities were performed and methods were
used: (a) a systematic review protocol was prospectively published in [119]; (b) a
systematic review was conducted to analyse gameplay features in methodological
frameworks based on the WST [2], the Cognitive Work Analysis framework (CWA)
[72] and the CHC theory [67], through an inductive approach of qualitative content
analysis [73], and by adopting template analysis techniques [74, 75]; and (c) the
CPS-GFC guidelines were formulated by using a systematic review method [71] and
by modifying the findings of the review.

8.2 Significance of the study

Based on the performed research activities, used methods, completed objectives and
answered research questions, this study contributes to the research and practice of
game design and analysis by providing suitable instruments for the identification of
simulated gameplay aspects, gameplay information flows, gameplay features and
game elements that can promote cognitive CPS conditions and capabilities and can
make CPS processes in GBL environments intrinsically motivating to players. The
main contributions of this thesis are presented as follows.

The main contributions of Study I (Chapter 4) are the CPS-IF instrument (Fig-
ure 4.6 and Figure 4.7) and the CPS-IF conceptual model (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2).
Results from the development process of this instrument and model and from the
exploratory testing of the instrument suggest that (a) the CPS-IF instrument can
support game researchers and practitioners to identify simulated gameplay aspects of
real-world CPS scenarios and properties and functionalities of gameplay information
flows that communicate to players those gameplay aspects; (b) the CPS-IF model,
as part of the CPS-GAME (i.e., Complex Problem-Solving in Games) conceptual
framework that also includes the CPS-GBL model and the GEFF-CPSC model, may
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assist the development of new instruments and theories that are relevant for CPS
processes in GBL environments. In addition, the results of this study confirmed
the acknowledged importance of gameplay information flows to support player
comprehension of gameplay elements and dynamics [3, 38].

The key contributions of Study II (Chapter 5) are the CPS-GBL instrument
(Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) and the CPS-GBL conceptual model (Figure 5.1). The
results from the development process and exploratory evaluation of the instrument
indicate that the CPS-GBL instrument can be a practical tool for researchers and
practitioners to identify gameplay features that may function to promote both GBL
and CPS processes that are intrinsically motivating (i.e., CPS-GBL affordances) and
to measure the effectiveness of these affordances. Furthermore, the CPS-GBL model,
as part of the CPS-GAME conceptual framework that also includes the CPS-IF
model and the GEFF-CPSC model, can be used by researchers to generate new
tools and theories for the study of CPS processes in GBL environments. Finally, in
consideration for practitioners that may use the CPS-GBL instrument, the results of
the exploratory evaluation suggest that the most valuable use of the instrument could
be analysing the impact of CPS-GBL affordances on the awareness, comprehension,
caring and sense of agency of players.

The main contribution of Study III (Chapter 6) are the GEFF-CPSC instrument
(Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.7) and the GEFF-CPSC conceptual
model (Figure 6.1). The results from the rigorous development process and reliability
assessment of the instrument imply that the GEFF-CPSC instrument can be used by
game researchers and practitioners to identify and match specific gameplay features
of CPS scenarios to necessary cognitive CPS conditions in games. Additionally, the
developed GEFF-CPSC conceptual model, as part of the CPS-GAME conceptual
framework that also includes the CPS-IF model and the CPS-GBL model, may
support the design of new research tools and the formulation of new theories related
to CPS processes in GBL environments.

The key contribution of Study IV (Chapter 7) are the CPS-GFC guidelines (Ta-
ble 7.9). The CPS-GFC guidelines can be used by researchers and practitioners to
analyse and design gameplay features and their configurations that can be made
so that those features may promote both player engagement and cognitive CPS
capabilities. Besides the CPS-GFC guidelines, Study IV provides important ob-
servations related to the way aspects of the uncertainty management process (i.e.
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presence, causes, effects and rules) may affect different attributes or behaviours of
the configured gameplay features and different phases of the uncertainty manage-
ment process (i.e., (a) perception, (b) hypotheses formulation, (c) hypothesis choice,
and (d) hypothesis testing), which can influence the use of the proposed guidelines.
Finally, the results from the systematic review confirmed the approach of this thesis
for conceptualising games (i.e., games are goal-directed work systems, consisting of
gameplay features that can be configured to function in multiple ways to influence the
players’ pursuit of goals while making decisions based on a continuous assessment
of the game state) and the validity of WST to classify gameplay features.

8.3 Limitations of the study

The studies that produced the previously described contributions also have limitations.
The scope of each study was intentionally limited to digital games for the purposes of
this thesis, because of the ability of digital games to accurately simulate real-world
CPS scenarios and to provide high-quality information flows to players [3, 9, 12, 36,
37, 39, 40].

Another limitation of all studies of this thesis was that each of them explored par-
tial aspects and relationships of CPS processes in GBL environments (e.g., simulated
gameplay aspects and their information flows were explored in one study; intrinsic
motivation and GBL impacts were explored in another study; gameplay features
promoting cognitive CPS conditions were explored in a third study; and configu-
rations of gameplay features to promote cognitive CPS capabilities were explored
in the final study). This was done for practical reasons, in order to conceptualise,
operationalise and measure the specific aspects, relationships and effects of CPS
processes in games. The limitation of this approach is that the developed instruments
from each study can be valuable for their specifically designed purposes, but in
order to tackle the multi-dimensional nature of CPS [42], using the instruments in
complementary ways would be their most appropriate implementation.

A final shared limitation of all studies is the interpretative nature of the instrument
development processes, the conceptualisation of models and the qualitative content
analysis of the systematic review method. Risks involved with these processes and
methods were mitigated by adopting rigorous approaches for instrument development
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based on conceptual models [68–70, 77, 78, 96, 98], and data extraction and synthesis
[73–75, 79–81, 123–127].

In addition to these shared limitations each study has its own specific ones:

• The key limitations of Study I (Chapter 4) are: (a) the exploratory nature of the
reliability test of the CPS-IF instrument, involving only three analysts and one
selected game; and (b) studying information flows in isolation is insufficient
for making conclusions about player engagement in CPS process.

• The main limitation of Study II (Chapter 5) is the exploratory evaluation of the
instrument, involving small numbers of participants which produced results
that are not statistically significant and are inconclusive for some instrument
items.

• The key limitation of Study III (Chapter 6) is the pre-testing nature of the
reliability assessment stage, which involved low number of analysts and one
selected game.

• The main limitation of Study IV (Chapter 7) is restricting methodological
frameworks for the analysis and design of only entertainment games due to
their unexploited educational potentialities [55, 57, 184–186].

8.4 Suggestions for future research

Based on the described contributions and limitations of this study, the following
directions for future research are discussed.

The preliminary validation tests and reliability assessments of the instruments
were part of an initial stage of a multi-stage development process [68–70, 77, 78].
which will continue with future research that will (a) involve more reviewers and
participants, (b) include more and diverse games for testing, (c) iteratively continue
to improve the instruments based on the received feedback, and (d) integrate the
instruments in order to test their complementary use to explore whether games
presenting the identified features effectively promote CPS. These planned steps for
the next stages of the development and validation processes of the instruments are
expanded and detailed as follows:
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• Involving more reviewers and participants - Following the pre-testing stage of
the instruments and in order to further improve their reliability and validity
[68–70, 77, 78], more game analysis and design experts who (a) are from the
target population, and (b) are blind to the development of the instruments, will
be invited to review the instrument items and scales.

• Including and testing diverse games - Additional games to the ones used in
the initial stage of the development process of instruments (i.e., Stop Disasters
[101] and The Witness [102]) will be selected and tested in the instrument
application stage [68, 70]. For example, related works to wicked problem
management [12] and adaptive problem-management [187] propose design
guidelines for gameplay features that promote skills and attitudes which are
relevant to CPS (e.g., adaptivity, systems thinking, abductive reasoning, social
skill sets, etc.) by analysing and designing games of different genres (i.e.,
social adventure game, sandbox survival game, and collaborative augmented
reality serious game). Other similar games that consist of gameplay features
that may simulate complex scenarios and promote CPS processes (e.g. a
changing game world, unpredictable game objects and agents, competing
social interests, etc.) will be evaluated and used to iteratively improve the
instruments.

• Iteratively improving instruments - Results from the exploratory testing of
the CPS-IF instrument (Chapter 4), the exploratory evaluation of the CPS-
GBL instrument (Chapter 5), the reliability assessment of the GEFF-CPSC
instrument (Chapter 6), and the operationalisation of the CPS-GFC guidelines
(Chapter 7) will be used to revise the CPS-IF model, the CPS-GBL model,
the GEFF-CPSC model, and each of the contributing research tools of the
study [68, 70]. For example, the CPS-GFC guidelines indicate the need to
expand the category of gameplay features that increase uncertainty in games
(i.e., gameplay features that can be configured to conceal information from
players). This issue can be tackled by further iterating on and improving the
CPS-IF model and the CPS-IF instrument because they conceptualise and
support the identification of simulated gameplay aspects of real-world CPS
scenarios which typically increase uncertainty.

• Integrating and testing complementary use of instruments - By inviting more
reviewers, including new games, and iterating on the integration and improve-
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ment of instruments and models, then the reliability, validity and effectiveness
of the CPS-IF instrument and model (Chapter 4), the CPS-GBL instrument and
model (Chapter 5), the GEFF-CPSC instrument and model (Chapter 6), and
the CPS-GFC guidelines (Chapter 7) can be examined through a confirmatory
factor analysis [68, 70].

Based on the results of the studies, the following are worth investigating in
the future: (a) the discrepancy between experts and novices when analysing CPS
processes in GBL environments [41], (b) the cultural background of players which
may impact the ways that they solve problems [15], (c) the suitability of following a
value-added approach [188] for instrument development towards more conclusive
results, (d) the configurations of gameplay features that can make them function as
much-needed motivational affordances, and (e) the gameplay features of multiplayer
games that may promote collaborative CPS skills and attitudes.

Finally, the one of the central perspectives of this study (i.e., to view games as
dynamic systems, in which the configurations of one gameplay feature can affect the
way other gameplay features function) may be adopted by research and practitioners
to create more descriptively accurate and prescriptively useful tools for analysing
and designing games.

8.5 Summary

Considering the importance of tools that can assist researchers and practitioners in
analysing and designing games that may foster CPS skills and attitudes, this study
aimed to develop suitable instruments for the identification of simulated gameplay
aspects, gameplay information flows, gameplay features and game elements that can
promote cognitive CPS conditions and capabilities and can make CPS processes in
GBL environments intrinsically motivating to players.

This chapter concluded the study by highlighting the performed research activi-
ties, the used methods, the completed objectives and the answered research questions
that were involved in achieving the stated aim. Specifically, based on the results of
the study, the developed CPS-IF instrument and CPS-IF model, CPS-GBL instru-
ment and CPS-GBL model, GEFF-CPSC instrument and GEFF-CPSC model, and
CPS-GFC guidelines can be practical tools for game experts who are interested in
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(a) identifying gameplay features in existing games that may promote CPS process,
(b) designing new GBL environments that consist of simulated gameplay aspects of
real-world CPS scenarios and related information flows, (c) creating new research
tools for measuring effects of CPS-GBL processes, and (d) formulating new theories
related to games as complex systems and suitable learning environments. In addition,
the chapter included a summary of the limitations of the studies that produced these
instruments and models.

Finally, based on the reported limitations, directions for future work were dis-
cussed as a conclusion to this thesis and as a guide for the next steps on the path
towards effectively analysing and designing games that may promote CPS capabili-
ties through GBL.
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Fig. A.3 PRISMA Checklist 3
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Fig. A.4 Search Strategy
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A.3 Coding Schema

Reported definition of gameplay feature
# What is the definition of the gameplay feature 
according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X refers to"

Reported engagement configuration of gameplay feature
# How should the gameplay feature be configured (system state and system 
state change) to promote engagement according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X (game system element) should be configured to"
# "Gameplay Feature X (gameplay experience aspect) should emerge from 
game system elements that"

Reported engagement function of gameplay feature
# How may the configuration of the gameplay feature promote engagement 
according to the study?
# "The configuration of Gameplay Feature X may"

"Creation" refers to the pleasure of having the control 
to create something.

(1) Provide interactive elements for manipulation. (1) Enable players to enjoy expressing themselves;
(2) Enable players to enjoy feeling in control.

"Exploration" refers to the pleasure of exploring 
unfamiliar situations.

(1) Provide interactive elements for exploration. (1) Enable players to enjoy exploring unfamiliar game situations.

"Discovery" refers to the pleasure of making a 
discovery or figuring something out.

(1) Provide interactive elements with concealed properties. (1) Enable players to enjoy discovering concealed properties of game elements.

"Difficulty" refers to the pleasure of developing or 
exercising a skill.

(1) Provide activities that are not too easy;
(2) Provide elements that require skill to understand them.

(1) Enable players to enjoy performing difficult and complex activities.

"Competition" refers to the pleasure of achieving a 
defined goal.

(1) Provide game-defined or player-defined goals;
(2) Provide other players, NPCs, game systems for competition.

(1) Enable players to enjoy competing with or against others.

"Danger" refers to the pleasure of feeling scared, 
being in danger, or taking risks.

(1) Provide unclear and threatening game situations. (1) Enable players to enjoy feeling the sense of unease and thrill of danger.

"Captivation" refers to the pleasure of feeling 
mesmerized or controlled by something.

(1) Provide spellbinding game elements. (1) Enable players to enjoy feeling controlled and driven by game elements.

"Sensation" refers to the pleasure of performing 
physical actions.

(1) Provide game elements that promote different physical actions. (1) Enable players to enjoy performing physical actions.

"Sympathy" refers to the pleasure of sharing 
emotional or physical feelings.

(1) Provide relatable game entities. (1) Enable players to enjoy relating to and sharing with game entities.

"Simulation" refers to the pleasure of perceiving real-
world representations in the game.

(1) Provide game elements that simulate real-world scenarios. (1) Enable players to enjoy perceiving game elements that mimic real-world 
scenarios.

"Fantasy" refers to the pleasure of perceiving 
imaginative creations.

(1) Provide fantastical game elements. (1) Enable players to enjoy perceiving fantastical game elements.

"Camaraderie" refers to the pleasure of developing 
friendships or fellowships.

(1) Provide other players or NPCs;
(2) Provide a game environment that encourages social interaction.

(1) Enable players to enjoy conversing and interacting with other players and 
game entities.

"Subversion" refers to the pleasure of breaking rules 
or twisting the meaning of something.

(1) Provide game elements that allow subverting game or real life rules. (1) Enable players to enjoy behaving in a way that breaks the rules.

"Mind-Body Interaction" refers to the primordial 
emotions that drive behaviour governed by bodily 
needs.

(1) Provide biometric readings of the emotional state of players;
(2) Provide avatar expressions that reflect the emotional state of players;
(3) Provide NPCs which react to the emotional state of players;
(4) Provide opportunities for player body movement.

(1) Enable players to express their emotions;
(2) Enable players feel immersed;
(3) Enable players feel more engaged;
(4) Enable players to recognize their own emotions.

"Fast Primary Emotions" refers to the quick acting 
emotions that serve as an initial response to a 
stimulus and act as a survival mechanism.

(1) Provide stimuli that exploit player instincts;
(2) Provide diegetic information about player avatars;
(3) Provide NPCs with flight or fight behaviours;
(4) Provide unexpected narrative events.

(1) Enable players to act based on stimuli;
(2) Enable players to act to save their avatars;
(3) Enable players to react to believable NPC behaviours;
(4) Enable players to react to surprising narrative events.

"Cognitive Appraisals" refers to the resulting emotions 
from an activity or an encounter.

(1) Provide clear information about the avatar state, NPCs, goals, and game 
environment status;
(2) Provide avatars with the ability to self-process emotions;
(3) Provide NPCs with the ability to self-process emotions;
(4) Provide clear character personality and background story.

(1) Enable players to interpret game stimuli;
(2) Enable players to interact with believable avatars;
(3) Enable players to interact with believable NPCs;
(4) Enable players to take on the role of characters.

"Emotional Behaviour" refers to the emotions that 
may motivate actions, beliefs and goals.

(1) Provide seamless interaction mechanism, intuitive controls, clear interface 
designs, and game feedback;
(2) Provide avatars with behaviours informed by self-processed emotions;
(3) Provide NPCs with behaviors informed by self-processed emotions;
(4) Provide adaptive plotlines and monitors for the emotional behaviour of 
players.

(1) Enable players to suspend disbelief and to be emotionally closer to the game;
(2) Enable players to interact with believable avatars;
(3) Enable players to interact with believable NPCs;
(4) Enable players to experience different emotional states.

"Emotional Experience" refers to the present and 
continuous emotions of players. 

(1) Provide display of the inventory and screenshots of significant game events;
(2) Provide signs of battles on the clothes of avatars and through their 
movement;
(3) Provide NPCs that either help players complete tasks or form long-term 
relationships with players;
(4) Provide a seamless game environment and game world lore.

(1) Enable players to remember their gaming journey;
(2) Enable players to become emotionally attached to NPCs;
(3) Enable players to become engaged and immersed;
(4) Enable players to experience different emotional states.

"Enduring Play" refers to continuous, fair, fun, and 
varied tasks and activities.

(1) Provide continuous, fair, fun, and varied tasks and activities. (1) Enable players to engage with continuous, fair, fun, and varied tasks and 
activities.

"Challenge, Strategy and Pace" refers to balanced 
challenges, the required mastery to overcome them, 
and different strategies for appropriate AI difficulty.

(1) Provide balanced challenges and AI. (1) Enable players to feel like challenges are easy to learn and harder to master;
(2) Enable players to want to play more;
(3) Enable players to try different strategies against tough AI.

"Consistency in Game World" refers to the game 
reactions to player actions.

(1) Provide a game world that reacts with persistent changes to player actions. (1) Enable players to feel their impact in the game world.

"Goals" refers to the game goals, the required skills to 
achieve them, and the rewards of the game.

(1) Provide clear goals, overriding goals, and short-term goals;
(2) Provide new skills to players;
(3) Provide immersive rewards that increase player capabilities and 
customization.

(1) Enable players to pursue goals;
(2) Enable players to learn new skills;
(3) Enable players to feel immersed and more capable.

"Variety of Players and Game Styles" refers to the 
game styles, multiple ways to win, obvious initial 
actions, different levels of AI difficulty.

(1) Provide a variety of game styles;
(2) Provide multiple ways to win;
(3) Provide obvious initial actions;
(4) Provide different levels of AI difficulty.

(1) Enable players to experience a variety of game styles;
(2) Enable players to win in multiple ways;
(3) Enable players to have obvious initial actions to perform when starting the 
game;
(4) Enable players to choose appropriate level of AI difficulty.

"Players Perception of Control" refers to players 
feeling in control over the game world.

(1) Provide opportunities for player control and influence in the game. (1) Enable players to feel in control.

"Emotional Connection" refers to the emotional 
connection between the player and the game world 
and their avatar.

(1) Provide a relatable game world and player avatar. (1) Enable players to feel emotionally connected to the game world and their 
avatar.

"Coolness/Entertainment" refers to triggering and 
sustaining player interest with something new.

(1) Provide new and interesting things in the game. (1) Enable players to begin and continue feeling interested in the game.

"Humor" refers to the humor in the game. (1) Provide good uses of humor. (1) Enable players to laugh.
"Immersion" refers to the visual and audio elements 
that further the immersion of players.

(1) Provide immersive visual and audio elements. (1) Enable players to feel immersed.

"Documentation/Tutorial" refers to non-essential 
manuals and tutorials for players to play the game.

(1) Provide opportunities for players to play the game without needed a manual 
or tutorial.

(1) Enable players to feel like they can play the game without a manual or 
tutorial.

"Status and Score" refers to the available status and 
score of players and the controllers of the game.

(1) Provide easily identifiable score and status of players;
(2) Provide naturally-mapped, standardized, and customizable controllers.

(1) Enable players to easily identify their score and status;
(2) Enable players to intuitively and quickly learn the controls of the game.

"Game Provides Feedback" refers to provided 
feedback to player actions.

(1) Provide consistent, immediate, challenging, and exciting audio/visual/visceral 
feedback to players' actions.

(1) Enable players to feel challenged and excited by the immediate game 
reaction to their actions.

"Terminology" refers to the game goals, the required 
skills to achieve them, and the rewards of the game.

(1) Provide clear goals, overriding goals, and short-term goals;
(2) Provide new skills to players;
(3) Provide immersive rewards that increase player capabilities and 
customization.

(1) Enable players to pursue goals;
(2) Enable players to learn new skills;
(3) Enable players to feel immersed and more capable.

"Burden On Player" refers to easy to learn controllers 
that can be expanded for advanced players.

(1) Provide basic controllers that can be expanded with advanced options. (1) Enable players to easily and quickly learn basic controllers;
(2) Enable advanced players to expand controllers with advanced options.

"Screen Layout" refers to the user interface and 
recognizable art in the game.

(1) Provide consistent user interface that has an efficient and visually pleasing 
layout in the game;
(2) Provide recognizable art with afforded function.

(1) Enable players to experience consistent user interface that has an efficient 
and visually pleasing layout in the game;
(2) Enable players to recognize art and its afforded function.

"Navigation" refers to the navigation in the game. (1) Provide consistent, logical and minimalist navigation. (1) Enable players to experience consistent, logical and minimalist navigation.

"Error prevention" refers to saving the game, starting 
the game, helpful tips, and in-game tutorials.

(1) Provide consistent and intuitive save option, helpful tips, and in-game 
tutorials.

(1) Enable players to experience and understand  the save option, helpful tips, 
and in-game tutorials.

"Game Story Immersion" refers to the game story 
encouraging immersion.

(1) Provide a game story. (1) Enable players to feel immersed.
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Reported definition of gameplay feature
# What is the definition of the gameplay feature 
according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X refers to"

Reported engagement configuration of gameplay feature
# How should the gameplay feature be configured (system state and system 
state change) to promote engagement according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X (game system element) should be configured to"
# "Gameplay Feature X (gameplay experience aspect) should emerge from 
game system elements that"

Reported engagement function of gameplay feature
# How may the configuration of the gameplay feature promote engagement 
according to the study?
# "The configuration of Gameplay Feature X may"

"Game Play" refers to the challenges that players 
have to overcome to win the game.

(1) Provide varying activities, ways of winning, new skills, and difficulty levels;
(2) Provide game elements that are consistent with the story;
(3) Provide clear goals, overriding goals, and short-term goals;
(4) Provide obstacles that do not penalize players for the same failure;
(5) Provide a game world that reacts with persistent changes to player actions;
(6) Provide immersive rewards that increase player capabilities and 
customization.

(1) Enable players to not feel fatigued, to learn new skills, and to develop 
mastery;
(2) Enable players to suspend their disbelief and discover the story through game 
play;
(3) Enable players to pursue goals;
(4) Enable players to not feel penalized for the same failure;
(5) Enable players to feel a sense of control and impact over the game world;
(6) Enable players to feel immersed and more capable.

"Game Story" refers to the development of the story 
and character.

(1) Provide coherent, interesting, and relatable story, world, and characters. (1) Enable players to understand and feel interested and related to the story, 
world, and characters.

"Game Mechanics" refers to the code that produces 
interactions between game units.

(1) Provide consistent, challenging, and exciting game reactions to player 
actions;
(2) Provide visible effects of AI agents that are consistent with player 
expectations;
(3) Provide easily identifiable score, status, and goals of players;
(4) Provide naturally-mapped, standardized, and customizable controllers.

(1) Enable players to feel challenged and excited by the game's reactions;
(2) Enable players to predict AI agents;
(3) Enable players to easily identify their score, status, and goals;
(4) Enable players to intuitively and quickly learn the controls of the game.

"Game Usability" refers to  the game interface and 
the input and output devices.

(1) Provide immediate feedback and sounds to player actions;
(2) Provide consistent and intuitive interface, save option, game menu, helpful 
tips, and in-game tutorials;
(3) Provide recognizable art with afforded function.

(1) Enable players to feel emotions and the impact of their actions;
(2) Enable players to experience and understand  the interface, save option, 
game menu, helpful tips, and in-game tutorials;
(3) Enable players to recognize art and its afforded function.

"Fear" refers to an emotion that is easily triggered 
with new technologies.

(1) Provide realistic environments and situations. (1) Enable players to feel afraid.

"Anger" refers to an emotion that is often used as a 
motivational factor in games.

(1) Provide opportunities to play again;
(2) Provide stories with bad guys.

(1) Enable players to play the game again;
(2) Enable players to progress the story by stopping bad guys.

"Joy / Happiness" refers to an emotion that is relevant 
for having fun in games.

(1) Provide rewards for completing tasks. (1) Enable players to feel rewarded for completing tasks.

"Pride" refers to an emotion that is an important 
motivational factor in games.

(1) Provide rewards for achievements;
(2) Provide more difficult challenges.

(1) Enable players to feel good for achievements;
(2) Enable players to want to improve to face more difficult challenges.

"Sadness" refers to an emotion that promotes 
complex and mature themes.

(1) Provide complex and mature themes. (1) Enable players to feel sad.

"Excitement" refers to an emotion that is worth 
achieving in most games.

(1) Provide opportunities for other emotions and/or instincts to be triggered. (1) Enable players to experience other emotions and/or instincts.

"Survival (Fight or Flight)" refers to an instinct that 
pushes players to decide if they should face or avoid 
a threat.

(1) Provide threats to players that can be fought or avoided. (1) Enable players to make decisions about fighting or escaping threats.

"Self Identification" refers to an instinct that pushes 
players to admire successful and smart characters.

(1) Provide relatable characters. (1) Enable players to model themselves based on relatable characters.

"Collecting" refers to an instinct that that is linked to a 
variety of different emotions in games.

(1) Provide things to collect. (1) Enable players to feel different emotions.

"Greed" refers to an instinct that pushes players to 
collect more than they need.

(1) Provide collectable goods and resources. (1) Enable players to feel the need to collect for the sake of it.

"Protection / Care / Nurture" refers to an instinct that 
pushes players to care and help others.

(1) Provide characters or other players in need. (1) Enable players to feel the impulse for caring and helping others.

"Aggressiveness" refers to an instinct that pushes 
players to be violent in games.

(1) Provide characters or other players that can receive violence. (1) Enable players to feel the impulse for violence against others.

"Revenge" refers to an instinct that is a motivational 
factor in games.

(1) Provide stories with bad guys. (1) Enable players to feel justified for stopping bad guys.

"Competition" refers to an instinct that is linked with 
the social aspects of player psychology.

(1) Provide opportunities for players to compete with each other. (1) Enable players to compete with each other.

"Communication" refers to an instinct that allows 
expressing ideas and thoughts.

(1) Provide NPCs to talk to;
(2) Provide chatrooms and forums to talk to other players.

(1) Enable players to talk with NPCs and other players.

"Exploration / Curiosity" refers to an instinct that 
pushes players towards the unknown.

(1) Provide opportunities for discoveries. (1) Enable players to discover unknown things.

"Color Appreciation" refers to an instinct that attracts 
players to vibrant colours.

(1) Provide colourful scenes and environments. (1) Enable players to be attracted to detailed and colourful graphics.

"Sensory immersion" refers to the player's experience 
of perceiving the audiovisual execution of the game.

(1) Provide impressive three-dimensional and stereophonic worlds;
(2) Provide devices that overpower the real-world sensory information.

(1) Enable players to become focused on the game world and its stimuli.

"Challenge-based immersion" refers to the player's 
experience of achieving a satisfying balance of 
challenges and abilities.

(1) Provide challenges balanced with the motor and mental skills of players. (1) Enable players to interact with challenges that match their abilities.

"Imaginative immersion" refers to the player's 
experience of becoming absorbed with the stories, 
world and characters of the game.

(1) Provide absorbing stories and worlds;
(2) Provide relatable characters.

(1) Enable players to use their imagination;
(2) Enable players to empathise with characters;
(3) Enable players to enjoy the fantasy of the game.

"Core gameplay" refers to the most frequent and 
required set of activities for players to undertake.

(1) Provide a set of core gameplay activities that build most of the gameplay 
experience for players.

(1) Enable players to feel challenged, to master the game, and to be rewarded 
for it by undertaking a set of core gameplay activities.

"Core game mechanics" refers to the most important 
and most dealt with mechanics in the game that allow 
carrying out the core gameplay.

(1) Provide a minimal number of core game mechanics that are easy to learn 
and master, that do not functionally overlap with each other, and that are relevant 
throughout the game.

(1) Enable players to easily learn and master a minimal number of core game 
mechanics.

"Core meta-gameplay" refers to core gameplay 
activities with new semantics that don't require new 
game mechanics to be carried out.

(1) Provide a set of core meta-gameplay activities that build most of the 
gameplay experience for players together with the core gameplay activities.

(1) Enable players to feel challenged, to master the game, and to be rewarded 
for it by undertaking a set of core meta-gameplay activities.

"Satellite game mechanics" refers to enhancement, 
alternate, and opposition game mechanics that 
enhance existing activities.

(1) Provide enhancing mechanics that add new features (add-on) or modify 
existing features (power-up);
(2) Provide alternate mechanics that allow learning new ways of tackling 
gameplay activities;
(3) Provide opposition mechanics that hinder player progression.

(1) Enable players to undertake existing gameplay activities in new ways by using 
modified, new, alternate, or hindering mechanics.

"Peripheral gameplay" refers to gameplay activities 
that require new mechanics that temporarily substitute 
the core gameplay.

(1) Provide peripheral gameplay activities that players rarely undertake. (1) Enable players to undertake peripheral gameplay activities without disrupting 
the mastering of the core gameplay.

Reported engagement features
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Reported definition of gameplay feature
# What is the definition of the gameplay feature 
according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X refers to"

Reported engagement configuration of gameplay feature
# How should the gameplay feature be configured (system state and system 
state change) to promote engagement according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X (game system element) should be configured to"
# "Gameplay Feature X (gameplay experience aspect) should emerge from 
game system elements that"

Reported engagement function of gameplay feature
# How may the configuration of the gameplay feature promote engagement 
according to the study?
# "The configuration of Gameplay Feature X may"

"Game play activity" refers to the multiple loop 
process in which a player defines or accepts a goal, 
evaluates environmental conditions, plans actions, 
executes plans, and evaluates results.

(1) Provide opportunities for a player to define or accept a goal, evaluate 
environmental conditions, plan actions, execute plans, and evaluate results;
(2) Provide feedback loops for the re-formulation of goals and plans, or the re-
evaluation of conditions and results.

(1) Enable players to define or accept a goal, evaluate environmental conditions, 
plan actions, execute plans, and evaluate results.
(2) Enable players to re-formulate goals and plans, or to re-evaluate conditions 
and results.

"Game task" refers to an interaction network 
consisting of a transformable target object, 
transformation enablers and hindrances, and 
contextual and act feedback.

(1) Provide player token, digital tool, aider, barrier, opponent, target object, goal 
state, contextual feedback, and act feedback.

(1) Enable players to iteratively interact, thanks to contextual and act feedback, 
through a player token with digital tools and aider, or with barriers and opponents 
that help or hinder the transformation of the target object towards the goal state.

"Game context" refers to a system of interrelated 
conditions that define the environment of the game.

(1) Provide goals and schemas;
(2) Provide the following background conditions: settings, storylines and 
overarching aims;
(3) Provide defining events that are caused by contextual conditions and 
schemas and that may modify background conditions;
(4) Provide micro-context, meso-context, macro-context, as levels of the 
hierarchy of game context.

(1) Enable players to understand what to do and how within the given context;
(2) Enable players to understand the time and place of the game, and their goals 
and role in the game;
(3) Enable players to understand the causes (contextual conditions and 
schemas) and effects (local and global) of defining events by interpreting 
background conditions.
(4) Enable players to focus on local elements in the micro-context as part of their 
immediate task performance, to perceive elements in the meso-context that may 
be related to new target objects and goals, and to understand the history of the 
game world through the macro-context.

"Core schemas" refers to patterns that govern 
interactions, conditions, and effects of game state 
changes.

(1) Provide causal-mechanistic schemas that govern player interactions and 
game events;
(2) Provide socio-cultural schemas that govern the social interactions and cultural 
expectations in the game;
(3) Provide workflow schemas that define the dependency between game goals;
(4) Provide timely and reiterated feedback schemas.

(1) Enable players to understand their actions and game events;
(2) Enable players to understand how to interact with other players and 
characters;
(3) Enable players to understand and choose how to progress;
(4) Enable players to accept goals, plan task performance, evaluate contextual 
conditions, and understand aspects of the local and global game context.

"Entity" refers to the role, attitude, resources, and 
items, and behaviours of entities that the player 
interacts with.

(1) Provide coherent roles, abilities, and behaviours of entities;
(2) Provide clear and changing friendly, hostile, or neutral attitudes of entities;
(3) Provide contextual and explicit, audio and visual information related to the 
identification and customization of the role and attitude of entities;
(4) Provide changing energy levels of entities that can be restored easily either 
immediately by picked items or on-demand by storing the items, and fully by 
progressing to a new scenario;
(5) Provide contextual and explicit, clear and precise, audio and visual 
information related to the energy changes of entities;
(6) Provide initially unlimited and quickly customizable equipment of entities;
(7) Provide unique pieces of equipment that are available or unavailable for an 
appropriate amount of time and at appropriate gameplay situations;
(8) Provide contextual and explicit, audio and visual information related to the 
type, function, aim, range, status, and availability of equipment;
(9) Provide entities with non-disruptive logical behaviours, changing behaviours 
with evident causes, or unpredictable behaviours with identifiable causes and 
rules;
(10) Provide appropriate, variable, useful, understandable, and customizable 
abilities of entities;
(11) Provide contextual and explicit, audio and visual information related to the 
abilities of entities;
(12) Provide minimal, expected, quick, automatic, non-disruptive, strategic, 
understandable, predictable, clear, and reversible interactions with the scenario;
(13) Provide contextual and explicit, audio and visual information related to 
interactions with the scenario;
(14) Provide relevant and understandable interactions among entities and 
between the player token and entities;

(1) Enable players to have realistic expectations and assumptions about or to 
choose an entity's roles, abilities, and behaviours;
(2) Enable players to recognize the friendly, hostile, or neutral current or 
changing attitudes of entities;
(3) Enable players to identify and customize the roles and attitudes of entities 
through audio and visual information;
(4) Enable players to easily identify energy loses and their causes through 
precision-damage systems;
(5) Enable players to identify, understand and customize the audio and visual 
information related to the energy of entities;
(6) Enable players to customize and freely use initial equipment of entities;
(7) Enable players to feel compelled by the different pieces of equipment and to 
feel appropriately challenged by the availability or unavailability of equipment;
(8) Enable players to understand the audio and visual information related to the 
type, function, aim, range, status, and availability of equipment;
(9) Enable players to identify and understand the causes and rules for the 
behaviour of entities;
(10) Enable players to interact, understand, and customize appropriate, variable, 
and useful abilities of entities;
(11) Enable players to perceive and understand the abilities of entities;
(12) Enable players to have minimal, expected, quick, automatic, non-disruptive, 
strategic, understandable, predictable, clear, and reversible interactions with the 
scenario;
(13) Enable players to perceive and understand the interactions with the 
scenario;
(14) Enable players to perceive and understand interactions among entities and 
between the player token and entities.

"Scenario" refers to the point of view of players, 
unexpected events, scenario transitions, and 
interactions with entities.

(1) Provide large visible area of the scenario and player token;
(2) Provide customizable non-disruptive camera position;
(3) Provide unexpected events that affect the interaction with the scenario;
(4) Provide information about task progression before transitioning to a new 
scenario.

(1) Enable players to see a large area of the scenario and their player token; 
(2) Enable players to control or to not be disrupted by the changing camera 
position;
(3) Enable players to feel challenged by unexpected events that affect their 
interaction with the scenario;
(4) Enable players to understand the task progress before transitioning to a new 
scenario.

"Hierarchy of goals" refers to the variety, the levels of 
linearity, and the information about goals and 
subgoals in games.

(1) Provide clear and nonrepetitive goals;
(2) Provide clear links between different branches of the hierarchy of goals;
(3) Provide quick exploration and backtracking opportunities in nonlinear 
hierarchy of goals;
(4) Provide clear, precise, always accessible, and helpful information about the 
nature of goals, progress, and objectives in the game.

(1) Enable players to be entertained and engaged;
(2) Enable players to understand the links between branches of the hierarchy of 
goals;
(3) Enable players to explore nonlinear hierarchy of goals without permanent 
negative consequences;
(4) Enable players to understand, remember, be immersed, and learn through 
provided information about the nature of goals, progress, and objectives in the 
game.

"Asymmetry of Ability" refers to the different abilities 
that players have.

(1) Provide different abilities to different players. (1) Enable players to use abilities that other players do not have.

"Asymmetry of Challenge" refers to the different 
challenges that players have to face.

(1) Provide different challenges to different players. (1) Enable players to complete different types of obstacles compared to other 
players.

"Asymmetry of Interface" refers to the different input 
and output devices that players have.

(1) Provide different input and output devices to different players. (1) Enable players to use different input and output devices compared to other 
players.

"Asymmetry of Information" refers to the different 
information that players have.

(1) Provide different information to different players. (1) Enable players to have access to information that other players do not have.

"Asymmetry of Investment" refers to the different time 
duration that players dedicate to their roles.

(1) Provide different roles to different players. (1) Enable players to spend more or less time in-game compared to other 
players.

"Asymmetry of Goal/Responsibility" refers to the 
different outcomes that players want to achieve.

(1) Provide different objectives to different players. (1) Enable players to achieve different objectives compared to other players.

"Mirrored Dependence" refers to players identically 
relying on each other.

(1) Provide the same tasks and actions to different players. (1) Enable players to perform the same tasks and actions to achieve the same 
objective together.

"Unidirectional Dependence" refers to a player relying 
on another one.

(1) Provide different tasks and actions to one player that depend on the 
performance of tasks and actions of another player.

(1) Enable players to perform different tasks and actions, with one depending on 
the other, to achieve the same objective together.

"Bidirectional Dependence (AKA Symbiosis)" refers 
to players relying on each other in different ways.

(1) Provide different tasks and actions to different players. (1) Enable players to perform different tasks and actions to achieve the same 
objective together.

"Asynchronous Timing" refers to players performing 
timing-independent actions.

(1) Provide actions that different players can perform independently. (1) Enable players to perform timing-independent actions.

"Sequential (Disjoint) Timing" refers to players 
performing sequential actions.

(1) Provide actions that different players have to perform sequentially. (1) Enable players to perform sequential actions.

"Expectant Timing" refers to players performing 
triggering or triggered actions.

(1) Provide actions that can trigger or be triggered by other players' actions. (1) Enable players to perform triggering or triggered actions.

"Concurrent Timing" refers to players performing 
continuous actions.

(1) Provide actions that different players should perform continuously. (1) Enable players to perform continuous actions.

"Coincident Timing" refers to players performing 
timing-dependent actions.

(1) Provide actions that different players should perform at the same time. (1) Enable players to perform timing-dependent actions.
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Reported definition of gameplay feature
# What is the definition of the gameplay feature 
according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X refers to"

Reported engagement configuration of gameplay feature
# How should the gameplay feature be configured (system state and system 
state change) to promote engagement according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X (game system element) should be configured to"
# "Gameplay Feature X (gameplay experience aspect) should emerge from 
game system elements that"

Reported engagement function of gameplay feature
# How may the configuration of the gameplay feature promote engagement 
according to the study?
# "The configuration of Gameplay Feature X may"

"Goals" refers to both overall game objectives and 
short term goals.

(1) Provide primary objectives early in the game, that are clear, understandable, 
identifiable or player-created;
(2) Provide multiple short-term and long-term goals.

(1) Enable players to perceive primary objectives;
(2) Enable players to create own primary objectives;
(3) Enable players to create multiple winning strategies.

"Motivation" refers to rewards, fairness and other 
aspects that sustain player engagement with the 
game.

(1) Provide meaningful rewards and skill acquisition;
(2) Provide opportunities to progress;
(3) Provide fair outcome;
(4) Provide enjoyable replayability;
(5) Provide interesting tasks;
(6) Provide challenges sustaining player engagement;
(7) Provide encouraging first-time experience.

(1) Enable players to feel rewarded;
(2) Enable players to feel excitement to progress;
(3) Enable players to perceive the game as fair;
(4) Enable players to feel enjoyment of replaying the game;
(5) Enable players to perceive tasks as interesting;
(6) Enable players to continue playing;
(7) Enable players to feel encouraged early.

"Challenge" refers to aspects related to game pacing, 
game difficulty, and player skills.

(1) Provide an appropriate game pace that applies pressure but is not frustrating;
(2) Provide a balance between challenge, strategy and pace;
(3) Provide a reasonable, visible, consistent but unpredictable AI;
(4) Provide different difficulty levels that adapt to the player's acquired skills;
(5) Provide difficult tasks that need to be completed only once;
(6) Provide challenges and concepts that are easy to learn but hard to master.

(1) Enable players to feel pressured but not frustrated;
(2) Enable players to perceive the game challenges as balanced;
(3) Enable players to feel challenged by AI;
(4) Enable players to feel challenged to the appropriate levels of their acquired 
skills;
(5) Enable players to feel satisfied after completing difficult tasks;
(6) Enable players to perceive the game as easy to learn but hard to master.

"Learning" refers to aspects related to help, tutorials 
and error conditions.

(1) Provide space for mistakes and understandable failure conditions;
(2) Provide enough starting information and shorten the learning curve;
(3) Provide the game's fundamentals as assistance before and during the game;
(4) Provide tutorials and adjustable levels available throughout the game.

(1) Enable players to make mistakes and understand the failure conditions;
(2) Enable players to start playing immediately;
(3) Enable players to perceive useful general help;
(4) Enable players to engage with the game quickly by learning.

"Control" refers to the ability to change the game 
world by performing desired actions at any given time.

(1) Provide a controllable player character and an interactive game world;
(2) Provide a transformable game world;
(3) Provide skippable non-playable and repeated content;
(4) Provide contextualized and instinctive game mechanics;
(5) Provide easily accessible "save game", "turn off game" and "turn on game" 
options;
(6) Provide accessible threats and opportunities.

(1) Enable players to feel a sense of control;
(2) Enable players to feel a sense of impact on the game world;
(3) Enable players to feel empowered to skip non-gameplay and repeated 
content;
(4) Enable players to understand the properties and functions of game 
mechanics;
(5) Enable players to feel empowered to save, turn off or turn on the game at 
any time;
(6) Enable players to feel empowered to deal with threats and take advantage of 
opportunities.

"Consistency" refers to the game's persistent changes 
and predictable responses.

(1) Provide persistence and noticeability to changes made by the player to the 
game world;
(2) Provide consistency and predictability in the game's responses to player's 
actions;
(3) Provide consistency between game elements, settings and story.

(1) Enable players to perceive changes made by them to the game world;
(2) Enable players to reliably anticipate the game's responses to their actions;
(3) Enable players to perceive contextually consistent game elements, settings 
and story.

"Game story" refers to emotional engagement and 
narratives.

(1) Provide a meaningful game story that supports the gameplay;
(2) Provide a coherent and immersive game story from start to end;
(3) Provide game aspects that evoke emotions in players.

(1) Enable players to discover the game story through the gameplay;
(2) Enable players to suspend their disbelief about the game story;
(3) Enable players to feel personally involved in the game.

"Feedback" refers to acoustic and visual information 
enabling the identification of game elements and the 
player's location in the game.

(1) Provide acoustic and visual effects that are meaningful and timely;
(2) Provide feedback that creates challenging and exciting interaction;
(3) Provide immediate feedback to player's action;
(4) Provide information related to different game elements;
(5) Provide information related to the player location on the mini-map;
(6) Provide information related to different resources.

(1) Enable players to become interested in acoustic and visual effects;
(2) Enable players to feel emotions from the provided feedback;
(3) Enable players to immediately feel the effects of their actions;
(4) Enable players to identify different game elements;
(5) Enable players to identify their location on the mini-map;
(6) Enable players to not be required to memorize different resources.

"Visual appearance" refers to the ability to visually 
assess in-game objects and their purposes.

(1) Provide in-game objects that visually stand out;
(2) Provide in-game objects that visually convey their affordances.

(1) Enable players to visually perceive the presence of in-game objects;
(2) Enable players to visually perceive the affordances of in-game objects.

"Interaction" refers to the quality of the game's input 
methods.

(1) Provide manageable and responsive input methods;
(2) Provide alternative and intuitive interaction methods;
(3) Provide an obvious first player action resulting in immediate positive 
feedback.

(1) Enable players to feel an appropriate level of sensitivity of input methods;
(2) Enable players to intuitively discover available alternative interaction methods;
(3) Enable players to quickly discover the first available action.

"Customization" refers to the ability to change the 
game based on the player's needs and desires.

(1) Provide appropriate customization options for different game aspects;
(2) Provide persistent customization options for input mappings.

(1) Enable players to change the settings of different game aspects;
(2) Enable players to change the input mappings in the game.

"Menu and interface elements (HUD)" refers to 
aspects of the heads up display (HUD) and the 
game's menu.

(1) Provide a consistent and non-intrusive interface;
(2) Provide an intuitive menu that is part of the game;
(3) Provide a clear and unobstructed view of the game area;
(4) Provide critical information that stands out;
(5) Provide standard interface elements adhering to common interface design 
guidelines.

(1) Enable players to perceive clearly the information from the interface;
(2) Enable players to perceive clearly the meanings of the menu;
(3) Enable players to perceive all visual information in a game area;
(4) Enable players to recognize their status and make appropriate decisions;
(5) Enable players to understand the meaning and function of standard interface 
elements.

"Mechanics" refers to the various actions, behaviours 
and control mechanisms of the game.

(1) Provide actions, behaviours and control mechanisms to players within a game 
context.

(1) Enable players to engage in gameplay dynamics.

"Dynamics" refers to the behaviours of mechanics 
that respond to player input or to the output of other 
mechanics over time.

(1) Provide workflow and feedback systems to players. (1) Enable players to have aesthetic experiences.

"Aesthetics" refers to the desirable emotions evoked 
in players when they interact with the game.

(1) Provide sensation - game as sense-pleasure;
(2) Provide fantasy - game as make-believe;
(3) Provide narrative - game as drama;
(4) Provide challenge - game as obstacle course;
(5) Provide fellowship - game as social framework;
(6) Provide discovery - game as uncharted territory;
(7) Provide expression - game as self-discovery;
(8) Provide submission - game as pastime.

(1) Enable players to have a gameplay experience defined by multiple aesthetic 
goals.

"Guidance" refers to the use of non-verbal game 
elements to guide players in an intended direction.

(1) Provide a target direction based on the shape of levels, placement of 
collectibles, presence of enemies, and changes of environmental cues.

(1) Enable players to explore the environment, progress in the game, and avoid 
bad decisions.

"Safe Zone" refers to game areas where players are 
protected from negative interactions.

(1) Provide undisturbed time in an identifiable protection area based on the 
patterns of nearby hazards and enemies.

(1) Enable players to analyze their surroundings and plan their next actions.

"Foreshadowing" refers to introducing a game 
element in a controlled environment that later 
becomes more important.

(1) Provide a game mechanic that, once learned, will be used in a future 
challenge.

(1) Enable players to become curious and excited about future possibilities.

"Layering" refers to combining multiple known objects 
and strategies to create new experiences.

(1) Provide new and harder challenges by combining familiar game elements in 
unfamiliar ways.

(1) Enable players to overcome fair challenges;
(2) Enable players to create new strategies.

"Branching" refers to using multiple pathways for 
achieving an objective.

(1) Provide unlimited access to all pathways, allowing levels to be beaten with 
starting tools;
(2) Provide access to some pathways only after specific conditions have been 
reached through other pathways;
(3) Provide safe pathways with small rewards and dangerous pathways with big 
rewards.

(1) Enable players to feel empowered and explore the environment;
(2) Enable players to become curious;
(3) Enable players to take risks for greater reward.

"Pace Breaking" refers to increasing or decreasing 
the dramatic tension in the game from one scene to 
the next.

(1) Provide an unavoidable hazard of obvious difficulty with accompanying audio 
and visual cues;
(2) Provide free time and space for interacting with different aspects of the 
game.

(1) Enable players to become more tense and focused;
(2) Enable players to become more calm and relaxed.

"Playfulness" refers to free, informal, and 
unstructured participation in the game.

(1) Provide variety of interactive game elements. (1) Enable players to explore and improvise.

"Challenge" refers to targeted, formal, and structured 
participation in the game.

(1) Provide goal-relevant challenges, penalties and rewards. (1) Enable players to overcome challenges and master skills.

"Embodiment" refers to virtual and actual physical 
participation in the game.

(1) Provide physical representations and/or interpretations of the players within 
the game world.

(1) Enable players to be physically involved in the game.

"Sociability" refers to social, relationship-building 
participation in the game.

(1) Provide hierarchical and/or team-based social structures. (1) Enable players to compete, cooperate and communicate.

"Sensemaking" refers to significant and meaningful 
participation in the game.

(1) Provide themes, narratives, roles, motives, actions. (1) Enable players to role-play and self-express.

"Sensoriality" refers to multisensory participation in 
the game.

(1) Provide visual and sonic stimuli with varied styles and natures. (1) Enable players to perceive, filter, accept and reproduce stimuli.

Framework Reported engagement features
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# What is the definition of the gameplay feature 
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# "Gameplay Feature X refers to"

Reported engagement configuration of gameplay feature
# How should the gameplay feature be configured (system state and system 
state change) to promote engagement according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X (game system element) should be configured to"
# "Gameplay Feature X (gameplay experience aspect) should emerge from 
game system elements that"

Reported engagement function of gameplay feature
# How may the configuration of the gameplay feature promote engagement 
according to the study?
# "The configuration of Gameplay Feature X may"

"Game mechanics" refers to elements used to create 
challenges for players.

(1) Provide a variety of levels, turns, quests, puzzles, objects, rules, etc. (1) Enable players to overcome challenges and develop skills.

"Narrative mechanics" refers to elements used to 
progress the game narrative.

(1) Provide a variety of communication sources, dialogue options, quests, 
puzzles, cut scenes, etc.

(1) Enable players to experience the story of the game.

"Technology" refers to Artifacts used to deliver 
mechanics and play the game.

(1) Provide appropriate virtual and physical, simple and complicated, new and 
old Artifacts.

(1) Enable players to play the game.

"Embedded narratives" refers to stories told to 
players through the narrative mechanics of the game.

(1) Provide story elements through the variety of narrative mechanics. (1) Enable players to experience the intended story of the game.

"Dynamics" refers to the emergent behaviour of the 
game and the player during their interaction.

(1) Provide artifact behaviours, player behaviours, player-player interactions, and 
artifact-player interactions.

(1) Enable players to experience interactions with other players or game 
Artifacts.

"Emergent narrative" refers to stories emerging 
through the dynamics of the game.

(1) Provide story elements through the player-player and artifact-player 
interactions.

(1) Enable players to create and experience their own stories.

"Aesthetics" refers to the emotions evoked by the 
game.

(1) Provide a variety of aesthetics related to different player types and game 
genres.

(1) Enable players to internally interpret the game experience.

"Interpreted narrative" refers to the player's mental 
interpretations of embedded and emergent narratives.

(1) Provide a variety of mental representations and interpretations of story 
elements.

(1) Enable players to internally interpret the intended and player-created stories.

"Autonomy" refers to the player's need for choice, 
control and freedom of their actions.

(1) Provide flexibility over movement and strategies;
(2) Provide choice over tasks and goals;
(3) Provide informative rather than controlling rewards;
(4) Provide dynamic responses to players' actions;
(5) Provide intuitive and user-friendly controls.

(1) Enable players to feel free and in control over performing actions;
(2) Enable players to feel a sense of choice over pursuing goals.

"Competence" refers to the player's need for 
challenge and feelings of capability.

(1) Provide intuitive and user-friendly controls;
(2) Provide tasks with appropriate challenges to players;
(3) Provide tasks with positive feedback.

(1) Enable players to feel appropriately challenged;
(2) Enable players to acquire new skills;
(3) Enable players to feel capable.

"Relatedness" refers to the player's need for social 
connection with other players and artificial 
intelligence.

(1) Provide player-player and player-AI interactions. (1) Enable players to feel connected with other players and artificial intelligence.

"Presence" refers to the player's need for real and 
authentic experience within the game world.

(1) Provide interesting stories and visual environments;
(2) Provide intuitive and user-friendly controls.

(1) Enable players to feel within and part of the game world.

"Concentration" refers to the ability to concentrate on 
the game.

(1) Provide a variety of meaningful stimuli and relevant tasks that trigger and 
sustain player engagement and their concentration;
(2) Provide high demands that are appropriate for the players' cognitive limits.

(1) Enable players to engage with a variety of meaningful stimuli and relevant 
tasks that trigger and sustain their engagement and concentration;
(2) Enable players to feel that they are given appropriate demands for their 
cognitive limits.

"Challenge" refers to sufficient and appropriate 
challenges for the player's skill level.

(1) Provide a variety of appropriate and increasingly more difficult challenges 
based on the skill levels of different players.

(1) Enable players to face a variety of appropriate and increasingly more difficult 
challenges based on their skill levels.

"Player Skills" refers to the game supporting skill 
development and mastery.

(1) Provide online help, in-game tutorials, and easy/fun to learn/use mechanics 
and interface;
(2) Provide appropriate increase in player skill and rewards.

(1) Enable players to engage with online help, in-game tutorials, and easy/fun to 
learn/use mechanics and interface;
(2) Enable players to feel appropriately challenged and rewarded.

"Control" refers to players feeling in control over their 
actions in the game.

(1) Provide game characters, units, interface, input devices, and shell that 
players interact with and feel in control of their actions;
(2) Provide game world that can be impacted by player actions;
(3) Provide opportunities for players to feel free to plan and perform their chosen 
actions.

(1) Enable players to feel in control of their actions when interacting with game 
characters, units, interface, input devices, and shell;
(2) Enable players to feel their actions have an impact on the game world;
(3) Enable players to feel free to plan and perform their chosen actions.

"Clear Goals" refers to the game having clear and 
appropriately timed goals.

(1) Provide clear overriding goals early;
(2) Provide clear intermediate goals at appropriate times.

(1) Enable players to understand game goals.

"Feedback" refers to the game providing relevant 
feedback at appropriate times.

(1) Provide relevant feedback at appropriate times. (1) Enable players to perceive relevant feedback at appropriate times.

"Immersion" refers to deep but effortless engagement 
with the game.

(1) Provide opportunities for players to suspend their disbelief and to connect 
emotionally and viscerally with the game.

(1) Enable players to suspend their disbelief and to connect emotionally and 
viscerally with the game.

"Social Interaction" refers to interactions between 
players in the game.

(1) Provide opportunities for competition, cooperation, and communication 
between players;
(2) Provide in-game and out-of-game community spaces.

(1) Enable players to compete, cooperate and communicate;
(2) Enable players to engage with in-game and out-of-game communities.

"Strategic resource management" refers to the game 
element that includes dynamics of strategic gameplay 
and resource management.

(1) Provide resources to manage;
(2) Provide opportunities to strategize.

(1) Enable players to manage resources;
(2) Enable players to strategize.

"Puzzle" refers to the game element that includes a 
variety of puzzles.

(1) Provide different types of puzzles. (1) Enable players to engage with different types of puzzles.

"Artistic movement" refers to the game element that 
includes a variety of artistic expressions or body 
movements.

(1) Provide opportunities for artistic expression;
(2) Provide opportunities for body movement.

(1) Enable players to artistically express themselves;
(2) Enable players to move their bodies.

"Sports and cards" refers to the game element that 
includes dynamics related to sports, cards, and 
gambling.

(1) Provide dynamics related to sports, cards, and gambling. (1) Enable players to engage with dynamics of sports, cards, and gambling.

"Role-playing" refers to the game element that 
includes dynamics related to role-playing.

(1) Provide fantasy or science fiction setting, avatars, and exploration. (1) Enable players to explore fantasy or science fiction settings using avatars.

"Virtual goods" refers to the game element that 
include dynamics of buying and collecting goods and 
resources.

(1) Provide the opportunity to buy and collect goods and resources. (1) Enable players to buy and collect goods and resources.

"Simulation" refers to the game element that includes 
the ability to simulate real-life scenarios.

(1) Provide opportunities to simulate real-life scenarios. (1) Enable players to simulate real-life scenarios.

"Action" refers to the game element that includes 
dynamics related to action and excitement.

(1) Provide opportunities to perform exciting actions in fast-paced scenarios. (1) Enable players to perform exciting actions in fast-paced scenarios.

"Progression" refers to the game element that 
includes the ability to progress towards power or 
learning.

(1) Provide opportunities to progress towards power or learning. (1) Enable players to progress towards power or learning.

"Multiplayer" refers to the game playing style that 
includes a variety of multiplayer interactions.

(1) Provide collaborative and competitive interactions between players. (1) Enable players to collaborate and compete against others.

"Abstract interaction" refers to the game playing style 
that does not directly immerse the player in the game.

(1) Provide isometric or top-down view. (1) Enable players to play from an isometric or top-down view.

"Solo play" refers to the game playing style that 
directly immerses the player in the game.

(1) Provide third-person view;
(2) Provide free movement in the game world.

(1) Enable players to play from a third-person view;
(2) Enable players to freely move in the game world.

"Competitive community" refers to the game playing 
style that includes a variety of community interactions.

(1) Provide streaming, e-sports, or co-located interactions between players. (1) Enable players to interact with others in a community.
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Reported engagement configuration of gameplay feature
# How should the gameplay feature be configured (system state and system 
state change) to promote engagement according to the study?
# "Gameplay Feature X (game system element) should be configured to"
# "Gameplay Feature X (gameplay experience aspect) should emerge from 
game system elements that"

Reported engagement function of gameplay feature
# How may the configuration of the gameplay feature promote engagement 
according to the study?
# "The configuration of Gameplay Feature X may"

"Blueprint" refers to the concepts related to the 
setting, rules, and style of the game.

(1) Provide settings related to societies, cultures, religions, physics, characters, 
flora and fauna;
(2) Provide rules related to the game, the world, the interface;
(3) Provide styles related to the graphics, sound, narrative.

(1) Enable players to engage with settings related to societies, cultures, religions, 
physics, characters, flora and fauna;
(2) Enable players to interact with rules related to the game, the world, the 
interface;
(3) Enable players to experience styles related to the graphics, sound, narrative.

"Mechanics" refers to the code of the game. (1) Provide the code architecture, the input/output handling, and the 
implementation of the game rules and object interactions.

(1) Enable players to experience the effects of the code architecture, the 
input/output handling, and the implementation of the game rules and object 
interaction.

"Interface" refers to game elements that 
communicate the game world to the player.

(1) Provide diegetic or non-diegetic, spatial or meta report system;
(2) Provide graphic assets, sound assets, cut scenes or text on display.

(1) Enable players to perceive and interact with diegetic or non-diegetic, spatial 
or meta report system;
(2) Enable players to perceive and interact with graphic assets, sound assets, cut 
scenes or text on display.

"Dynamics" refers to emergent and unpredictable 
interactions between players, between player and 
game, and between game elements.

(1) Provide opportunities for interactions to emerge between players, between 
player and game, and between game elements.

(1) Enable players to interact with the game and other players, and to perceive 
the interactions between game elements.

"Senses" refers to the sensory experiences that the 
player has in the game.

(1) Provide output devices and surroundings. (1) Enable players to see, hear and sense things in the game.

"Cerebellum" refers to the emotions that the player 
experiences in the game.

(1) Provide opportunities for the player to feel emotions. (1) Enable players to feel emotions in the game.

"Cerebrum" refers to the intellectual challenges that 
the player experiences in the game.

(1) Provide intellectual challenges. (1) Enable players to face intellectual challenges.

"Player-Subject" refers to a mental persona who 
interprets, filters and processes the game experience 
to the player.

(1) Provide game dynamics;
(2) Provide antagonist.

(1) Enable players to experience game dynamics through the player-subject;
(2) Enable players to face a worthy antagonist through the player-subject.

"Perception" refers to the player's perception of the 
player-subject's interpretations and decisions.

(1) Provide game elements and dynamics. (1) Enable players to perceive the interpretations of game elements and 
dynamics from the player-subject.

"Device metaphors" refers to suggesting in-game 
functions based on familiar real-life objects.

(1) Provide appropriate visual, auditory, and haptic cues suggesting in-game 
functions.

(1) Enable players to perform actions by inferring an in-game function based on 
appropriate visual, auditory, and haptic cues.

"Control mapping" refers to intuitive mapping between 
physical and in-game actions.

(1) Provide mechanisms for projection from screen to space;
(2) Provide mechanisms for synchronous interaction with real-life objects and 
their mapped in-game objects;
(3) Provide mechanisms for affecting the game state by manipulating the device.

(1) Enable players to point at, aim at, and select in-game objects;
(2) Enable players to affect in-game objects by interacting with the real-life 
objects they are mapped to;
(3) Enable players to affect the game state by manipulating the device.

"Seamful design" refers to integrating the 
technological seams inherent to handheld augmented 
reality interfaces.

(1) Provide natural limitations to player actions;
(2) Provide support or continue the game when tracking is lost.

(1) Enable players to perform actions within the technological limitations;
(2) Enable players to continue their gameplay experience by ignoring or finding 
the lost tracking.

"World consistency" refers to replicating or defying 
the laws and rules of the physical world in the digital 
world.

(1) Provide replicated properties of the physical reality in the game;
(2) Provide subverted properties of the physical reality in the game.

(1) Enable players to transfer their real-life knowledge in the game and intuitively 
interact with the digital world;
(2) Enable players to feel surprised and challenged.

"Landmarks" refers to physical-digital landmarks that 
are used to navigate the hybrid space.

(1) Provide readily identifiable objects in the physical and digital world. (1) Enable players to orient themselves and navigate the hybrid space;
(2) Enable players to understand the relationships between the physical and 
digital worlds;
(3) Enable players to experience the gameplay of other players from the 
spectator perspective.

"Living creatures" refers to game characters that 
react to physical events, sound, and player 
movements.

(1) Provide game characters that mimic the behaviours of living creatures. (1) Enable players to socially engage in the game and have genuine emotions.

"Personal presence" refers to the players' sense of 
being in the digital game.

(1) Provide in-game reactions to player movement through the interface and 
camera point of view;
(2) Provide intuitively controlled avatar;
(3) Provide a digital world that can be changed by the physical actions of players.

(1) Enable players to feel that the game reacts to their physical movements;
(2) Enable players to feel intuitive control over their avatar;
(3) Enable players to feel the impact of their physical actions in the digital world.

"Body constraints" refers to one player's movements 
constraining another player's actions.

(1) Provide competitive and cooperative opportunities for a player to constrain 
the actions of another player.

(1) Enable players to constrain each others actions by moving.

"Hidden information" refers to a player having hidden 
information that can be revealed through movement 
or communication.

(1) Provide opportunities for players to hide or reveal information through 
movement and communication.

(1) Enable players to hide or reveal information through movement and 
communication.

"Advancement" refers to the motivational component 
of gaining power, progress, status and wealth.

(1) Provide opportunities to gain power, progress, status and wealth. (1) Enable players to gain power, progress, status and wealth.

"Mechanics" refers to the motivational component of 
analyzing the rules to optimize character 
performance.

(1) Provide opportunities to analyze game rules;
(2) Provide opportunities to optimize character performance.

(1) Enable players to analyze game rules;
(2) Enable players to optimize character performance.

"Competition" refers to the motivational component of 
challenging others.

(1) Provide opportunities to challenge and compete with others. (1) Enable players to challenge and compete with others.

"Socializing" refers to the motivational component of 
communicating with and helping others.

(1) Provide opportunities to chat with and help others. (1) Enable players to talk with others, help them, and make friends.

"Relationship" refers to the motivational component of 
forming long-term relationships with others.

(1) Provide opportunities to form meaningful relationships with others. (1) Enable players to for long-term meaningful relationships with others.

"Teamwork" refers to the motivational component of 
participating in a group.

(1) Provide opportunities to collaborate;
(2) Provide group achievements.

(1) Enable players to feel satisfied for collaborating with others.

"Discovery" refers to the motivational component of 
finding things that others don't know about.

(1) Provide hidden but discoverable things and lore. (1) Enable players to discover hidden things and lore.

"Role-playing" refers to the motivational component of 
creating a background story of the player character 
and improvising a story with other players.

(1) Provide opportunities to create a character history;
(2) Provide opportunities to improvise story lines with other players.

(1) Enable players to create a character history;
(2) Enable players to improvise story lines with other players.

"Customization" refers to the motivational component 
of customizing the appearance of the player 
character.

(1) Provide customizable player character. (1) Enable players to change appearances, accessories, style, and color 
schemes of character.

"Escapism" refers to the motivational component of 
using online games to avoid real life problems.

(1) Provide relaxing online environment. (1) Enable players to escape from real life.

"Rules and Goals" refers to game elements that 
define what can or can't be done in a game and 
game elements that provide objectives for players to 
pursue.

(1) Provide game elements that regulate the direction of and interactions in the 
game.
(2) Provide game objectives.

(1) Enable players to interact in the game;
(2) Enable players to pursue objectives.

"Props and Tools" refers to game elements that 
define with what the game is played.

(1) Provide props that have decorative purposes;
(2) Provide tools that have functionality.

(1) Enable players to look at props;
(2) Enable players to interact with tools.

"Player" refers to the person who starts a game in 
progress or "game instance".

(1) Provide opportunities for players to participate in the game. (1) Enable players to participate in the game.

"Social Interaction" refers to the characteristic that 
defines communication between players.

(1) Provide preferable player composition;
(2) Provide appropriate game spaces;
(3) Provide stimuli or natural opportunities for social interaction.

(1) Enable players to communicate with each other.

"Competition and Cooperation" refers to the 
characteristic that defines differences between 
winners and losers or the pursuit of common goals.

(1) Provide participants to cooperate with;
(2) Provide participants to compete against;
(3) Provide non-exclusive goals.

(1) Enable players to cooperate;
(2) Enable players to compete.

"Synchronicity" refers to characteristic that defines 
simultaneous participation of players and the 
performance of independent but synchronized 
actions.

(1) Provide opportunities for synchronous play through rules, goals, props, tools 
and other players.

(1) Enable players to synchronously play with others.

"Coordination" refers to the characteristic that defines 
the way the game process is controlled.

(1) Provide opportunities for solo or distributed coordination through rules, goals, 
props, tools and other players.

(1) Enable players to coordinate the game alone or together with others.

"Prop and Tool Dependence" refers to the 
characteristic that defines the way games may or 
may not depend on the props and tools.

(1) Provide props and tools that are essential or non-essential to the game's rules 
and goals.

(1) Enable players to interact with props and tools that are either essential or non-
essential for the game.

"Existence of Meta-Gaming" refers to characteristic 
that defines the access to more information that some 
players may have.

(1) Provide opportunities for information asymmetry between players through 
game rules.

(1) Enable players to have access to information that others don't have.
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